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Abstract
Currently, we see the use of the Internet of Things (IoT) within various domains
such as healthcare, smart homes, smart cars, smart-x applications, and smart
cities. The number of applications based on IoT and cloud computing is pro-
jected to increase rapidly over the next few years. IoT-based services must meet
the guaranteed levels of quality of service (QoS) to match users’ expectations.
Ensuring QoS through specifying the QoS constraints using service level agree-
ments (SLAs) is crucial. Also because of the potentially highly complex nature
of multi-layered IoT applications, lifecycle management (deployment, dynamic
reconfiguration, and monitoring) needs to be automated. To achieve this it is
essential to be able to specify SLAs in a machine-readable format.
currently available SLA specification languages are unable to accommodate
the unique characteristics (interdependency of its multi-layers) of the IoT domain.
Therefore, in this research, we propose a grammar for a syntactical structure
of an SLA specification for IoT. The grammar is based on a proposed conceptual
model that considers the main concepts that can be used to express the require-
ments for most common hardware and software components of an IoT application
on an end-to-end basis. We follow the Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach to
evaluate the generality and expressiveness of the proposed grammar by review-
ing its concepts and their predefined lists of vocabularies against two use-cases
with a number of participants whose research interests are mainly related to IoT.
The results of the analysis show that the proposed grammar achieved 91.70% of
its generality goal and 93.43% of its expressiveness goal.
To enhance the process of specifying SLA terms, We then developed a toolkit
for creating SLA specifications for IoT applications. The toolkit is used to simplify
the process of capturing the requirements of IoT applications. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of the toolkit using a remote health monitoring service (RHMS)
x
use-case as well as applying a user experience measure to evaluate the tool by
applying a questionnaire-oriented approach. We discussed the applicability of our
tool by including it as a core component of two different applications: 1) a context-
aware recommender system for IoT configuration across layers; and 2) a tool for
automatically translating an SLA from JSON to a smart contract, deploying it
on different peer nodes that represent the contractual parties. The smart con-
tract is able to monitor the created SLA using Blockchain technology. These two
applications are utilized within our proposed SLA management framework for IoT.
Furthermore, we propose a greedy heuristic algorithm to decentralize work-
flow activities of an IoT application across Edge and Cloud resources to enhance
response time, cost, energy consumption and network usage. We evaluated the
efficiency of our proposed approach using iFogSim simulator. The performance
analysis shows that the proposed algorithm minimized cost, execution time, net-
working, and Cloud energy consumption compared to Cloud-only and edge-ward
placement approaches.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a new computing paradigm in which uniquely
addressable objects such as radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags, sensors,
actuators and mobile phones become part of the Internet environment [160, 399].
This paradigm opens the door to new innovations that will build a novel type of
interaction among things and humans. It enables the realisation of smart cities,
infrastructures and services that can enhance quality of life and the utilisation
of resources [96]. It is estimated that the number of connected smart objects
will reach 212 billion by the end of 2020 [168, 166]. Such a large number of
connected smart objects will generate huge volumes of data, which need to be
analysed and stored [392].
Storing and processing such large volumes of data is not a trivial task; thus,
utilising the flexibility and capabilities offered by Cloud computing is essential
[530]. Cloud computing offers a pool of configurable resources (hardware/soft-
ware) that are available on-demand [135], allowing users to submit jobs to service
providers on the basis of pay-per-use. While the IoT provides smart devices with
the ability to sense and generate large amounts of data at different data speeds,
Cloud computing offers advanced technologies for ingesting, analysing and stor-
ing data [108]. Consequently, the number of applications based on IoT and Cloud
computing will increase rapidly over the next few years.
The IoT has traditionally delegated most of its workflow activities (e.g., com-
puting, filtering, storing) to Cloud computing as the main infrastructure. However,
researchers have argued that for many reasons, outsourcing all IoT workflow
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activities to the Cloud is not efficient [372]. IoT delay-sensitive applications (e.g.,
a remote health monitoring service (RHMS)) cannot depend on a centralised data
centre that is situated far away, thereby affecting the end-to-end response time.
Another reason for inefficiency is that most data generated by the IoT might not
be useful; therefore, it is better to discard data generated at or close to the data
sources than to waste resources by transferring all of the generated data to the
Cloud.
Edge computing is a computing paradigm that aims to push intelligence (com-
putation) near data sources in order to improve performance. Thus, the emerging
Edge computing paradigm is essential because it allows the computation capabili-
ties of Edge resources to be utilised, especially given that the computing capacity
of Edge resources is continuously increasing. Moreover, the emergence of Edge
computing allows most of the required computations to be performed near the
data sources whenever possible, which reduces unnecessary network delays and
network usage [372, 284].
Gascon and Asin [47] predicted that in the near future, there will be approxi-
mately 54 types of IoT-based applications addressing different domain-specific
problems, including the domains of security and emergency, smart environment,
smart cities, smart metering, smart water, smart animal farming, smart agri-
culture, industrial control, retail, logistics, domestic and home automation, and
eHealth [96]. Users’ expectations of the services provided through the IoT revolu-
tion are no different from those of most traditional computer- and Internet-based
services in that the services must be delivered within the guaranteed Quality of
Service (QoS) level. QoS is an indicator that describes non-functional characteris-
tics such as response time and throughput. QoS requirements can be expressed
as Service Level Objectives (SLOs). An SLO is an expression associating each QoS
requirement with the target level it is expected to achieve [471] within a Service
Level Agreement (SLA). An SLA is a contract between a service provider and a
service consumer (with the possibility of also involving signatory parties/third
parties) that lists the agreed-upon terms of the QoS requirements [165]. In
addition to guaranteeing the QoSs, an SLA indicates the actions required if this
guarantee is violated [432, 262].
3
SLAs have been used in many IT-related fields and platforms over many years
[77]. For example, the Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) was introduced in
2003. The WSLA is a framework composed of SLA specifications and a number of
SLA monitoring tools for web services [228]. The WSLA aims to allow consumers
and service providers to explicitly define and determine the measurement of
SLA parameters. Furthermore, WS-Agreement [38] is a Web Service Agreement
which defines the specification of the web service agreement as a domain-specific
language. Thus, service providers can utilise the WS-Agreement as a protocol to
advertise their resource capabilities and create agreements with end users.
In Cloud computing, there are a number of works related to SLAs. For ex-
ample, an expert group of the European Commission published a report titled
“Cloud Computing Service Level Agreements – Exploitation of Research Results”
[252]. This report surveys European and national projects, presents research
outcomes and discusses the outcomes from an SLA lifecycle perspective. Based
on the projects discussed in [252], there are a number of works that have con-
tributed to SLA specifications, such as the blueprint concept in the 4CaaSt project
[376]. A blueprint is a descriptive document that expresses the service depen-
dencies across and within Cloud layers. Another project that has contributed to
SLA specifications is SLA@SOI [463]. SLA@SOI is a framework that addresses
multi-level, multi-provider SLA lifecycle management within a service-oriented
architecture and Cloud computing. Within the SLA specification phase, SLA@SOI
provides a description of a service called SLA Template (SLA(T)). SLA(T) is an
abstract syntax template that uses notations for describing the functional and
non-functional characteristics of a service; these notations can be modelled later
using Extensible Markup Language (XML), Web Ontology Language (OWL), or
any other format.
Traditional SLAs that focus on availability and reliability are not enough for
IoT applications due to the need for strict SLA guarantees (of functions such as
accuracy and the speed of the detection of the event of interest) [489]. Further-
more, having an individual SLA management mechanism for each layer of the IoT
is inadequate because of the huge dependency across layers [28]. Moreover, the
majority of service providers available, such as Cloud providers, offer a descrip-
tive summary of the terms and conditions of their services. This poses certain
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disadvantages, such as uncertainty and no facility to automate the searching for
services or the negotiation of contractual terms [472]. Therefore, providing a
machine-readable 1 SLA specification is crucial.
The importance of providing machine-readable SLA specification is also high-
lighted by the need for formal guarantees that the services offered comply with
the terms negotiated, as Cloud users may, for example, outsource their core
business functions to the Cloud [472]. Many languages have been proposed for
defining machine-readable SLAs and to simplify their assessment and negotiation
[472]. Nevertheless, available SLA frameworks vary between being too specific
or too generic [165]. Therefore, we argue that these languages cannot cope
with the IoT’s distinctive features, such as multi-layer multi-provider nature of
IoT agreements and deployment models. In IoT applications, there is a need to
aggregate QoS requirements from the perspectives of the cooperated layers such
as Cloud, network, and sensing layers. The main purpose of considering QoS
across layers is to deliver the promised IoT functionalities that match consumers’
expectations at the application level, as agreed upon within the SLA.
1.1 Motivation and research problem
To shed light on the complexity of IoT applications needing end-to-end SLA speci-
fication, we considered three of the best-known computing paradigms: Cluster,
Grid, and Cloud, illustrating the discrepancies between them and the IoT. Cluster
computing, for example, is a type of computing that makes several nodes run
as a single entity [226, 12]. All the nodes on the system can simultaneously run
the same application. It is a system where computers (processing elements)
work together to accomplish tasks. In Grid computing, resource segregation
(separation) from multiple sites is used to solve a problem that cannot be solved
by using single computer processing [226, 12]. Users have no or little knowledge
about where these resources are placed or what the underpinning infrastructures,
operating systems, hardware or software are [213, 12]. Unlike Clusters that have
to be onsite, Grids are distributed across the globe; that is, they use Internet
power to link resources together irrespective of their geographical location. This
1Machine readable: "a data format that can be automatically read and processed by a computer,
such as CSV, JSON, XML, etc. Machine-readable data must be structured data" [494]
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moves the emphasis in Cluster computing from performance to resource sharing,
eliminating the need for Single System Image (SSI) as long Grid machines are
heterogeneous and geographically dispersed [12].
Cloud computing is a model that makes it possible to access a common pool
of configurable computing resources (i.e., networks, servers, storage, apps and
services) on-demand. The computing resources are delivered quickly and re-
leased with minimal management effort or interaction from the service provider
[118, 12]. Thus, unlike Cluster or Grid computing, where the focus is on pro-
cessing resources to solve the problem, Cloud computing is about delivering
on-demand services [12].
The IoT is a system of devices that are equipped with unique identification
(UID) and the possibility of the network sharing of data without the need for
human-to-computer interaction [493]. Owing to the integration of various innova-
tions – real-time computing, artificial intelligence, sensors and embedded devices
– the IoT has developed [493]. Embedded systems (including home and building
automation), wireless sensor networks, control systems, and other technologies
all contribute in IoT.
In Cluster computing, Grid computing or Cloud computing, the emphasis is on
computation power to solve problems and the provisioning of services on-demand.
On the other hand, the emphasis in the IoT is on combining performance, the
provision of services on-demand, and the distribution of computing power in
order to allow real-time processing while respecting SLA constraints at the appli-
cation level (e.g. the response time of an application is less than 5 milliseconds).
Therefore, we argue that it is essential to propose an SLA for the IoT on an
end-to-end basis. By ‘end-to-end basis’ we mean considering the constraints of
the QoS and configuration requirements for all the involved components (services
and infrastructure resources) that are part of an IoT ecosystem. Therefore, we
introduce a workflow activity term within our proposed SLA specification (which
is introduced in Chapter 3) to allow us to capture requirements across layers and
within the layer itself.
6 Introduction
One of the factors that raises the importance of specifying the SLA on an
end-to-end basis is the fact that the IoT can be delivered by many providers and
each provider might be a consumer as well. As a result, SLAs in the IoT have a
strong dependency relationship with each one of the whole system’s components,
regardless of whether this component is hardware, software or a human being.
This means that a violation of one or more constraints by one or more actor(s)
affects the adherence to the quality of service at application level. To illustrate
the concept, consider a Remote Healthcare Monitoring Service (RHMS) where
patients wear sensors and accelerometers to measure their heart rate and sugar
levels, reminding them when it is time to take medications and detecting abnor-
mal activity such as falling down. Patients can register in a remote healthcare
monitoring service and pay for this service. They can then be sent to the hospital
as an emergency case and their caregivers and doctors will be alerted whenever
their health is/might be in a critical situation. Subscribed patients are looking
for a service that can satisfy the following high-level requirement: detecting
abnormal activity such as falling down, within x milliseconds, and contacting the
ambulance, caregivers and doctors within y minutes.
From the above scenario, adherence to SLAs in the IoT is a critical process
and complex since it can be seen that in order to achieve the SLA at the applica-
tion level (e.g., end-to-end response time), many nested-dependent QoS should
be considered. For example, as patients need to receive the required aid based
on their health status within Y minutes, that means that the aggregation of the
required time for detecting/transferring/analysing /alerting should be within the
time constraints, i.e. less than or equal to Y minutes. That requires high-quality
sensors with minimum event detection delay, available networks with low latency,
and a notification service with low response time to deliver the desired value
of the application. In Figure 1.1, we can see that in order to respond within
the expected time constraints, any delay within the dotted ovals or arrows are
counted and can affect the quality level of the delivered response. For example,
if there was a delay in filtering data activity, it would lead to a late response
at the front-end which then might exceed what the consumer was expecting.
Consequently, if the response time was behind consumer expectations, this might
lead to catastrophic results, especially if it were a matter of life and death.
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Fig. 1.1 An example of dependency between workflow activity
Although large efforts have been made by big companies in the field such as
Amazon and Microsoft, which offer platforms that enable users/applications to
connect their devices and benefit from the available cloud services, there are still
limitations on the guaranteed quality of services. A number of works consider
SLA specifications for all the Cloud tiers or just one of the Cloud tiers. For exam-
ple, a Cloud Service Level Agreement (CSLA) [245] is a specification language
developed specifically for the Cloud domain. Another example is Service Level
Agreement Language for Cloud Computing (SLAC), which is defined by [476].
However, the focus of SLAC is only related to Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
[476]. Furthermore, while an effort has been made to develop an SLA specifi-
cation for Networking, as far as we know, no works address SLA specifications
in such a way that they consider SLAs on an end-to-end basis by considering
the IoT layers (described in Chapter 2): the IoT devices layer, Edge layer, Cloud
layer and application layer. Therefore, the performance of an RHMS relies not
only on the correctness of the provided functionalities but also on the quality
of the offered services across the Edge and/or Cloud computing environments.
Therefore, SLAs undoubtedly need to consider requirements across all layers
of the Edge and/or Cloud environment – for example, at what rate data should
be collected, transferred, and ingested and how fast and accurate the analysis
should be.
In IoT applications, there is a need for strict SLA guarantees [489]. Thus,
within an end-to-end SLA, it is necessary to express constraints/policies that
determine which data can be processed within the Edge data centres as well as
which data need to be exported to be processed/analysed in Cloud data centres
under certain constraints. Additionally, specifying the contractual terms of an
SLA on an end-to-end basis is important to assure consumers that their QoS
requirements will be observed across layers. Therefore, for such applications and
others, ensuring that consumer requirements are accurately and unambiguously
specified within SLAs is crucial. Accurately specified SLAs are contracts that can
form the basis of a strategy to regulate and automate transactions and activities
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between interacting parties (service providers and consumers).
When specifying SLA terms on an end-to-end basis within a formal syntax
language, standardising the vocabularies used to describe the offered/requested
services is crucial. With the multi-layered nature of IoT applications, it is possible
to have more than one provider. Having multiple providers is a serious issue
that requires the terminologies used within the SLA to be standardised in order
to avoid ambiguity. For example, within the Cloud environment, there is a lack
of standardised vocabularies for expressing SLAs. For example, availability is
expressed differently by well-known Cloud providers: Amazon EC2 offers avail-
ability as a monthly uptime percentage of 99.95%; Azure offers availability as a
monthly connectivity uptime service level of 99.95%; and GoGrid offers a server
uptime of 100% and an uptime of the internal network of 100% [24]. Further-
more, within the Edge environment, sampling rate [214] and sampling frequency
[280] are used interchangeably to describe the rate at which a sensor sends
data. Therefore, standardising the vocabularies used to describe the offered
and requested services can play a significant role in minimising the ambiguity
between cooperating parties which in turn could provide successful interactions
between consumers and providers.
Furthermore providing machine-readable SLA is important not only for SLA
management purpose but in service provider’s selection. A consumer who wishes
to start an SLA must first select a service provider/s. Selecting service provider/s
can be a challenging process, especially when considering the multi-layered
nature of the IoT. Since IoT applications have a multi-layered architecture, IoT
administrators need to consider different categories of providers (e.g., network
provider, Cloud provider) and find the best candidate for each category. Most
popular Cloud providers (e.g., AWS, MS Azure, Oracle) currently provide de-
scriptive take-it-or-leave-it SLAs for their services. When consumers need to
compare these SLAs from different providers to select the most suitable, they
must evaluate them manually [495]. IoT applications can potentially be much
more complex than Cloud applications, and such a comparison therefore becomes
difficult. Therefore, standardising the vocabularies used to describe the QoS
of the offered and requested services can be a first step towards enhancing
and automating the process of selecting service providers using certain search
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criteria.
Not having a machine-readable format 2 has many disadvantages. For exam-
ple, it creates confusion regarding SLA interpretation and makes automation of
the SLA lifecycle3 infeasible [472]. In addition to the importance of standardising
SLA vocabularies and structures, providing SLAs in a machine-readable format
is an important step towards automating the process of application deployment,
monitoring, and dynamic re-configuration [472, 290]. For example, once an IoT
application has been deployed, it is important to continuously monitor the extent
to which the application adheres to what has been agreed upon, as well as to
reconfigure the application dynamically, on the fly, as needed to avoid/minimise
SLA violations [337].
Nevertheless, specifying and managing end-to-end SLA cross-computing envi-
ronments is not a trivial task, since there are a number of challenges that need
to be addressed [28] [392]:
• Heterogeneity of key QoS metrics across computing environments:
Considering key performance metrics and their variation across computing
environments and within their layers is crucial. There are different QoS
metrics for each layer, which are not necessarily the same [214]:
1. application layer (e.g., event detection and decision-making delays).
2. Cloud layer (e.g., the QoS of big data frameworks such as the through-
put of batch processing and the QoS of the infrastructure layer, such
as CPU utilisation and memory utilisation).
3. Edge environment (e.g., gateway throughput and latency).
4. IoT devices (e.g., precision and data quality).
Therefore, it is essential to provide a coherent taxonomy that considers
various QoS metrics for the involved computing layers.
2A machine-readable format means an SLA can be read and processed by a computer such as
CSV, JSON, XML, etc., and the data are structured.
3The SLA lifecycle consists mainly of discovering the service provider, defining the SLA,
establishing the agreement, monitoring the SLA, terminating the SLA, and enforcing penalties if
there is a violation; for more details about the SLA lifecycle, refer to 2.1.1
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• Heterogeneity of application requirements:
An IoT application has specific requirements according to its purpose and
domain. For example, Smart Home applications place a high priority on
energy consumption, while environmental prediction applications place a
high priority on data accuracy and action response time.
• Cross-layer dependencies:
Some issues related to the dependency nature of IoT applications need to
be addressed in order to meet end-to-end SLA cross-computing paradigms.
For example, if the consumer needs to process collected data within a time
constraint, then the end-to-end execution time is affected not only by the
processing time at the Cloud layer, if using a Cloud resource, but also by
the time it takes to collect and transfer data.
1.2 Research Aim and Questions
To address the challenges discussed earlier, the high-level aim of this thesis
is to "design and develop an SLA specification language for IoT application
workflow activity deployment, dynamic re-configuration, and monitoring on end-
to-end basis". To address this aim, this thesis addresses the following research
questions:
1.2.1 Question 1
How can an end-to-end SLA for an IoT application be specified?
It is well known that SLA specification languages for various application domains
do indeed exist; for example, see [3, 77, 165, 316, 347, 399]. However, in their
current formats, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of consideration for
the requirements of all the layers (end-to-end) that cooperate to deliver an IoT
application.
Providing an answer to this question implies several sub-tasks:
• Provide/select an IoT reference architecture – a number of research studies
regarding IoT architecture exist, implying variety in the proposed/studied
IoT architecture. Therefore, selecting a reference architecture is a necessity.
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Consequently, we present a reference architecture of IoT ecosystems. Fur-
thermore, we provide background information about SLAs and we present
a review of the existing research related to the SLA lifecycle over the last
decade. This is presented in Chapter 2.
• Propose An SLA conceptual model- The purpose is to provide the meta-
model for the proposed SLA specification. Such a model can capture the
main concepts that need to be considered within the SLA and the relation-
ships among them. We then evaluate the proposed conceptual model using
a questionnaire-oriented approach. This is presented in Chapter 3.
• Provide a predefined list of vocabularies related to the QoS metric and
common configuration parameters for the considered IoT ecosystem compo-
nents. The conceptual model introduces the related vocabularies to specify
QoS and configuration parameters as a step to unify used terminologies.
This is presented in Chapter 3.
• Present a new multi-layered context-free grammar to describe the recursive
syntactic structure of the SLA specification formally for IoT applications.
Then, we evaluate the proposed grammar in Chapter 4.
• Provide a Graphical User Interface (GUI)-based tool to generate an end-to-
end SLA in a machine-readable format with comprehensive vocabularies.
This increases the SLA’s inter-portability between the IoT ecosystem compo-
nents to deal with the integration of different services provided by different
providers. Furthermore, the purpose of this step is to simplify the process
of generating the SLA for those who are interested in doing so. Thus, they
will not have to worry about the correctness of the syntax of the SLA speci-
fication when specifying their requirements. The tool allows providers and
consumers to express their capabilities and requirements, respectively, on a
fine-grained level of details. We demonstrate the tool employing a use case.
Then, we evaluate the usability and generalizability of the tool for capturing
the requirements of different use cases. This is presented in Chapter 5.
• an SLA management framework for IoT which is mainly consists of SLA
specification, negotiation, monitoring and enforcement phases. Further-
more, we provide a mechanism to automatically convert a machine-readable
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SLA for IoT into a smart contract that is capable of automatically monitoring
adherence to the specified QoS requirements. The generated SLA-based
smart contract is utilized in the SLA monitoring phase of the proposed SLA
management framework. Furthermore, we present a proof of concept to
show that providing a machine-readable SLA can be utilised in more than
one phase of the proposed SLA management framework. This is presented
in Chapter 6.
1.2.2 Question 2
Ensuring that the SLA is enforced requires the application of several SLA man-
agement policies. Therefore, in our second research question we investigate how
decentralising workflow activities across Cloud and Edge layers aids the process
of adhering to the SLA, for example by reducing the cost, time, network usage,
and power consumption?
Providing an answer to this question implies the following sub-tasks:
• An SLA-aware heuristic algorithm to decentralise workflow activities among
Edge and Cloud resources. The Algorithm aims to reduce latency, Cloud
energy consumption, Cloud cost, and network usage for IoT applications.
This is presented in Chapter 7.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm using iFogSim4.
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In this chapter, we provide a background to the basic technologies that are
related to the research carried out within this thesis. We start by presenting
the background information related to Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and
the Internet of Things (IoT) in Section 2.1. We conduct a systematic mapping
study to collect research that is related to SLAs for the Cloud, Edge and IoT
from a technical perspective. The aim is to identify current research topics in
SLA, particularly for the IoT. We map around 400 papers from different scientific
databases. We identify two main categories that most research work related to
SLAs falls into: work related to the SLA lifecycle (Section 2.3.1) and work that
focuses on SLA applications (Section 2.3.2).
The results show that around two-thirds of the papers focus on the SLA
lifecycle: SLA specification, SLA negotiation, SLA monitoring, SLA enforcement,
and SLA management. The remaining papers focus on SLA applications such
as SLA-aware resource allocation, scheduling applications or other SLA-related
topics. We track growth in SLA research through the last 10 years, and we
address some of research gaps that need to be considered in future studies
2.1 Background
The IoT is a field about connecting everyday physical objects and devices (such
as washing machines, cars, etc.) to the Internet. These devices could share data
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about their surroundings via sensors or they could be remotely controlled by their
users via smartphone applications. One popular example of an IoT application is
a connected car (e.g., Ola Cabs, Uber) that can be tracked and rented using a
smartphone. However, one of the IoT’s limitations is its limited computing and
storage capacity, which has made it necessary to move storage and processing to
powerful resources. Therefore, Cloud computing plays a significant role with its
processing and storage capability, specifically with its pay-as-you go model.
"A Cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system consisting of a collection
of inter-connected and virtualised computers that are dynamically provisioned
and presented as one or more unified computing resource(s) based on SLAs
established through negotiation between the service provider and consumer"[95].
The largest benefit of Cloud computing is that the resources are shared through
a shared infrastructure.
The advancements in Cloud computing and its computational technology have
led many big-name companies (e.g., Google, Amazon, IBM, Microsoft) to nurture
this popular paradigm as a utility. As a result, Cloud-based services such as
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a
Service (SaaS), etc. have emerged, which has increased the number of applica-
tions that benefit from Cloud services.
This kind of integration between the IoT and Cloud computing paradigms
allows many sources (sensors, humans, applications) to start generating data
and organisations tend to store this data for a long time due to their inexpensive
storage and processing capabilities [517]. While the centralised architectures
of Cloud computing play a role in creating an effective economy, considering a
logical extreme, a full centralisation approach could bring unintended results
[284]. López et al. [284] mention four fundamental problems with centralised
approaches: first, it is necessary to make a trade-off between releasing personal
and sensitive data, using centralised services such as social networks, location
services, and privacy. Another fundamental problem is that users of Cloud ser-
vices delegate control of the applications and systems to the Cloud. A third
fundamental problem relates to using Cloud resources and neglecting the fact
that new generations of Edge devices are embedded with high computational
capacity and the ability to communicate seamlessly. Consequently, sufficient stor-
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age space is a misuse of that embedded intelligence power. Another fundamental
problem is that Cloud-based centralisation hinders human-centred designs, which
limits the link between man and machine. Therefore, moving computations to
the Edge under certain conditions will minimise the Cloud-based centralisation
issues as well as enhance the utilisation of Edge devices’ computational power.
Edge computing’s fundamental idea is to bring the computing facilities closer
to the data source. Edge computing performs lightweight-computational and
analytical operations (e.g., filtering, analysing, detecting, etc.) on the received
IoT data to improve the performance, save unnecessary data transfers, accelerate
decision making, and carry out automatable actions on physical environments.
Edge computing is more secure and private than Cloud computing, as sensitive
data can be processed and stored more securely [284]. However, Edge computing
resources do not offer the same high throughput resources as those offered by
the Cloud. Therefore, cooperation for data processing between the Cloud and
the Edge is essential for a trade-off between energy efficiency, cost, latency, and
bandwidth [366, 225].
Since this research focuses on SLA specifications for the IoT, priority is given
to having an IoT architecture to refer to when specifying requirements of the
main elements that should be covered within SLAs.
IoT architecture
The IoT paradigm allows billions or trillions of heterogeneous devices to be
connected in a seamless manner. Therefore, it is essential to have a flexible
IoT architecture that can meet different application needs. The ever-increasing
number of proposed architectures has not converged into a model of reference
[14]. However, some projects, such as IoT-A 1 are attempting to design a common
architecture based on the analysis needs of both researchers and industry [14].
A number of proposed models consider IoT architectures that consist of three
layers, while other works consider IoT architectures that consist of four-layer
and five-layer architectures. For example, authors in [288] and [106] propose a
four-layer architecture that includes the following:
1For more information about IoT-A: https://iotforum.files.wordpress.com/2013/07/iot-a.pdf
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• Edge Technology Layer: This is a hardware layer where embedded devices,
sensors, and tags are located. This layer is responsible for collecting data
from a system or an environment and it also offers information processing
and communication support.
• Access Gateway Layer: Data handling, publishing and subscribing services,
message routing and communication support are the functionalities offered
by this layer.
• Middleware Layer: This layer is responsible for aggregating and filtering re-
ceived data, performing information discovery, and controlling applications’
access to the devices.
• Application layer: This layer provides different application services.
Furthermore, a number of works (e.g., [49, 235, 531, 325, 14]) have proposed a
five-layer architecture that includes the following:
• Objects Layer: This is also referred to as the "Device Layer". The objects
layer consists of sensor devices and physical objects.
• Object Abstraction Layer: This can be called "the network layer" or the
"transmission layer". The object abstraction layer transfers information
securely from the object layer (e.g., sensor devices) to the information-
processing system. The transmission medium can be wired or wireless and
depending on the sensor devices, the technology can be 3G, WiFi, Bluetooth,
ZigBee, etc.
• Service Management Layer: This layer is responsible for the management
of the services. The service management layer receives information from
the network layer and stores it in a database. It then performs information
processing and makes automatic decisions based on the processing results.
• Application Layer: This provides global application management based on
the information about objects processed in the middleware layer. Examples
of IoT applications include Smart Health, Smart Home, Smart City, Smart
Farming, etc.
• Business Layer: This is responsible for managing the IoT system as a whole,
including applications and services. Based on the data received from the
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application layer, it builds business models, graphs, flowcharts, etc. The IoT
technology’s real success also depends on good business models. This layer
will help to determine future actions and business strategies based on the
analysis of the results.
The integration of IoT devices and Edge and Cloud layers has been considered by
some studies, such as [146]. The main purpose of integrating different computing
paradigms is to increase performance, enhance energy efficiency, improve the
response time, and ensure better localised accuracy for future IoT and Cyber-
Physical System (CPS) applications. Therefore, in our work, we attempt to
consider an IoT architecture as our reference architecture, with the architecture
mainly consisting of the following layers (Figure 2.1):
1. IoT Devices Layer: This layer consists of devices for sensing and reflecting
the physical world, such as sensors, actuators, cameras, and smart mobile
devices.
2. Edge Computing Layer: This layer pushes the intelligence (computation)
to the edge of the network to improve the performance and reduce unnec-
essary data transference to Cloud datacentres. Moreover, the computing
capacity of Edge resources is increased continuously, which allows inde-
pendent decision making to take place on the Edge. Edge resources also
contain sensitive personal and social data, which means that the manage-
ment and control of the data flow must be moved to the Edge so that it can
be managed in a more secure and private manner.
3. Cloud Computing Layer: This layer provides both hardware infrastructure
and programming models (e.g., streaming and batch processing) for Big
Data 2.
• Big Data Programming Models layer: because of the Cloud’s capa-
bilities to deal with the large volume of data generated from various
resources and at different rates, this layer consists of the following
components, as described in [399]:
– Data ingestion: accepts data from multiple sources such as online
services or back-end system logs.
2Big Data has three main characteristics: Volume (large volume of data), Velocity (real time,
near to real time) and Variety (different type of data: messages, sensor data, images,..)
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– Data analytic: consists of many platforms including stream/batch
processing frameworks, and scalable machine learning frameworks
that ease the implementation of data analytic use cases, such as
Smart City applications on Cloud and Edge data centres.
– Data storage: to store intermediate or final datasets. The ingestion
and analytic layers make use of different databases during execu-
tion and where required persist/load the data into/from the storage
layer.
• Cloud Infrastructure Layer: provides the consumer with processing
capabilities, access to networks, storage and other basic computing
resources. It enables the service user to run arbitrary software, such




















Fig. 2.1 Reference IoT Architecture
2.1.1 Service Level Agreement (SLA)
An SLA is defined by [495] as follows: "An explicit statement of expectations
and obligations that exist in a business relationship between two organisations:
the service provider and customer". SLAs must include a guarantee of the qual-
ity of the service, and an indication of the actions that will be required if this
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guarantee is violated [432] [262]. SLAs increase the level of trust between the
service consumer and the service provider. Consumers are assured that a certain
level of quality is guaranteed, and if this level is not met, then they will receive
compensation for any damage suffered as a result [432] [262].
Over many years, SLAs have been used in many IT-related fields and platforms
[77]. An SLA passes through different stages, and these stages represent the
SLA lifecycle [495]. Ron and Aliko [444] illustrate the SLA lifecycle in three
stages as shown in Figure 2.2: 1) The creation phase, which allows consumers
to find a provider that matches their requirements; 2) the operation phase,
in which the consumers have a read-only view of the agreed-upon SLA; 3) the
removal phase, during which the SLA is terminated and removed from the system.
Fig. 2.2 SLA high-level lifecycle stags [432].
The Sun Microsystems Internet Data Centre Group (2002) [327] defines the
SLA lifecycle in more detail by expressing it in six phases as shown in Figure
2.3. The first step is to discover a service provider by finding one that can
offer services that match the consumer’s requirements. The second step is the
identification of facilities, groups, penalty policy, and QoS criteria for defining
SLA terms. In this process, a mutual agreement can be reached between the
parties. The third step is to establish an SLA, in which an agreement is formed
and the parties begin to commit to the terms of the agreement. The fourth step is
"monitoring SLA violation", in which the performance of the provider is assessed
against the agreement terms. The fifth step is "Terminate SLA", in which the
SLA ends because of a timeout or a breach of any term. In the sixth section,
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"enforce-penalties for SLA violation", the relevant penalty clauses are applied
and enforced if any party violates a term of the agreement.
Fig. 2.3 SLA lifecycle six steps [432]
2.1.2 Blockchain
In its simplest form, a Blockchain can be defined as a distributed data structure
(ledger) that transparently and securely holds transactional records. The data
stored in a Blockchain network is fully open and available within the network.
Moreover, once the data is added to a Blockchain, any changes are extremely
difficult or almost impossible to make, so Blockchains are very secure networks.
The first commonly used Blockchain platform was the cryptocurrency Bitcoin,
which was created under the pseudonym of Satoshi Nakamoto [351]. Several
other cryptocurrencies have emerged since Bitcoin evolved, including Ethereum
and Litecoin. Blockchain is not limited to cryptocurrencies; it can also be used
in other domains such as health records, supply chains and asset ownership
[206]. The information stored on a Blockchain can take different forms (e.g.
money transfer, ownership, object ID, prices, etc.) depending on the technology
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application. The data stored on Blockchain are open to all Blockchain network
users. To add a new transaction to the Blockchain, a group of users must verify it
and a consensus should be reached among them.
Essentially, Blockchain consists of chains of blocks in which each block holds
information or data, its hash key and the hash key of its previous block. A hash is
a fixed-length data fingerprint and it is created using a special function (called
the hash function). The hash keys provide security and integrity for the data
stored inside the blocks in a Blockchain network. If data within a specific block
are modified, the hash of that block is also modified. This makes it easy to de-
tect fraudulent malicious behaviours within a Blockchain network. Transactions
within a block are authorised only if the hash stored in that block is correct.
If a single node within the Blockchain network wants to transfer a transaction,
the sender generates a block containing information such as a digital signature,
timestamp, and the public key of the recipient. The information block is then
broadcasted through the network. After that, the validation process begins,
which is one of Blockchain’s most significant features. Validation is the phase
where transactions are validated to prevent malicious data alteration [521]. Vali-
dated transactions are listed to be appended to the Blockchain using a consensus
protocol. Every node validates transaction and user status. When checked by
the majority of nodes in the network, the block is timestamped and added to
the current blockchain. Eventually, Blockchain’s current copies are updated to
reflect network changes.
Consensus protocol is one of Blockchain’s most important aspects, as it helps
to create an irrefutable system of real-time agreement between various users of
a universally shared ledger. Owing to the Blockchain’s decentralised nature, no
centralised authority verifies updates to the ledger or new transactions. Users
have to agree among themselves which transactions are to be added to the
Blockchain. But how can thousands of users distributed around the globe reach
such an agreement? This is where a consensus algorithm comes in. To achieve a
consistent shared ledger state, all of the participants in a decentralised network
must follow the protocol. Different Blockchain implementations use different
consensus protocols to achieve a shared ledger. Proof of Work (PoW), Proof
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of Stake (PoS) and Byzantine fault tolerance are the most popular consensus
protocols used by the major Blockchain applications such Bitcoin, Etherium, and
Monero.
2.1.3 Smart Contract
A Smart Contract is a decentralised transactional protocol enforcing the terms
of a contract with the intention of satisfying common contractual requirements
between the parties involved [393].
The idea of smart contracts was initially coined by Szabo in 19943. Szabo
claimed that the hardware and software could be linked to a number of contrac-
tual clauses in a way that would make the violation of a contract very costly.
Although the concept of smart contracts had existed for decades, smart contracts
gained the publicity we see today only after the advent of Blockchain technology.
Blockchain allows a set of rules to be implemented on a distributed ledger in
the form of a computer program and it implements and enforces the terms of
agreements automatically. Blockchain-based smart contracts make it possible to
exchange items in the form of money, shares, properties, etc., quickly, transpar-
ently, and cheaply between different parties. In addition, Blockchain-based smart
contracts eliminate the need for trusted intermediaries like banks, attorneys,
advisors etc. In addition to implementing the contract terms and conditions
specified in the agreement, smart contracts are capable of carrying out other
activities, such as collecting data from outside the Blockchain and processing it
according to the contract terms [259].
In general, smart contracts, also called Cryptographically Enabled Contracts
(CryptoECs) [149], work for digital asset transactions with multiple participants
who can automatically handle properties. Assets can be distributed among par-
ticipants according to the rules stated in the contracts. Smart contracts are
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2.2 State of the art
In this section, the focus is on providing an overview of available SLA studies,
which are classified from a technical point of view. However, with the limited
work on SLAs for IoT, previous works, especially works related to Cloud comput-
ing, have also been considered. The reason behind considering Cloud-related
works is the dependency between the IoT and the Cloud. We have applied a
systematic review approach to surveying the published works. The following
section presents this approach and the survey results.
2.2.1 Research Methodology
We followed the systematic mapping study discussed in [384] due to its clarity
and easy-to-follow presentation. The purpose of applying a systematic mapping
study is to explore available research related to SLAs for IoT applications. The
steps for applying the systematic mapping study are presented in Figure 2.4.
Each step has an outcome and the outcomes from one step are inputted into the
next step. The final outcome of the systematic mapping process enables us to
identify the research area and the research gaps related to SLAs for the IoT.
Fig. 2.4 The steps of the systematic mapping process [384]
In the following we provide details about each step of the systematic mapping
study (depicted in Figure 2.4) and how it can be applied:
• Step 1: Definition of Research Questions - The main purpose of this step
is to define the research questions in order to guide our research process
towards answering them:
– RQ1. What are the current research topics related to SLAs for the IoT?
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– RQ2. How active are research topics related to SLAs? (Measured by
capturing the number of publications in the last 10 years)
– RQ3. What is the number of publications per year related to SLA
specifications?4
– RQ4. What is the number of publications per year related to SLA-aware
service placement?5
– RQ3. What are the research gaps that need to be addressed in future
studies?
• Step 2: Conduct Search - In this step, we searched scientific databases
for all relevant scientific research papers using search strings. We se-
lected IEEE, Science Direct, ACM Digital Library and Springer as scientific
databases due to their high scientific impact. The keywords that we used to
collect the relevant resources are presented in Table 2.1:
Table 2.1 Keywords of the Search
Row No. Keywords that are used for the search
I SLA? OR Service Level Agreement?
II Cloud Computing OR Cloud OR Internet of Things OR IoT OR Edge OR Fog
– First, to retrieve a broader result and determine the classification
criteria that should be used to classify the available research, we built
the query string, which is comprised of the terms in the first row of
Table 2.1.
– Second, to narrow our research results we utilised the first row and
the second row, joining the keywords with the AND connector.
We used the ? wildcard to retrieve relevant topics regardless of whether
they were in the singular or plural form.
• Step 3: Screening of Papers - In this step, we aimed to select the papers
that were related to our topic of interest, so we followed the following steps:
the title of the paper was considered to be the first indicator of whether
4This is because we are interested in the SLA specification phase
5This is because we are interested in SLA-aware service placement for further research
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or not the paper should be considered. If the title did not indicate an
approach related to our topic, then we read through the abstract, checked
its contribution and discarded any studies that did not contribute to our
research questions. If the abstract was not enough to indicate the relevance
of the paper, we examined the paper by reading its content.
• Step 4: Keywording using Abstracts - In this step, we read the abstract
to identify the most important keywords that reflected the contribution
of the research. If the abstract was not enough to indicate the relative
keywords, then we read through the paper. After identifying the keywords,
we clustered them into categories in order to form the classification scheme
for mapping purposes.
• Step 5: Data Extraction and Mapping Process - This step allows the review-
ers to answer the research questions. Thus, we gathered different data
items from each selected scientific publication to understand its main aim
and contributions to answer the research questions.
2.3 Results
In this section, we discuss the criteria that we apply for screening the search
results, as well as the classification mechanisms.
We applied our search strings as discussed in Section 2.2.1 for different
scientific databases. After that, we applied the screening step to select relevant
papers. First, we managed to collect 2,511 papers. Then, we excluded papers that
displayed one or more of the following characteristics: repeated (i.e., appeared
more than once in the search results); not written in English; too general (i.e.,
presented knowledge about SLAs in general); or the focus was not on SLAs. As a
result, the number of considered papers was reduced to 288 and to 124 for work
related to the SLA lifecycle class and SLA applications class, respectively. Figure
2.5 shows the searching and screening results. We found that a considerable
number of works could fall into the following categories (see Figure 2.6 ).
• SLA Lifecycle Category: This consists of works whose main contribution is
focused on one phase or more of the SLA lifecycle. This category consists
of the following subcategories: 1) SLA specification; 2) SLA negotiation; 3)













Fig. 2.5 Study selection step of the systematic mapping process
• SLA Applications Category: This includes works that provide solutions,
mechanisms, and policies to deliver the required functionalities while con-
sidering the SLA constraints. This category consists of the following sub-
categories: 1) Scheduling; 2) Load balancing; 3) Elasticity; 4) Resource
provisioning and allocation; 5) Resource management; 6) Service place-
ment; and 7) Orchestration.
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Fig. 2.6 Main categories based on our conducted search in relation to SLA
The results show that about two-thirds of the papers focus on the SLA lifecycle
while the remaining papers focus on SLA applications.
In the following sections we present an overview of some works that are
mapped to the subcategories of the two categories reflected in our classification
scheme presented in Figure 2.6:
2.3.1 Works Related to SLA Lifecycle Category
From the literature, we found many studies whose main contribution focuses
on one phase or more of the SLA lifecycle. Table 2.2 maps the selected work to
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This sub-category includes works related to the SLA specification, mostly provid-
ing/defining the SLA template/language to express the consumers’ requirements
and the providers’ capabilities. The SLA definition is an important step in mitigat-
ing the risk of ambiguity and high expectations. Based on our survey, we mapped
35 published works under the SLA specification category. This section provides a
more detailed description of the available works related to SLA specifications:
Specifying and monitoring SLAs in the grid have been studied by [412] where
they propose an architecture for specifying and monitoring SLAs. To formalise
SLAs, they specify an SLA based on measurable data constrained by date (start
date, end date) and a set of service-level objectives. SLA@SOI [252] is a frame-
work to address multi-level multi-provider SLA lifecycle management within
service-oriented architecture and Cloud computing. Within the SLA specification
stage, SLA@SOI provides a service description template for SLA which is called
Service Level Agreement Template (SLA(T)). SLA(T) model is a language and
technology independent model and it can be modelled using XML, OWL, human
readable language or any concrete syntactic format. It provides an abstract
syntax for describing the functional and non-functional characteristics of a ser-
vice. However, there is a need to add more domain-specific vocabularies related
to the domain it describes [472]. Thus, we aim, in our work, to consider more
domain-specific vocabularies for the IoT to allow for specifying requirements at
fine-grain details level.
The Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) framework [228] comprises an SLA
specification and a number of SLA monitoring services. The WSLA framework
provides a WSLA specification that is specified using XML language and it con-
sists of three sections: 1) Parties: the service consumers and the service provider
are called the signatory parties, while other external agents such as third parties
are called supporting parties. The signatory party descriptions include identifica-
tion and technical properties such as address. Supporting parties have additional
attribute to indicate the sponsor of the supporting party. 2) Service Description:
to specify the features of the service and its parameters. 3) Obligations: to define
the guarantees and constraints of the SLA parameters. WSLAs have several key
features: the metrics are flexible (supporting composite metrics for example) and
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extensible, and WSLAs contain extensive documentation. Importantly, WSLAs
have been structured so that the contractual and monitoring clauses are sep-
arated; this means that a third party can be employed to provide the service
without giving them access to sensitive information [472].
On the other hand, WSLAs have some weaknesses [472]. There are formal se-
mantics for the language [495]; it is linked to the monitoring infrastructure in the
commercial solution [495]; it lacks reusability and is based on the XML-Schema,
the semantics of which are not appropriate for constraint-oriented reasoning
and optimisation [227] [472]. Furthermore, despite the online monitoring and
contracting techniques employed by WSLAs, under which circumstances the
service objective is violated is not clearly specified [22].
The web service agreement (WS-Agreement) from the Open Grid Forum (OGF)
defines a web service agreement specification as a protocol for launching an
agreement between two parties, including an agreement template to aid the
discovery process for well-suited agreement parties. The objective of the WS-
Agreement specification is to define a language and a protocol for advertising
the capabilities of service providers, creating agreements based on creational
offers and monitoring agreement compliance at run-time [38]. Specifying the WS-
Agreement serves several purposes: it defines a language and protocol so that
service providers can advertise their capabilities; it creates agreements based
on creational offers; and it monitors compliance with the agreement at run-time
[38]. However, similar to WSLA, WS-Agreement is also linked to XML-Schema,
the semantics of which are not suitable for constraint-oriented reasoning or the
optimisation demands of operation research [227]. Furthermore, WS-Agreements
relate to web services, while in an end-to-end SLA specification of the IoT ap-
proach, the specifications of the Cloud, network and Edge layers are required.
Nevertheless, WS-Agreement only provides an SLA specification for web services
at a high level (e.g., details about the contractual parties and the start and end
dates of the agreement). It leaves the fine-grained content unspecified [472].
This might cause ambiguity due to the possibility of having different definitions
among the involved parties .
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SLA* is an SLA language that provides finely detailed specifications of SLA
content, making it extensible and extremely expressive. It is seen by many as
another promising language [227]. It was developed to be a generalised and
refined form of the web-service specific XML standards: WS-Agreement, WSLA,
and WSDL. Rather than dealing with just web services, SLA* deals with services
in general, and it is not dependent on any language. It can be used to support
a wide range of functions from controlled customisation to arbitrary domain-
specific requirements. Furthermore, the SLA* framework can be applied to any
phase of the SLA lifecycle and it has been tested in a variety of domains. The
disadvantages of SLA* are that its multi-domain approach means that it does
not possess precise semantics and it cannot support brokerage. Furthermore, a
specific vocabulary needs to be developed for each domain [472].
It is increasingly common for applications or web services to be utilised across
organisational boundaries, with new services appearing at the network and stor-
age levels. Industry is also making an increased use of languages to specify
interfaces for such services. End-to-end QoS has been researched and it has been
confirmed that the provision of QoS is multi-faceted, requiring complex agree-
ments between network services, storage services, and middleware services
[256]. SLAng [256] is a language for defining SLAs which is introduced to meet
these needs. SLAng includes: 1) an end-point description of the contractors, such
as the location or facilities of the provider or customer; 2) contractual statements
such as when the agreement starts, how long it will last and the charges that
will apply; and 3) Service Level Specifications (SLSs), i.e. the technical QoS
description and the associated metrics.
The strengths of SLAng lie in the fact that it utilises a domain-specific vo-
cabulary related to IT services and Application-Service Provision (ASP). It also
emphasises SLA compatibility, monitorability and constrained service behaviour
[472]. The weaknesses of SLAng include the fact that the domain-specific QoS
constraints are limited, it focuses on electronic services [227], and it has not
been updated since 2009 [432]. Furthermore, it is very complex [472]. It is
difficult to gain a full understanding of its specification and then to use this
specification to generate SLAs and extend the language. Technical experts are
needed to employ it due to its formal nature and the way it combines techniques
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such as Object Constraint Language (OCL) and Essential Meta-Object Facility
(EMOF). Real-world cases require extensions that are similar in size to the SLAng
language itself [432]. All of these factors mean that SLAng is not only difficult
for users to employ, but it is also expensive.
Cloud Service Level Agreement (CSLA) [245] is a specification language de-
veloped specifically for the Cloud domain presented in [245]. There are new
features in CSLA, for example QoS/ functionality degradation and an advanced
penalty model, which means that providers are able to determine the fine details
of contracts in order to improve the self-adaptation capabilities of services and
minimise SLA violations. In terms of structure, CSLA has many similarities to
WS-Agreement. The dates that the SLA begins and expires are described under
validity. The parties section of the agreement defines the parties involved, while
the services, constraints, charges and termination conditions are defined in the
template [472].
CSLA provides novelty because it facilitates pay-as-you-go charging models,
as well as conventional fixed-price charging [472]. It also introduces fuzziness
and Confidence concepts. fuzziness determines the margin of error for the met-
rics included in the agreement, and confidence. Confidence provides a definition
of the minimum ratio by which the metric values are allowed to surpass the
threshold, although the fuzziness threshold cannot be exceeded. For example, if
the threshold for a service’s response time is set to 3 seconds, the fuzziness value
is 0.5 and the confidence is 90%. For every 100 requests, at least 90 requests
should be between 0 and 3 seconds and no more than 10 requests can be between
3 and 3.5 seconds, otherwise the SLA is violated. However, CSLA is not formally
defined and some parties who have significant roles, such as the broker, are not
supported [472].
Another example is Service-Level-Agreement Language for Cloud Computing
(SLAC), which is defined by [476]. The language is developed for specifying
SLAs in the Cloud computing domain. It is differentiated from previous specifica-
tion languages in that it is domain specific, facilitates multi-party agreements,
supports the principle of Cloud deployment models and has formally defined
semantics. The business elements of Cloud computing are also supported, such
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as pricing schemes, business actions, and metrics. Even SLAC provides domain-
specific vocabularies for Cloud computing. However, the focus of SLAC is only
related to Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [476], whereas we aim to consider
SLA specification on end-to-end basis. End-to-end SLA allows us to consider all
of the parties/components involved in an IoT ecosystem.
Al Falasi and Serhani [13] address SLA specification and negotiation difficul-
ties in a federated Cloud network, CloudLend. They suggest a weighted SLA
specification model to capture the QoS of clients and to manage the specification
of multi-level SLAs. For each Cloud service in CloudLend, there is a public
SLA profile that includes the following specifications: information related to the
Cloud service, and information related to QoS terms and their specified weight.
The weight specifies the percentage of the values that a CloudLend member
preserves for each SLA term and its specified parameters. Furthermore, for
each established relationship between two Cloud providers, the SLA captures the
following details: information related to both services, including name and type
of service, the provider and a reference to the service; information related to
the agreed-upon relationship, indicating reference, type, initiator and attendant
service, the start time of the relationship, the duration of validity, and QoS terms.
However, CloudLend is developed for the Cloud computing paradigm and there
is no formalism of the specification. Furthermore, the specification is in an XML
format, whereas there are other formats such as JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) which can be more human-readable as well as more lightweight.
Although the above-mentioned works are very close to the topic that we are
aiming to investigate, i.e. SLA specifications, a considerable number of works
are relevant in some way to SLA specification and modelling. For example, Cloud
Security-SLA standardisation [190] enables a simple and automated assessment
of the safety products of service suppliers. It also assists Cloud clients to perform
a more guided decision-making and selection process. The presented work in
[190] suggests a new strategy for building the normal Security-SLA format based
on the security services usually supplied or to be supplied in Cloud environ-
ments. It focuses mainly on the protection of the essential security requirements,
confidentiality, integrity and availability, as the primary goals of the security
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agreement.
For the formalisation and management of SLA information, Stamou [446]
suggests a directed property-graph data model. The presented work follows the
semantics and structure of the WSLA specification presented in [228], which
means that it is an XML-based format to serve the purpose of information porta-
bility. Klingert [238] presents the GreenSLAs concept, which is described as
an SLA between a datacentre and its consumers, to provide more eco-efficient
operations than those provided under traditional performance-based SLAs. If the
data centre provided all the facilities in the most eco-efficient way (technically
feasible), neglecting the effect on QoS, GreenSLAs would not be required. Thus,
a GreenSLA is provided along with regular SLAs, using co-efficiency as a key
differentiation factor. However, it is an XML-based SLA since it follows the WSLA
format where we are looking for more compact serialisation for transmission or
mass storage.
Another study is presented in [283], which extends the XML-based WSLA
framework in [228] in order to provide a flexible template for IT service contracts.
The proposed work aims to overcome two main issues in SLA management:
the lack of standard models to represent service contracts and their associated
SLAs in service-oriented architecture; and networking environments. These
are resolved by extending the WSLA framework. Another issue is providing
a machine-readable SLA and this is overcome by modelling the template as a
digraph, which is implemented using a NoSQL graph DBMS.
The study presented in [196] introduces a schema to manage the green energy
of data centres. One of the main contributions presented in [196] is extending
CSLA [245] to support a Green SLA by adding two threshold parameters (mini-
mum and maximum thresholds). However, it inherits CSLA’s weaknesses as there
is no formalism and it is an XML-based SLA . Li et al. [268] propose a PaaS Level
SLA Description Language (PSLA), a well-structured description language based
on WS-Agreement. The PaaS Level SLA summarises and defines the semantic
clauses that need to be considered, in particular specific feature of PaaS such
as work elasticity. However, [268] considers the PaaS tier only, whereas we are
interested in considering an SLA on an end-to-end basis.
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In the Edge datacentre, there is lack of research on SLA management. How-
ever, [307] reviews some works within the literature under the Fog computing
paradigm, where data in Fog computing are handled at the edge of the network.
The reviewed works consider different service-level objectives (SLOs), which
have been achieved by moving intelligence to the edge of the network. Exam-
ples of SLOs are: network management as in [117, 140], resource management
for the IoT as in [1, 183], and latency management in 5G cellular networks as
in [370, 212]. Furthermore, some research extends the WSLA specification to
consider devices (sensor devices) as a fourth section that can be listed in the SLA
specification, as in [165]. However, this work did not specify any related aspects
of Cloud computing services, such as data storage or analysis, since its focus is
on wireless sensor networks.
SLA negotiation:
This section includes works concerned with negotiating SLA terms between
services and consumers in order to reach an agreement that satisfies the in-
volved parties. There is a considerable amount of research that investigates
SLA negotiation; we have mapped 74 works to the SLA negotiation sub-category.
For example, Baig et al. [57] propose a formal model of SLA-based negotiation
to enable a multi-round SLA negotiation that can adapt to a variety of client
requirements, pricing models, and decision strategies. This work is developed
using the WASAG4J library, which is part of WS-Agreement implementation [38].
Nevertheless, [57] is applied to support real-time bilateral negotiations for Cloud
services.
Yaqub et al. [510] tackle the inflexibility problem of the available take-it-or-
leave-it SLAs by proposing a robust and inexpensive negotiation method that
can create near-to-optimal SLAs, considering the time constraints. The proposed
work allows for providing a dynamic SLA negotiation that was evaluated; the
experiments show an improved level of participant satisfaction. Al Falasi and
Serhani [13] address SLA specification and negotiation difficulties in a federated
Cloud network, CloudLend. They implement an independent model of SLA nego-
tiation that adopts an improved game of fair division. A number of studies have
considered multi-issue negotiation [436, 363, 439, 297]. For example, [436] and
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[439] propose an interactive SLA negotiation strategy to support multi-criteria
negotiation, including negotiations about time slots and prices. Furthermore,
other studies that are interested in SLA negotiation propose a multi-stage SLA
negotiation mechanism, such as [198, 369, 427]. However, all of these studies ap-
ply to Cloud computing, which means that their practicality have not been tested
for IoT applications, where there is a greater possibility of having multi-party
agreements.
Additionally, a number of studies have addressed negotiation and renego-
tiation approaches, such as [194, 72, 197]. For example, Hashmi et al. [197]
present a framework for web service negotiation that would be used by both
consumers and web service providers to automate negotiations for the quality
level of web services. It is a flexible framework that is protocol independent
and it supports communication, negotiation, and SLA development based on
participant policies. In a multi-service and multi-party negotiation scenario, it
allows multi-round negotiation for multi-criteria negotiated service modelling
since it extends WS-Negotiation [207] and WS-Renegotiation [197]. However,
the proposed protocol is applied to the web service paradigm.
Applying optimisation solutions to SLA negotiations has been studied by a
number of researchers. For example, Abulkhair et al. [5] apply a parallel imple-
mentation of particle swarm optimisation in order to enhance SLA negotiation
in the Cloud, aiming to reduce negotiation time while increasing throughput.
Furthermore, Copil et al. [120] design an SLA negotiation mechanism to provide
a balance between the consumed energy and the offered performance in the
Cloud by applying particle swarm optimisation techniques. Maity and Chaudhuri
[312] apply multi-objective genetic algorithms to provide an optimal negotiation
of the SLA in a federated Cloud environment.
The current SLA negotiation literature is limited, especially when considering
large-scale, dynamic environments such as the IoT. The negotiation protocol is
a crucial area of the SLA negotiation phase and is discussed in various Cloud
projects. However, existing IoT negotiation strategies follow a centralised ap-
proach, which may not be realistic, given the dynamicity and distributed nature
of the IoT environment [267]. However, Li et al. [267] suggest a negotiation
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process using decentralised network brokers to negotiate efficiently on behalf
of service customers with multiple IoT service providers. The framework uses a
hierarchical architecture to manage the message flows during the negotiation
process and to cluster service information. Nevertheless, there is a need for
further research to consider an efficient, dynamic negotiation protocol. Further-
more, Zheng [530] implements a mixed approach to Cloud service negotiation in
the IoT environment based on the "chicken game". However, the focus is related
to negotiating Cloud services.
SLA Monitoring:
This sub-category includes works whose main focus is SLA compliance (by de-
tecting a violation or predicting a violation before it occurs). We have mapped
103 out of 288 works to the SLA monitoring sub-category. Table 2.2 shows the
mapped references; most of the publications are related to Cloud computing. For
example, in [412], after specifying the SLA, the monitoring stage takes place
within the proposed SLA management framework [412]. This allows measur-
able metrics to be collected between the contractual parties of grid services, to
evaluate the management properties of grid services in the lifecycle [21]. The
authors, in the case of non-local measurement, design a measurement-exchange
protocol to minimise the cost of the transmitted data, taking into account the
time at which the SLA evaluation is triggered [412]. Although this work monitors
SLAs by collecting measurements between different contractual parties, which is
similar to the idea of having multi-providers in an IoT application. However, the
specification of their work still focuses on grid requirements.
Cloud providers tend to use available monitoring tools with some adaptations.
These tools, in most cases, are designed for a homogeneous environment, are not
scalable, and do not provide a mapping facility from low-level resource metrics
( e.g. mapping from uptime/downtime) to high-level SLA parameters (e.g., the
availability objective) [151]. Emeakaroha et al. [151] aim to monitor and enforce
SLA objectives in the Cloud environment, in particular scalability, efficiency and
reliability requirements. They provide an LoM2HiS Framework, which aims
to map low-level resource metrics to high SLA objectives. LoM2HiS is part of
the Foundation of Self-governing ICT Infrastructure (FoSII) research project at
Vienna University of Technology. Each FoSII service has three interfaces: the
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negotiation interface, the job-management interface and the self-management
interface to prevent SLA violations. FoSII has two components: the Enactor
Component and the LoM2HiS Framework.
In the LoM2HiS Framework, when the SLA objectives have been agreed upon,
the mapped rule from the agreed SLA, using domain-specific language, will
be stored in an agreed SLA repository. When the customer makes a resource-
provisioning request, the run-time monitoring will load the service SLA from the
agreed SLA repository, and then monitoring agents will monitor the resource
metrics, which can be accessed by host monitoring. The host monitoring will
transmit the extracted metric-value pairs, periodically, to the run monitoring
and to the enactor component using the designed communication mode. The
main contribution of this work is having the mapping stage between the low-level
metrics and the high-level SLA. However, it is applied only to monitor the infras-
tructure layer.
SLA@SOI also provides a three-layered SLA-driven monitoring framework
[252]. There is a sensing and adjustment layer (lower layer) to collect the events
using a reasoner (monitor), which has the ability to understand SLAs and then im-
plement monitoring rules using abstract syntax trees. The research in SLA@SOI
is driven by four use cases: ERP Hosting, Enterprise IT, Service Aggregation, and
e-Government, but none of these are IoT-based use cases.
Cicotti et al. [116] provide a QoS monitoring for Cloud IaaS (QoSMONaaS).
QoSMONaaS is designed and implemented in such a way to allow for event
collection, event-pattern recognition, and event correlation using Complex Event
Processing to satisfy high-performance requirements, as well as working in a dy-
namic and heterogeneous environment. QoSMONaaS monitors QoS at a business
level, not only network and/or Cloud resources. The authors present the concept
of Quality Constraint (QC), which for each single Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
uses a Boolean condition. Here the KPIs are specified within the SLA, along with
the time interval within which the KPI will be measured.
The QoSMONaaS framework [116] consists of two layers: a business logic
layer to perform QoS checking and monitoring and a data layer, which includes
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a Complex Data Processor (CDP). The CDP is used for real-time data stream
analysis and processing, as well as for storing data related to SLAs in a DBMS
for managing SLA negotiation, registration, and monitoring. This work provides
monitoring as a service, which gives Cloud users the ability to use it seamlessly. It
also takes into consideration the high-performance requirement that is essential
in real-time systems. This means that its implementation could be of benefit for
QoS monitoring applications in the IoT paradigm.
Furthermore, SLA monitoring is essential to ensure that the service is deliv-
ered according to specified quality levels. Therefore, many studies have been
conducted on QoS/SLA monitoring, such as [228, 38, 412]. They provide SLA
monitoring in web services and at the Grid and Cloud level, while [184] implement
a distributed monitoring system for network resources. Furthermore, Cicotti
et al. [116] provide monitoring as a service and support the monitoring system
by using mapping rules from low-level metrics to high-level SLA requirements.
However, it is applied to monitor collected data of Cloud infrastructure tier.
Most of the above-presented works are related to Cloud computing. However,
from the IoT perspective, there is a need to build a cross-layer multi-provider
SLA-based monitoring system for the IoT. This can play a role in enhancing the
end-to-end SLA adherence process of IoT applications.
SLA enforcement:
This includes works that provide mechanisms/polices to enforce an SLA. In the
literature on this field, there are a number of studies that focus on investigating
SLA enforcement strategies. We have mapped 19 works to the SLA enforcement
sub-category, such as [220, 36, 257, 434, 532, 395, 10, 477].
A number of works aim to automate SLA enforcement. For example, Kapassa
et al. [220] present a black box approach to mapping the high-level requirements
to the low-level parameters defined in the infrastructure management policies,
to guarantee QoS enforcement. Vakilinia et al. [477] propose a strategy to
automate SLA enforcement for Cloud services by detecting and predicting events
that cause SLA violations. It, first, trains a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN),
using the collected data to calculate the dependency between different entities
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across Cloud layers. Then, it feeds the correlation values into the long short-term
memory neural network for prediction purposes. However, this work is applied to
Cloud services where the dependencies across IoT entities are more complicated.
Madheswari et al. [302] state that SLA enforcement can be achieved using
their proposed system. They propose a performance-optimised routing mecha-
nism to be applied by a Cloud broker. Based on the mechanism, the broker can
decide which data centre offers the best service for the consumer’s requests.
As a result, using the routing mechanism and considering different types of
clients, the QoS constraints of high-priority clients can be achieved. However,
the presented work is applied to the automation of SLA enforcement of Cloud
services.
In addition, due to the dynamic nature of IoT and Cloud-based interactions,
automated monitoring and enforcing of the service contract policies are essential.
The authors Solaiman et al. [434] propose a novel model that uses business
rules to represent contract terms in order to check contract compliance and
enforce the contract clauses. They define which events the underlying messaging
middleware needs to generate and capture, and determine important technical
issues related to designing a state-aware contract monitoring and enforcement
service. However, the proposed work does not consider the multi-layer nature
and complexity of the IoT since the implementation does not reflect multi-level
interactions. It seems that they applied it to a single consumer and a provider.
Due to the lack of a trustworthy platform, enforcing SLA in the Cloud is
challenging. Zhou et al. [532] introduce a witness model to enforce the Cloud
SLA terms. By implementing the witness role and using a smart contract based
on Blockchain, it resolves the trust problems about who can detect the service
breach, how the breach is verified and how compensation is guaranteed. In this
model, in order to select autonomous witnesses to form a witness committee,
a verifiable consensus-sorting algorithm is suggested. The witness committee
receives payment for monitoring and detecting breaches in the SLA, thus it is es-
sential to develop the pay-off function of the witness in the contract. Furthermore,
the study utilises game theory to evaluate and demonstrate that the witness is
trustworthy, in order to avoid the greedy nature that might affect the reporting
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of a violation. When the witness commission confirms the service breach, the
compensation is automatically transmitted to the client using the smart contract.
To show the feasibility of the study, they implement a proof-of-concept prototype
with the Ethereum Blockchain’s smart contract. However, it is applied to enforce
the trustworthiness of Cloud SLAs.
SLA management:
This includes works whose main concern is SLA management. Typically, SLA
management includes more than one phase of the SLA lifecycle such as SLA
negotiation, monitoring, and enforcement. We have mapped 48 works to the
SLA management sub-category. For example, Keller and Ludwig [228] provide
a WSLA framework that comprises the SLA specification and a number of SLA
monitoring services. The WSLA framework implements 5 stages for the web
service SLA management lifecycle: SLA negotiation and establishment; SLA
deployment; service-level measurement and reporting; corrective management
actions and SLA termination. However, although WSLA offers an adequate level
of online monitoring and contracting techniques, there is no clear specification
of the level at which the service objective can be described as being in a violation
state [22].
In [464], the authors propose an SLA management framework for Cloud com-
puting and inter-Cloud environments in particular. This framework is based on
the WSLA implemented by IBM, but it has been altered to fit Cloud computing.
Zhao et al. [525] present a new approach to the SLA-based management of
Cloud-hosted databases. They present an end-to-end framework for managing
Cloud-hosted databases with a consumer-centred SLA. The framework promotes
the adaptive and dynamic provision of the software applications database level,
based on application-defined constraints to meet their own SLA performance
demands. It allows avoiding the cost of any breach of SLA and controlling the
financial cost of the assigned computing resources. The framework monitors the
application-defined SLA continuously and, when required, automatically triggers
the execution of the necessary corrective actions (database tier scaling out/in).
The framework is a platform-agnostic database which utilises processes for the
replication of a database based on virtualisation. It needs a zero change of the
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source code for Cloud-hosted software applications. The experimental findings
show the efficacy of the proposed SLA-based system in offering the flexibility
needed to meet SLA demands. However, their work only considers SLA manage-
ment for the database tier. Mavrogeorgi et al. [319] present a Cloud-based SLA
management system. To proactively detect and manage possible SLA violations,
they propose an SLA enforcement mechanism for Cloud services based on rules,
and these rules are updated in run-time.
Liu et al. [278] introduce a low-intrusion lightweight Cloud environment. The
suggested Cloud platform is helpful for enabling the concept validation of new
research insights and/or for conducting empirical analysis experiments based on
their scalable features. The suggested SLA breach detection method is efficient
and it offers important prototyping and experimentation parameters. However, it
is applied for Cloud paradigm.
Moreover, as the implementation of SLAs can mitigate the potential hazards
associated with availability, performance, and security in Cloud computing, Ben-
driss et al. [72] introduce the design of Cloud-oriented SLA services that depend
on the use of a REST-based API. These services can readily be built into current
Cloud applications, platforms, and infrastructures to promote the delivery of
SLA-based Cloud services.
Most of the above-mentioned studies cover SLA management for Cloud Com-
puting. Nonetheless, there is a lack of feasible SLA management systems that
can standardise SLAs and which have the ability to manage all aspects, from
specification, negotiation, and monitoring to the compliance of the SLA with the
IoT, autonomously and efficiently [375].
Other:
Several publications consider one or more phases of the SLA lifecycle as the
focus of their contribution. A number of works focus on SLAs but their main
contributions are classified as review, survey, or guide papers.
Hussain et al. [208] provide a comprehensive overview of the current state of
the art related to Cloud-based SLA management approaches and their features
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and shortcomings from the service provider’s point of view when creating an
applicable SLA.
Faniyi and Bahsoon [158] examine the SLA-based Cloud study landscape sys-
tematically to know the state of the art and to identify open issues. Considering
an SLA for resource allocation, the results of the study show that: (1) a minimum
number of SLA parameters are considered; (2) heuristics, policies, and optimisa-
tion are most frequently used for resource allocation methods; and (3) the style
of monitor-analysis-plan-execute (MAPE) design predominates in autonomous
Cloud systems. These findings contribute to the fundamental and autonomous
management of engineering Cloud SLAs, as well as forming a motivation for
further research and industrial-oriented proposals and solutions.
Moreover, as an SLA reflects an agreement in the context of a service provi-
sion between a Cloud provider and a Cloud-based service consumer, this raises
the following question: how can we describe the SLA clauses between signa-
tories, such as service rates, service quality constraints, penalties etc., in the
case of an SLA breach? Maarouf et al. [292] present an extensive overview of
how SLAs are created, managed, and used in the Cloud computing and web
services paradigm. This study reviews a number of available works related to
SLA language specifications. After that, a comparison of the reviewed studies is
presented to highlight their strengths and weaknesses.
2.3.2 Works Related to SLA Applications Category
This category includes works that provide solutions, mechanisms, and policies to
enhance the delivery of the required functionality while considering the SLA con-
straints at the same time. This category consists of the following subcategories:
1) Scheduling, 2) Load balancing, 3) Elasticity, 4) Resource provisioning and
allocation, 5) Resource management, 6) Service placement, and 7)Orchestration.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This includes work that provides an SLA-aware scheduling technique. SLA-aware
scheduling is a technique that considers SLA constraints, such as response time,
when deciding which activity can start and which execution mode (e.g., space-
shared/time-shared) can be applied. We have mapped 21 works to the SLA-aware
scheduling sub-category. Among the mapped works, there are a number of works
that consider SLAs in their proposed scheduling solution for Cloud services,
such as: [8, 261, 338, 29, 83, 273, 529, 527, 508, 518]. For example, Leitner et
al. [261] present a strategy to efficiently schedule incoming requests to virtual
Cloud computing resources to minimise the sum of resource costs and SLA vi-
olations. However, the IoT is not the research focus within the above-listed works.
In order to achieve SLA-aware benefit optimisation in Cloud services, Moon et
al. [338] present a resource scheduling analysis. In the performance evaluation
phase, the results show that the choice of resource scheduling strategy based
on resource scheduling analysis has a significant impact on the Cloud service
provider’s SLA delivery and overall gain. Furthermore, works such as [223, 224,
216] propose scheduling solutions for the Fog computing paradigm. Additionally,
Stavrinides et al. [452] present a scheduling approach for real-time IoT workflows
in both Fog and Cloud environments. Contrary to traditional approaches in which
the primary processing of IoT tasks is carried out in the Fog layer, their approach
aims to schedule compute-intensive tasks with low communication demands in the
Cloud, and communication demand tasks with low computational requirements
in the Fog. This makes use of potential differences in the schedule of virtual
machines for the Fog and the Cloud. Nevertheless, because of the use of Cloud
services, the proposed approach comes at significant monetary expense because
it uses a reserved dedicated hosts [452] .
Load Balancing:
This includes works that provide SLA-aware load balancing techniques. Load
balancing is an approach that allows the distribution of requests coming to a
resource (e.g., VM) while taking into account the current load of that resource.
For example, it aims to distribute requests among available nodes evenly. SLA-
aware load balancing for the Cloud environment has been investigated by a
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considerable number of studies, such as [46], [115], [133], [171]. For example,
Ashouraei et al. [46] provide a parallel genetic algorithm-based approach for
prioritising tasks. The aim is to use resources efficiently and reduce the waste
of resources in Cloud environments. This is achieved by enhancing the load
balancing rate when choosing better resources in a shorter time with a lower
task failure rate to accomplish arrival tasks. However, the proposed algorithm is
applied for load balancing purpose in the Cloud environment.
Additionally, a number of works have studied load balancing to improve the
performance of the Fog environment under certain constraints. One example is
[202], which integrates Fog, Cloud and software-defined networking to enhance
the load balancing of the Internet of Vehicle. However, the main QoS metric that
they consider is latency. Furthermore, Neto et al. [359] propose an algorithm
to distribute the load efficiently in Fog environments. They consider resource
utilisation, response time and multi-tenancy, but there is no consideration of
other factors such as cost.
Elasticity:
This includes works that study the SLA-aware elasticity approach. Elasticity is
defined by [323] as “Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be elastically provisioned
and released, in some cases automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward
commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available for pro-
visioning often appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity
at any time”. We have mapped 12 works to this sub-category. Works such as
[353, 89, 536, 32, 40, 357] study elasticity solutions for the Cloud environment to
scale up or down under certain constraints. For example, [40] proposes a scaling
model for the VMs that contains the services of the distributed applications, to
scale dynamically based on variations in the number of users of the application.
However, the proposed approach is applied only to Cloud infrastructure manage-
ment.
El Kafhali and Salah [143] study elasticity for the Fog environment. They
present a computational and analytical model to study and analyse the per-
formance of the Fog computing system. The proposed mathematical model
calculates the number of Fog nodes needed to satisfy the QoS parameters such as
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response time, system loss rate, system throughput, and CPU utilisation, under
any IoT workload provided. However, the effect of the approach on overall cost
was not discussed.
Resource Provisioning and Allocation
This includes work that considers providing SLA-aware resource provision-
ing and/or resource allocation. The reason for combining both approaches
(i.e., resource provisioning and allocation) is the lack of a clear definition that
differentiates between the two. We mapped around 46 studies to this cate-
gory. Resource provisioning and allocation concerns providing and allocating
resources according to the workload, considering certain constraints. There are
a number of studies that have contributed to the Cloud environment, such as
[29, 453, 499, 345, 509, 286, 229, 413, 453, 159].
For example, work in [29] models user requests considering budget and
deadline constraints. It then models infrastructure resources as a list of data
centres, VMs, data sources and network throughputs. It proposes cost-aware
and SLA-based algorithms to provide Cloud resources and schedule analytic
tasks. Moreover, the research presented in [345] allows developers to auto-
mate resource provisioning. It allows developers to specify their preferences
for resources and resource attributes, then, the system can propose solutions
that match their needs. However, in reality, resources in the Cloud have a limit,
thus when consumers submit a massive number of requests, a Cloud provider
may need to lease resources from other providers. Therefore, the study in [105]
proposes a combinatorial auction-based approach to dynamically provide and
allocate resources to solve this problem, considering consumer time limit con-
straints. However, all of these works are applied to allocate resources in the
Cloud environment.
There are a number of works for the Fog/Edge environment, such as: [277,
513, 507, 352, 329, 311, 139, 431, 505]. Yao and Ansari [506] research the
trade-in maximising reliability and minimising system costs for the provision of
Fog resources in IoT networks. They formulate an integer linear programming
problem as an algorithm to address the aforementioned issue but it suffers from
high computational complexity. They then propose an alternative approach with
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better time efficiency to deliver suboptimal solutions. However, the considered
QoS requirements are not mentioned explicitly, except within the evaluation.
They consider response time as a QoS requirement to reflect the fact that the
approach is capable of trading-off between cost and service delivery within the
predefined time constraint.
Resource Management:
This includes works that provide SLA-aware resource management. Resource
management performs more than one task including, but not limited to, schedul-
ing, selection, load balancing, resource provisioning, and orchestration. We have
mapped around 19 studies. Works such as [272, 109, 269, 478, 178, 92] propose
SLA-aware management solutions for the Cloud environment. For example, [109]
provides an SLA-aware solution that can provide green resource management
for the Cloud infrastructure. Furthermore, [402] proposes a novel learning
automata-based algorithm that enhances the use of resources and decreases
energy consumption. The proposed algorithm takes into account changes in the
resources required by the user to predict the Physical Machine (PM) that may
be overloaded. Because the proposed algorithm avoids database congestion, it
increases the use of PMs, reduces the number of migrations and shuts down
idle servers to minimise the data centre’s energy consumption. However, the
proposed approach is not applied to the IoT.
Serrano et al. [423] illustrate a Cloud service management using matchmak-
ing operations and applying self-management principles. These enhance the
distribution and management of IoT services among various Cloud providers and
they use the analytical results as a mechanism for controlling applications and the
deployment of services in Cloud systems. They claim that the proposed approach
can be applied to Cloud-based IoT applications or Cloud systems; however, they
applied it to manage IaaS in the Cloud computing domain.
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Service Placement:
This includes studies that consider consumers’ constraints when mapping the
required services to a resource in order to accomplish that required service6.
We have mapped 17 works to the SLA-aware service placement approach sub-
category. Most available works propose placement policies to map tasks to Fog
resources such as [329, 431] and/or across Fog and Cloud resources such as
[310, 69].
Mahmud et al. [310] propose a profit-aware application placement strategy
for integrated Fog-Cloud systems to address these issues. It is implemented using
the Integer Linear Programming Model, which simultaneously improves profit
and guarantees QoS during the process of application placement. It also provides
customers with compensation for any violation of their SLA. In a simulated Fog-
Cloud environment using iFogSim, the quality of the proposed policy is tested
and the results show that there is an increase in the profit level of the provider
and the satisfaction rate of the consumer. However, application constraints such
as deadline is considered at the application level only. No consideration is given
to deadline constraints for each involved activity that delivers the application,
since it considers placing the application as a whole on one instance without
considering the possibility of having sub-modules that can be distributed across
layers.
Ben et al. [69] introduce Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) placing and
optimisation approaches across the Edge and Cloud carrier network. They take
into account QoS constraints and the use of queuing and QoS models. The main
design objectives are to maximise resource utilisation, prevent cloudlet overload,
and avoid violations of the SLA. Through extensive simulations, they show how
these conflicting goals can achieve a trade-off. Skarlet et al. [431] investigate the
placement of IoT services across Fog instances, taking their QoS requirements
into consideration. They demonstrate that the proposed optimisation model
avoids QoS violations and reduces the execution costs by 35 percent compared
to a Cloud-only approach. In maximising the use of the Fog environment, the
application QoS metrics, i.e. deadlines for applications, are taken into account.
6Due to the fact that we are interested in service/activity placement, this section is more
detailed than others
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However, budget constraints are left as future work.
The work in [311] details the evolution in the design and development of the
Fog computing architecture for IoT services. It optimises the number of Fog
resources in order to decrease the total latency generated by aggregation and
processing. The results show that an optimum deployment of Fog nodes can
reduce latency in comparison to a traditional Cloud environment. However, this
work is architecture oriented and it focuses on the number of deployed Fog nodes
rather than mapping services to Fog nodes. Apat et al. [44] implement an efficient
architecture for managing an IoT system application for Fog layer service and an
analytical model to determine the placement of services and energy consumption
in IoT-Fog-Cloud scenarios. As they focus on reducing energy consumption, it is
necessary to check the power consumption of a device before using it; thus there
is a need to compute the working hours of devices and their idle time during the
service request. They formulate an energy equation, apply various optimisation
techniques, and compare the quality of the proposed techniques with other work.
However, this work is mainly concerned with energy consumption.
Kochovski et al. [239] introduce a new decision-making approach with an
optimal QoS for database containers. They also provide software engineers with
QoS guarantees. Lastly, a multi-stage orchestrating approach is provided to
automate the entire process of using Big Data applications to automate. QoS
measurements from a distributed monitoring system are the input for the pro-
posed Markov Decision Processes method. The measurements, obtained with
QoS constraints, are used later to derive models for particular workloads and
database deployment. The created models are automatically produced. However,
the main focus of this work is related to database container placement.
Taneja and Davy [459] present a module mapping algorithm to utilise Fog
and Cloud infrastructures for IoT applications. The calculation is dynamically
spread through Fog and Cloud layers, and the modules can be deployed on Fog
layer devices close to the source. The proposed algorithm is generic and it can
be applied to different network typologies for a wide range of standardised IoT
applications, regardless of the workload. However, this work only considers
mapping modules based on their computing requirements and it finds resources
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with an appropriate processing capacity, whereas we aim to consider budget, the
deadline associated with each task, and computing capacity constraints.
In [329], referring to a multi-layer Fog computing architecture for IoT service
provisioning, a new mechanism for service placement is proposed to optimise the
decentralisation of services in the Fog computing environment. This is achieved
by leveraging context-aware information such as location, QoS, and time. An
experiment is conducted with several models of smart grid applications in order
to test the proposed approach. The results show that the proposed approach is
effective when compared to Cloud-only models with regard to reducing latency,
power consumption, and networking loads. However, the proposed work does
not consider the deadline constraints of each of the applications’ modules.
Tran et al. [468] offer a new, multi-layer, IoT-based Fog computing architec-
ture. In particular, they develop a service placement mechanism that optimises
service decentralisation in the Fog landscape by using context-aware information
such as location, response time, and service resource consumption. The approach
is used in an optimal way to increase the efficiency of IoT services in terms of
response time, energy, and cost reduction. Experimental results from simulated
data and real-world applications show the efficiency of the solution. It optimises
Fog device use and reduces latency, energy consumption, network load, and
operating costs. The results show that the proposed system is robust and that it
is capable of maximising IoT potential. However, this work considers the tasks to
be independent while in reality, IoT applications’ modules are not independent.
Naas et al. [348] present the iFogStor approach, which aims to reduce the
overall latency of storage and data retrieval in Fog. They formulate the data
placement problem as a GAP (Generalised Assignment Problem) and propose two
solutions: 1) an exact solution using integer programming; and 2) a geographi-
cally based solution to decrease the solving time. Both solutions are proven to be
very good, as latency is lowered by more than 86% in comparison with a Cloud-
based approach and 60% in comparison with a naive Fog solution. The use of the
heuristic geographical zoning process can effectively solve problems with many
Fog resources and make iFogStor possible and scalable in a few seconds. How-
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ever, its focus is related to storing data at the Edge in order to ease data retrieval.
IoT service placement in Fog architecture is studied in [139]. The authors
propose an infrastructure and IoT application model as well as a placement
approach, taking into account the power consumption of a system and minimising
delay violations using a Discrete Particles Swarm Optimisation (DPSO) algorithm.
iFogSim simulator is used to evaluate the proposed approach. The results are
compared with: Binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO), Dicothomous Mod-
ule Mapping (DCT), IoTFogOnly, IoTCloud (IC) and Fog-Cloud (FC) placement
approaches. However, it only considers the effect on energy consumption and
delays, while we aim to reflect the impact on cost and time, in addition to energy
consumption.
In [279], the authors apply queuing theory to carry out a comprehensive study
on energy use, delays in execution, and the costs of the offloading process in a
Fog computing system. Three queuing models are used in mobile devices and Fog
and Cloud centres, and data rates and wireless connection power consumption
are explicitly considered. The theoretical analysis formulates a multi-objective
optimisation problem with a common aim of minimising energy consumption,
execution delay, and payment costs by selecting the optimal probability for of-
floading and transmitting power for each mobile device. Extensive simulation
studies are performed to show the effectiveness and performance of the proposed
scheme compared to several existing schemes.
Kolomvatsos and Anagnostopoulos [243] suggest a smart decision-making sys-
tem to assign tasks locally. The remaining tasks in the network or the Fog/Cloud
will be transferred to peer nodes. To minimise the execution time, they implement
a two-step decision process. The first step is to decide whether or not a task
can be performed locally; if not, the second step includes the advanced selection
of the most suitable peer to assign the task to. When no node is capable of
performing the job throughout the Edge network, it is then sent to the Fog/Cloud
for maximum latency. They assess the suggested system thoroughly, showing its
applicability and optimally on the Edge of the network. However, their view is
that tasks should be processed in a sequential order, which is not typically the




This includes works that contribute to orchestration while respecting SLA con-
straints, such as [110, 409, 321, 39]. Chhetri et al. [110] define Cloud resource
orchestration as "The process of provisioning computing resources comprises the
following phases – selection, assembly and deployment of computing resources,
and monitoring of deployed resources [400]".
In [409] the authors introduce e-eco, an energy-efficient Cloud orchestrater
that enhances the trade-off between power savings and application efficiency
through a series of power-saving techniques. A prototype is developed and tested
in real and simulated Cloud environments, and the tests show that e-eco pre-
serves the balance between power savings with minimal impact on performance.
From the IoT perspective, Mechalikh et al. [321] propose a task orchestration
for the IoT. They focus on Edge computing’s role in ensuring a high scalability
environment. The study introduces an algorithm for task orchestration based on
the Fuzzy Decision Tree. It leverages learning from reinforcement, which helps
it to respond to unexpected changes in the environment. The proposed design
offers greater scalability and low delays, regardless of the number of devices,
compared to existing solutions. The approach considers QoS requirements such
as CPU utilisation, delay and energy consumption. However, there was no
mention of the impact of the proposed approach on the cost of the system when
applying the proposed task orchestration.
2.4 Discussion
This section describes the outcomes of the study and responds to the research
questions identified in Section 2.2.1.
RQ1. What are the current research topics related to SLAs for the
IoT?
The main focus of our research falls into the first category, which consists of
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technical works related to the SLA lifecycle, in particular SLA specification. Table
2.2 maps the retrieved works’ topics to the most technical approaches related
to the SLA lifecycle. These include SLA specification, negotiating, monitoring
enforcement, and management. Figure 2.7 depicts the mapped publications to
each sub-category, revealing that monitoring and negotiation are among the most
discussed topics.
SLA	Specification SLA	Negotiation SLA	Monitoring SLA	Enforcement SLA	Management Others


















Fig. 2.7 Result of mapping relevant publications to the subcategories of SLA
lifecycle category
For the second category, which is SLA applications, we consider only work
which states clearly that the main focus is SLA oriented. Most of the retrieved
works are related to the Cloud, i.e. there is little work related to the Edge,
Fog and IoT paradigms. Thus, we consider QoS-oriented studies to find works
performed for the Fog, Edge, IoT environments. Table 2.3 reflects the results of
this systematic mapping study by mapping the retrieved works’ topics to the most
SLA-aware approaches. These include SLA-aware scheduling, load balancing,
elasticity, resource provisioning/allocation, and resource management. Figure
2.8 depicts the mapped publications to each sub-category, showing that resource
allocation, management, and scheduling are among the most investigated topics.
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Fig. 2.8 Result of mapping relevant publications to subcategories of SLA-aware
approaches category
RQ2. How active are the research topics related to SLAs? (Measured
by capturing the number of publications in the last decade)
There are a considerable number of works that have been published within the
last decade. Figure 2.9 shows the number of publications per year related to the
SLA lifecycle. Years 2013 and 2014 are among those with the highest number of
publications, which reflects the association with the period of the Cloud’s growth,
especially given that most of the published works are for the Cloud environment.
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Fig. 2.9 Result of year-based classification of the relevant publications related to
the SLA lifecycle category
Figure 2.10 shows the number of publications per year under the SLA appli-
cations category. Years 2016, 2018 and 2019 are among those with the highest
number of publications. However, most of the mapped publications that con-
tribute to the Fog/Edge paradigm were published in 2018, beside works on the
Cloud paradigm, which might explain the high level of published works in this
year.
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Fig. 2.10 Result of year-based classification of the relevant publications under
the SLA-aware approaches category
RQ3. What is the number of publications per year related to SLA
specifications?
The number of relevant publications per year in the research area related to
SLA specifications is plotted in Figure 2.11. We are interested in work related
to SLA specifications for the IoT. However, the work presented in Figure 2.11 is
related, mostly, to the Cloud. Some are specifically for one of the Cloud layers























Fig. 2.11 Number of Publications Related to SLA Specifications per year
RQ4. What is the number of publications per year related to SLA-
aware service placement?
The number of relevant publications per year related to SLA-aware service























Fig. 2.12 Number of Publication Related to SLA-aware service placement. Speci-
fication per year
RQ5. What are the research gaps that need to be addressed in future
studies?
From this systematic mapping study, we have identified a number of research
gaps derived from the literature insight provided in Section 4.2. These gaps can
be covered by future research.
• The first gap is a lack of studies on standardising SLA specifications/defini-
tions for the IoT. In particular, there are few studies that consider the multi-
layered nature of the IoT, where there are several different software and
hardware components across layers (IoT devices, Edge computing, Cloud
computing). Therefore, many contractual parties (e.g., Cloud provider, Net-
working provider) need to cooperate, which increases the need to unify the
vocabularies used in order to reduce ambiguity.
Although there is a considerable number of works related to SLA specifica-
tions/languages for Grid Computing, web services, and the Cloud, from the
IoT perspective there is a lack of research in this area (as reflected in the
collected references that are listed in Table 2.2). As a result, according to
[375], future factories would need SLA standardisation, with the possibility
of handling all the aspects addressed autonomously and effectively. It needs
to handle aspects from the specification to the negotiation, from monitoring
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to enforcing SLAs [375].
According to [472], the extensions needed to support the domain. The
availability of domain-specific vocabularies are a significant feature in an
SLA definition language [472]. A domain SLA language must therefore not
only be straightforward for all the involved parties but also support the
domain [472]. Furthermore, to avoid ambiguity in SLAs and disagreements
over the meaning of contracts, the SLA vocabularies must have formal
interpretations [472]. Moreover, providing a machine-readable end-to-end
SLA for an IoT application will enhance SLA management since a machine-
readable SLA can automate the process of selecting a service provider and
negotiating, monitoring, enforcing, and managing the SLA [472, 290].
• Current SLA negotiation literature is limited, especially when consider-
ing large-scale, dynamic environments such as the IoT. The negotiation
protocol is a crucial area of the SLA negotiation phase and is discussed
in various Cloud projects. However, existing IoT negotiation strategies
follow a centralised approach, which may not be realistic, given the dy-
namicity and distributed nature of the IoT environment [267]. However,
Li et al. [267] suggests a negotiation process using decentralised network
brokers to negotiate efficiently on behalf of service consumers with multiple
IoT service providers. The framework uses a hierarchical architecture to
manage the message flows during the negotiation process and to cluster
service information. Nevertheless, there is a need for further research to
consider an efficient, dynamic negotiation protocol, since SLA negotiation
barely discussed in IoT contexts [265]. For example, it would be valuable to
propose a mechanism to calculate an acceptable time limit and finalise the
negotiation, considering the sensitivity of IoT applications.
• The nature of IoT interaction means that different components need to in-
teract with each other and those components might be provided by different
providers. Each one may have its SLA which specifies its QoS capabilities.
As a result, one of the big challenges is how to collect and integrate the
metrics among those different providers for monitoring purpose.
However, from the IoT perspective, there is still a need for an end-to-end
SLA monitoring. It enables organisations to ascertain the cause of any
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performance issue they are experiencing, whether it be the application
design, the infrastructure of the network, or the Cloud service provider
[408].
• There are a considerable number of studies in the literature covering SLA
management. However, there is a shortage of available feasible SLA man-
agement frameworks that can standardise the SLAs with the possibility of
managing all aspects: definition, negotiation, monitoring and enforcement
of SLA for IoT, autonomously and efficiently [375]. Furthermore, available
SLA frameworks float between being too specific or too generic [165], thus,
we believe that there is a need to provide an SLA management framework to
address the general requirements of the IoT applications as well as consider
domain-specific requirements.
• Utilising Blockchain-based smart contracts for SLA monitoring, enforce-
ment, and compensation is in its early stages [418]. There are a few works
that investigate and apply Blockchain-based smart contracts for SLAs such
as [33, 418, 533]. However, most of the available works are in their early
stages and are mostly tested using prototypes or simulation environments.
Thus, there is a clear research gap in investigating the application of
Blockchain-based smart contracts in association with SLA lifecycle phases
for the IoT paradigm. It can be applied to enforce SLAs and overcome the
trust issues concerning the monitoring of SLA violation and compensation.
Generally speaking, most available works are for the Cloud environment,
however, in the last three years, there has been considerable work covering
the Edge/Fog/IoT environment. While some of the work investigated SLAs or
QoS related to Cloud, Edge/Fog, and/or IoT paradigms, considering SLAs across
these layers still requires further contributions. Nevertheless, one of the key
reasons for having research gaps is that the topic is still young and the scientific




This chapter provided a background overview of the research undertaken in
SLAs in the last decade. As many IoT applications depend on Cloud and Edge
resources for computing, analysing, and storage purposes, this chapter presented
brief knowledge related to Cloud computing and Edge computing. Additionally, it
explored previous works relevant to SLAs in general and to the SLA lifecycle in
particular. From the IoT perspective, there is a lack of research focusing on SLA
specification, negotiation, monitoring, enforcement, and management; most of
the presented work is Cloud based.
In this research, our interest is mainly related to SLA specifications for the
IoT and we consider the multi-layered nature of the IoT since a number of
contractual parties (e.g., Cloud provider, Networking provider) need to cooperate
according to user requirement constraints, as specified within the SLA. Therefore,
an SLA specification language should consider that consumers and parties are
not domain experts; thus, the language for the description of SLAs should be
easy to understand [472]. Also, an essential feature of an SLA language is the
possibility to extend it to provide and support the domain-specific vocabularies
[472]. Therefore, a domain SLA language must not only be straightforward for
all the parties involved but it must also provide domain-specific support features
[472]. Furthermore, to avoid ambiguity in SLAs and disagreements over the
meaning of contracts, the SLA vocabularies must have formal interpretations
[472]. Therefore, in the next chapter, we propose an IoT conceptual model as
well as rich domain-specific vocabularies as a first step towards proposing an
end-to-end SLA for the IoT.
Chapter 3
SLA Conceptual Model for IoT
Applications
Overview
Since SLAs specify the contractual terms that are formally used between
consumers and providers, there is a need to aggregate the QoS requirements
from the perspectives of Clouds, networks and devices to deliver the promised
IoT functionalities. Therefore, the main objective of this chapter is to provide a
conceptual model of an SLA for the IoT as well as rich vocabularies to describe
the QoS and domain-specific configuration parameters of the IoT on an end-to-end
basis. We first propose a conceptual model which identifies the main concepts
that play a role in specifying end-to-end SLAs. Then, we identify some of the most
common QoS metrics and configuration parameters related to each concept.
We evaluate the proposed conceptual model using a goal-oriented approach.
The participants in the study report a high level of satisfaction regarding the
proposed conceptual model and its ability to capture main concepts in a general
way.
3.1 Introduction
IoT applications are mostly time-sensitive applications. Thus, it is important to
consider when data need to be collected, what the next processing step is, and
where to process each step. Therefore, there is a need to aggregate QoS require-
ments from the perspectives of Clouds, networks and IoT device layers to deliver
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the promised IoT functionalities at the required quality level, as agreed upon
within the SLA. Furthermore, the associated QoS requirements for each step
should be specified in an unambiguous way by formally defining them, so their
meaning and used terminology are known and unified. For further illustration,
consider the following use-case scenario:
3.1.1 Remote Health Monitoring Service (RHMS)
Fig. 3.1 cooperated layers to deliver RHMS
In a remote health monitoring service (RHMS), patients are monitored re-
motely, and if there is an urgent case, it can be detected and even predicted to
avoid health-related disasters (Figure 3.1 shows the typical layers involved in an
RHMS). An RHMS uses body sensors, radio frequency identification readers and
accelerometers to monitor changes in heart rate and sugar levels for the timely
administration of medications and the avoidance of falls. An RHMS involves many
workflow activities, such as collecting real-time data from various IoT devices
(e.g., sensors to capture the patterns of human activity and video-streaming
cameras). The collected data are analysed to determine whether there are any
abnormal activity patterns (e.g., the possibility of a heart attack) by comparing
newly collected data with historical/stored data. The users of this application
will require real-time constraints. For example, events such as heart attacks or
falls should be detected within milliseconds, and automatic alerts should be sent
to emergency services within seconds of detection. To achieve these high-level
objectives, a list of nested objective constraints should be used to ensure that
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the service is provided to the subscribed patients at the same level as they expect.
This sort of application is time-sensitive, meaning that any unforeseen delay
in one or more phases of the data flow (e.g., collection, transfer, ingestion or
analysis) will affect the accuracy and appropriateness of the actions taken. For
example, a delay in the network could lead to a late response, which could cause
harm to the subscribed patient. Thus, the application’s performance depends not
only on the provided functionality but also on the quality of the services offered
across Edge and/or Cloud computing environments, which can be affected by
resource capabilities and other configuration parameters. As a result, the specifi-
cations of low-level technical requirements need to be considered due to their
extreme impacts on meeting the QoS requirements of an application. In RHMS,
in addition to the constraints at application level (e.g., an end-to-end response
time less than X time units), more than one constraint must be considered for
each involved service. For instance, the data collected from IoT devices should be
accurate and up to date. Moreover, it is important to minimise the latency of data
pre-processing (e.g., data filtering), which can be achieved using a raspberry
pi, mobile phone or Edge server, among other options. Furthermore, it may be
possible to perform an analysis and compare incoming data with historical data
or the results of a predefined model. Consequently, more than one constraint
must be considered: applying machine-learning algorithms requires a high accu-
racy constraint, stream processing requires a low latency constraint and batch
processing requires a high throughput constraint.
As a result, we attempt to contribute to the SLA of the IoT by proposing a
conceptual model that captures the knowledge base of IoT-specific SLAs. This
chapter contributes to the SLA for the IoT by:
• Proposing an SLA conceptual model.
• Introducing key concepts of SLAs for the IoT and the related vocabulary
terms that can be used for specifying QoS and configuration parameters;
• Evaluating the proposed conceptual model using a questionnaire-oriented
approach from the domain experts’ point of view.
In the following text, Section 3.3 introduces the proposed conceptual model for
IoT applications. Then, Section 3.4 presents the vocabulary terms that can be
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part of an SLA to reflect the QoS and configuration requirements. We evaluate
the proposed conceptual model in Section 3.5.
3.2 Related Work
With the ever-increasing number of service providers and solutions for IoT-based
services, there is rising demand for a mechanism that will regulate and automate
the transactions and activities between the parties involved. This mechanism
needs to take the form of an SLA. Although SLAs exist, we believe that in their
current format they are unable to accommodate the unique characteristics of IoT
applications. This section therefore provides details of a number of commonly
used SLAS.
In web services, there are two main specification languages for the SLA.
In the following we discuss the main components involved within WSLA and
WS-Agreements.
WSLA [228] reflects all the details usually found in the SLA agreement [378, 293].
This information is based on three main parts (see Figure 3.2): 1) Parties: where
service consumers and service providers are called the Signatory Parties and
other external agents such as third parties are called the Supporting Parties. The
signatory party description includes identification and technical properties such
as address and how they accept events, while supporting parties have additional
attributes that indicate the sponsor of the supporting party. 2) Service Descrip-
tion: to specify the features of the service and its parameters. 3) Obligations: to
define the guarantees and constraints of the SLA parameters.
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Fig. 3.2 WSLA conceptual model [378, 293]
The WS-Agreement is formulated as follows in three parts[293]: 1)The
Agreement Scheme (Agreement Development Offer Scheme). This is used by the
Agreement Initiator to create a template-based offer. The offer and the agreement
are structurally the same. The agreement offer includes 1) the agreement name,
the context (including the parties involved and the life span of the agreement),
and the terms, which are the most critical aspect of an agreement offer. each
term has at least one service term and zero or more guarantee terms that could be
merged using logical operators. 2) Agreement Template Schema: The Agreement
Respondent uses this template to promote acceptable offers. 3) Port type and
operations: these are used to coordinate and control the life-cycle operations of
the agreement (see Figure 3.3).
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Fig. 3.3 WS-Agreement conceptual model [378, 293]
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In Cloud computing, there are number of specification languages for the
SLA such as SLA* and CSLA. In the following we discuss the main components
involved within SLA*, CSLA and SLAC.
SLA* [227] has an SLA Template (SLA(T)) that comprises five parts (see
Figure 3.4):1) SLA attributes template SLA; 2) the parties to the agreement; 3)
service descriptions; 4) variable declarations; and 5) the terms of the agreement.
The parties are defined by their position in the abstract SLA(T) syntax (supplier,
customer). The service description is described by the interface statements.
A declaration interface is used to associate a local interface with an identifier,
and the local interface can be a functional interface or a resource description.
To improve readability and avoid repetition of text, variable declarations are
provided. The clauses of the agreement are formalised as two-type guarantees:
action warranty and status. In addition, the SLA proposes a formal model for
formalising penalties.
Fig. 3.4 WS-Agreement conceptual model [378, 293]
A CSLA [245] language comprises three parts (see Figure 3.5): a section
that specifies the scope of the agreement, a section that describes the parties to
the agreement and a section that refers to a template for the agreement. The
validity determines the length of a contract. A CSLA considers two groups of
parties: the signatory parties, which include service providers and consumers
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of services, and supporting parties (for example, trusted third parties). A CSLA
template is similar to an SLA pattern and it consists of the following elements:
Definition of cloud services, Parameters, Guarantees and Terminations. Any XaaS
service (SaaS, PaaS or IaaS) is specified in a Cloud service specification. The
authors in [245]) suggest the concept of functionality degradation (i.e. standard
vs. degraded mode) for each SaaS and PaaS application to handle any unpre-
dictable and dynamic environment (i.e. 3D vs. 2D display). Parameters provide a
means of identifying variables within the agreement context. Guarantees provide
a range of guarantees. Every guarantee is composed of four elements: scope,
requirements, terms and penalties. CSLA offers two billing types: a Pay as
You Go plan and an All-in plan. Ultimately, the agreement starts based on the
time specified within effectiveFrom and it ends before the time specified within
effectiveUntil, which are defined within the Termination section.
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Fig. 3.5 WS-Agreement conceptual model [293]
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SLAC is [476] defined as a domain-specific language for the Cloud. In SLAC,
the key elements of an SLA are: the contract description, the specification of
terms and the definition of the guarantees provided for those terms. Figure 3.6
presents the main elements of the conceptual model of a term definition in the
SLAC.
Fig. 3.6 The definition of a term in the SLA. The term is used to define a metric
in SLAC [293]
In summary, our work varies considerably from those mentioned above: it
emphasises the formal aspects of domain-specific SLAs by considering the par-
ticularities of the IoT domain, and it provides a base for defining an SLA on an
end-to-end basis. Due to the multi-layer nature of the IoT and the importance
of considering constraints on data while they flow across layers, we introduce
the "workflow" concept. The reason behind defining the "workflow" concept is to
allow us to define the associated requirements for the involved components on
both the hardware and software levels. The next section introduces our proposed
SLA conceptual model for IoT.
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3.3 An End-to-End SLA Conceptual Model for IoT
Applications
An end-to-end IoT ecosystem includes components through which application
data flows. Components can include services (e.g., a sensing service or a real-
time analysis service), infrastructure resources (e.g., IoT devices, Edge resources
and Cloud resources) and/or humans. In an end-to-end SLA, it is important to
consider the requirements of all of the services and infrastructure resources
involved in delivering the IoT application. Considering an SLA on an end-to-end
basis is essential because the level of quality at which the involved services are
delivered has an impact on the SLOs at the application level. For example, in an
RHMS, an SLO (SLOapp1) for urgent case detection, which requires a response
within less than Y time units, is an SLO at the application level, and it involves
many activities, such as analysing real-time data. Analysing real-time data re-
quires a stream-processing service at an acceptable level of latency, and if the
stream-processing service exceeds this level, then the SLOapp1 at the application
level might be violated.
As a result, we propose a conceptual model that captures the knowledge
base of IoT-specific SLAs. The conceptual model expresses the key entities
of the IoT ecosystem and the relationships between those entities within the
SLA context. Due to the lack of a standard IoT architecture, we refer to the
reference IoT architecture as presented in (Section 2.1) to identify the main
concepts and the relationships between them. Additionally, since we aim to
capture SLA requirements on an end-to-end basis, we define a new concept,
"workflow activity", within the conceptual model. The purpose of this is to allow
us to specify requirements related to services and infrastructures where data is
flowing in between. This led us to associate "Workflow activity" with the "service"
and "infrastructure resource" concepts. Other concepts: SLA, SLO and Party, are
derived from previous works discussed above such as [228].
Figure 3.7 presents our conceptual model. In the following section, we
describe the concepts covered in the conceptual model and give a brief discussion
of the relationships associated with these concepts.






Fig. 3.7 SLA conceptual model for IoT applications that captures the key entities
of an SLA and the corresponding relationships
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The conceptual model is composed of the following entities:
1. SLA: The SLA includes basic data, such as the title of the SLA, the corre-
sponding ID, the type of application (i.e., smart home, smart health, etc.)
and the start and end dates.
2. Party: This part describes an individual or group involved in the SLA and it
usually includes the name of a service provider and/or consumer or a third
party [166]. For example, in an RHMS, the parties could be the hospital
management group, patients, the network provider and the Cloud resource
providers.
3. SLO: The SLO provides the quantitative means to define the level of a service
that a consumer can expect from a provider. The SLO quantifies the required
value of a QoS metric. It expresses the objective(s) of an agreement for
both the application and any involved services and infrastructure resources.
For example, an SLO (at the application level) of an RHMS could be the
response to urgent cases within Y time units. The QoS metric in this example
is response time, and the constraint is less than Y time units. Furthermore,
SLO parameters can be used to specify an SLO for low-level services. For
example, for a data-ingestion service, an SLO can be: ingest data with
latency less than Z time units. For an infrastructure resource such as the
CPU of a VM, an SLO can be: CPU utilisation is greater than 80% .
4. Workflow Activity: IoT applications have certain activities that must be
considered as part of the application requirements to function correctly.
For example, in an RHMS, one of the possible workflow activities include
capturing interesting data, analysing real-time data, and storing interesting
results in a database (e.g., SQL or NoSQL). In general, workflow activities
mostly include:
• Capturing events of interest
• Examining the captured events of interest on the fly
• Filtering the captured events of interest
• Aggregating the captured events of interest
• Ingesting data from one or more data resources
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• Small-scale real-time data analysis
• Large-scale real-time data analysis
• Large-scale historical data analysis
• Storing structured data
• Storing unstructured data
5. Service: This concept covers the main services that can be run/deployed to
perform a certain functionality. To achieve SLOs at the application level, it
is important to establish adequate cooperation between particular services
under the SLO constraints. For example, in an RHMS, to detect urgent
cases within Y time units, it is necessary to transfer data from sensors to
the ingestion service using networking service and to process data on the
fly using a stream-processing service while respecting the time limit.
Here, we list the most common services that can cooperate to deliver an
IoT application.
(a) Sensing service: This service collects data using IoT devices and it
sends the collected data through a communication protocol to a higher
layer. The sensing service specifies the type of data and when to collect
the data. For example, in an RHMS, a heartbeat sensor attached
to the chest and an accelerometer as a hand-wrist device reflect a
patient’s health state continuously or periodically, based on what has
been specified within the SLA for the service.
(b) Networking service: This service transfers the collected data from one
layer to another. For example, in an RHMS, a home gateway uses the
network to deliver collected data to the next layer for further analysis
under certain bandwidth requirements.
(c) Ingestion service: This service ingests data from many data producers
and then forwards the data to subscribed/interested destinations such
as storage and analysis services under certain requirements, such as
throughput limit.
(d) Batch-processing service: A batch-processing service receives data
from resources such as ingestion layers, appends them to a master data
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set and then provides batch views. For example, in an RHMS, to iden-
tify urgent cases, it is important to run machine-learning algorithms
on historical patient records to recognise patterns regarding certain
health issues and to establish a predictive model. The predictive model
can be used later with the real-time data of current patients to detect
particular health issues. Batch views can be computed/queried within
response time constraints, as specified by consumers/subscribers.
(e) Stream-processing service: This service processes incoming data from
data resources such as an ingestion service to complete real-time tasks.
For example, collected data are processed on the fly, and if the analysis
shows an abnormality such as a high heart rate, then appropriate
action is required, such as sending an ambulance. However, to exploit
real-time data to the greatest extent possible, consumers/subscribers
can specify certain requirements such as the maximum acceptable
latency for computing/querying real-time views.
(f) Machine learning service: This is a service that applies different
machine-learning algorithms for different purposes, such as providing
predictions and extracting different dimensions of knowledge from
collected data. For example, the service may apply a machine-learning
algorithm to historical data collected from previous heart attach inci-
dents as training data to create a model. The model can play a part
in predicting new heart-attach incidents based on incoming real-time
data. This approach may prevent disasters from happening or at least
reduce damage by warning people in advance.
(g) Database service (SQL and NoSQL databases): This service is used by
other services such as ingestion, batch and stream-processing services
. It is used to store or retrieve data for batch views and/or real-time
views as intermediate or final data sets. Consumers can provide their
requirements, such as setting a query response time, and specify
whether data encryption is required.
6. Infrastructure resource: This concept covers the required hardware for
computations, storage and networking, which are essential for deploy-
ing/running the above-mentioned services. The infrastructure resources
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can be IoT devices, Edge resources and/or Cloud resources.
(a) IoT devices: These devices has the ability to sense to reflect the physi-
cal world, then actuate and execute actions in some cases.
(b) Edge resources: These resources allow data processing to take place
at the Edge of the network and they include various types of resources,
such as border routers, set-top boxes, bridges, base stations, wire-
less access points and Edge servers [305]. These examples of Edge
resources, with specialised capabilities [305], can be used to support
Edge computations.
(c) Cloud resources: These resources provide infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) and are mostly located geographically far from the source [305].
The relationships between the above entities, depicted in the conceptual
model (Figure 3.7), are as follows. There is a one-to-many relationship between
the SLO and the SLA entities to express the SLO constraints at the application
level. Therefore, each SLA entity has a composite relationship with SLO entity.
An example of an SLO at the application level could be the end-to-end response
time of an application should be less than Y time units. Furthermore, SLA has
a composite relationship with Party, since parties can play part in providing a
service, consuming a service and/or playing third-party roles (e.g., to monitor a
service).
Additionally, an IoT application has a set of workflow activities (e.g., capture
an event of interest (EoI) or analyse real-time data) that cooperate to deliver the
application. Therefore, there is a composite relationship between the SLA and
WorkflowActivity entities. Each workflow activity requires a service (e.g., a
sensing service, networking service, or stream-processing service). Each service
is deployed on one of the infrastructure resources (for example, an IoT device, an
Edge resource, or a Cloud resource). Furthermore, each one of the services (e.g.,
sensing is a service) and infrastructure resources (e.g., VM is an infrastructure
resource) can have an SLO/SLOs. For example, maximising the level of data fresh-
ness could be an SLO for sensing services, and maximising CPU utilisation could
be an SLO for a VM. Furthermore, each one of the services and infrastructure
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resources can have zero or more configuration parameters (e.g., the sample rate
of the sensing service and number of CPUs per VM of an infrastructure resource).
Therefore, there is an association relationship between InfrastructurResource
and Service and a composite relationship between the InfrastructurResource,
Service, SLO and ConfigurationRequirement entities. The dashed rectangle in
the conceptual model (See Figure 3.7) has a set of predefined data types which
are defined as enumeration.
Figure 3.8 associates the concepts presented in the conceptual model with ex-
amples to illustrate the relationships between infrastructure resources, services,
configuration requirements and SLO concepts. For example, "capture event of
interest" is a possible workflow activity in an RHMS and it requires a sensing
service. The sensing service has SLO constraints such as the required level of
data freshness. The sensing service will be deployed/hosted on an IoT device.
Therefore, it is important to consider the requirements of the IoT device, such as
its type (e.g., sensor or RFID), the mobility of the device (e.g., fixed or mobile), the
communication mechanism (e.g., pushing data or pulling data) and the battery
life. The same conditions are applied for the "filter a captured event of interest"
activity, which is performed at the Edge of a network to filter data and utilise net-
work bandwidth by neglecting uninteresting data. This task uses certain devices,
such as a mobile phone or raspberry pi. Each of these devices has specific compu-
tational capabilities, such as a given CPU speed and memory size. Furthermore,
to perform the "real-time data analysis" activity, a stream-processing service can
be used with certain requirement constraints, such as low latency and certain
configuration requirements, including the specification of the window type as a
time-based window or event-based window. The stream-processing service can
be deployed on a Cloud. Thus, certain requirements related to a Cloud resource
can be specified, such as the number of VMs and the acceptable percentage
of CPU utilisation. Due to the important of specifying requirements of each
involved service and the infrastructure which deploys that service and unifying
used vocabularies, the next section identifies the related vocabulary terms that
can be used for specifying QoS and configuration parameters of common services
and infrastructure resources.





























Fig. 3.8 Conceptual model with examples to illustrate the relationships between
the key concepts of an SLA for the IoT
3.4 Vocabulary Terms of the Configuration Param-
eters and QoS Metrics
In this section, we cover in depth the "service" and "infrastructure resource" con-
cepts with their sub-classes depicted in Figure 3.7. We describe the "service" and
"infrastructure resource" concepts below with some of the related QoS metrics
and configuration parameters.
We search the literature to collect vocabulary terms that are related to the
QoS metrics and configuration parameters. The reason behind considering the
terms related to configuration parameters is the strong correlation between the
QoS and the configuration parameters. For example, the data publishing rate, as
a configuration parameter, affects the data freshness as a QoS metric. This step
comes after specifying the main components of the IoT reference architecture;
then, the vocabulary terms that can be used to express consumer requirements
are identified for each component. We believe that identifying domain-specific
terms is the first step in providing unified/standardised vocabularies to mitigate
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the risk that can be caused by the ambiguity between the different providers who
cooperate to deliver an IoT application (Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.1).
3.4.1 Infrastructure Resources
Infrastructure resources include the type of the infrastructure resource used to
deploy/host a service. An infrastructure resource can be an IoT device, an Edge
resource or a Cloud resource. In the following, we give more details about the
type of infrastructure resource and their related vocabulary terms:
IoT devices
IoT devices consist of heterogeneous sets of devices such as sensors that capture
information about the physical world by sensing some physical parameters of
interest or detecting other smart objects [137]. There are several QoS metrics
related to perception layers, such as the optimum number of active sensors,
sensor quality, energy consumption, data volume, trustworthiness, coverage and
mobility [77, 214, 280].
Although some of these identified metrics may be inconsiderable for a single
IoT device [280], they are not trivial when considering the number of deployed
devices that cooperate to deliver a service. For example, a sensor with a power
consumption value equal to 0.9 watt-seconds seems fine, but when a network of
hundreds of sensors is deployed, the cumulative value of the power consumption
makes a difference [280].
IoT communication protocols can be varied in their communication range,
bandwidth and power consumption. Thus, it is important to consider support for
different types of protocols, and the most appropriate type that satisfies the appli-
cation requirements should be selected. For example, if the power consumption
is the most important key requirement, then ZigBee, as a communication protocol
that can be characterised as a low power consumption protocol [131], should
be used. Alternatively, WiMax is a protocol that provides a high communication
bandwidth. Therefore, it is essential to select devices that support the preferred
communication protocol. Some of the available communication protocols are
Bluetooth, WiFi, ZigBee, 6LowPAN, Cellular, ANT, Z-Wave, Thread, WiMax and
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NFC 1. Table 3.1 lists a number of vocabulary terms that can be used to express
the requirements related to IoT devices.
Table 3.1 Terminology/vocabulary definitions related to IoT devices
Terminology Definition/Description /Example
Device accuracy Description of how well the device reflects an interesting
event correctly.
Device precision Description of how precisely the device reads an interest-
ing event in a stable manner.
Type of device For example, sensors and RFID tags.
Number of devices The number of deployed devices.
Mobility of devices Specification of whether the device is fixed or mobile (this
feature affects network coverage).
Communication
mechanism
The mechanism of pushing/pulling data to/from the next
layer. This mechanism can be a built-in hardware feature,
a software feature or both.
Communication tech-
nology
The communication protocol with other devices that are
supported, such as by WiFi and Bluetooth. This technology
can be a built-in hardware feature, a software feature or
both.
Battery life Battery life is a measure of battery performance and
longevity, which can be quantified in several ways: as
the run time on a full charge, as the milliampere hours
estimated by a manufacturer, or as the number of charge
cycles until the end of useful life.
Warranty period The time period in which a purchased device may be
returned or exchanged.
Storage size The storage size of an IoT device that can be used to store
data.
Memory capacity The maximum or minimum amount of memory an IoT
device has.
CPU capacity The capability and speed of a processor, which reflect how
many operations it can perform within a given amount of
time.
Edge resources
In the Edge layer, intelligent computation abilities are allocated to Edge re-
sources (a gateway, server, etc.) to improve performance and reduce unnecessary
1See [148] for further details and a comparison of communication protocols
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data transfers to Cloud data centres. Sensitive and personal data, data manage-
ment and control tasks are moved to the Edge to be managed in a secure and
private manner [170]. Edge resources mostly include border routers, set-top
boxes, bridges, base stations, wireless access points, Edge servers, etc. These
examples of Edge resources can be equipped to support Edge computations with
specialised capabilities [305]. Certain type of IoT devices (e.g., sensors) requires
a gateway to link IoT devices with the Cloud layer, in this case, sensors have
lightweight functionality [96]. Other type of IoT devices (e.g., smart sensors)
can work without a gateway if the they have the ability to communicate directly
with the Internet. Furthermore, for a more cost-effective approach with typical
sensors that do not have gateway capability, it is possible to use many-to-one
mapping. Many-to-one mapping is mapping many sensors to one gateway to
allow data transferring by adding TCP/IP connectivity. [96].
Smart gateways can handle resource constraints on the processing power,
power consumption and bandwidth of connected devices by allowing constrained
devices to outsource some functionalities to the gateway. These gateways can
be provided with local databases for temporarily storing sensed data, as well as
enhancing data fusion, aggregation and internal device communication [396].
When specifying the QoS for an application, it is necessary to decide whether to
deploy typical sensors and a gateway or a smart sensor. For example, using smart
sensors (a smart sensor (with some processing capabilities) can behave as an IoT
or an Edge resource) reduces the delay that is required for transferring data to
the Cloud layer, which might be located at a distant position, and the data can be
processed within the Edge resources instead of forwarding them to the next layer.
Some configuration parameters can affect the overall QoS of an IoT applica-
tion. For example, the data publishing rate at the gateway is a concern because
an increase in this rate might cause the the ingestion service to be "overloaded",
which then causes messages to be dropped [61]. Another configuration parame-
ter is the buffer/storage size, which plays a significant role in the performance
of an IoT gateway. For instance, [60] proposes a multi-threaded gateway and
considers different values for different parameters, including different buffer
sizes to enhance gateway performance when evaluating the proposed model.
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Table 3.2 Terminology/Vocabulary definitions related to Edge infrastructure
resources
Terminology Definition/Description /Example
Availability The ratio of the time that the resource is functioning as ex-
pected and ready for use divided by the total run time.
Type of device For example, a mobile, raspberry pi, or server devices.
Gateway
throughput
The amount of data transferred through the gateway per sec-
ond.
Gateway delay The delay in data collection from nodes.
Publishing rate Specifies when data need to be sent.
Number of de-
vices
Total number of devices within the Edge infrastructure.
Mobility of de-
vices




The mechanism of pushing data to the next layer or pulling
data from the next layer; it can be a built-in hardware feature,
a software feature or both.
Communication
technology
The communication protocols with other devices, such as the
communication protocols based on WiFi and Bluetooth. Such




The buffer/storage size that can be used to buffer/store data
due to limited throughput for out-coming data or to buffer/store
data until delivery confirmation is received.
Memory capac-
ity
The maximum or minimum amount of memory an Edge resource
is capable of having.
CPU capacity The capability and speed of a processor which reflects how
many operations it can perform within a given amount of time.
Table 3.2 lists a number of vocabulary terms that can be used to express the
requirements related to Edge resources.
Cloud resources
Most Cloud data centres are distributed internally across several physical data
centres. As a result, many Cloud providers not only provide fault tolerance for
a single machine or single rack but also provide resilience for full data centre
failures, which yields a high level of reliability. Cloud providers supply computer
resources on an on-demand basis. This approach quickly enables (typically in
minutes) an arbitrarily large number of computing nodes to be accessed with
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scale-up and scale-down possibilities [537].
Cloud resources can have one or more than one SLO; for example, an SLO can
be "CPU utilisation should be more than 80%". Furthermore, a Cloud resource
can have a configuration parameter, such as a number of vCPUs. Most Cloud
systems provide a variety of storage features, such as those for the storage
bandwidth, size, cost, latency, and access control for different storage types,
including local instance storage, distributed block storage, distributed file sys-
tems and object ( Binary Large OBjects e.g., (BLOB) storage. These various
services can lead to very different choices regarding software design, depending
on the system or application requirements [537]. Table 3.3 lists a number of QoS
and configuration parameters for Cloud resources. There are different types of
instances, e.g., instances with more RAM versus more storage, or with specific
hardware components, such as GPUs or FPGAs [537].
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Table 3.3 Terminology/Vocabulary definitions related to Cloud infrastructure
resources
Terminology Definition/Description /Example
Availability The ratio of the time that the resource is functioning
as expected and ready for use divided by
the total run time.
CPU utilisation Percentage representing how the CPU is being utilised.
Outage length The length that the resource is not available.
Throughput The data transfer rate to and from a Cloud resource per second.
Storage size Available disc space for data storage purposes.
Storage bandwidth Measure of the capacity to transfer data between a service and
storage.
Storage type Type of storage for a service (e.g., local SSD or local HDD).
Input/output storage
operations
The specified number of input/output operations for storage.
Access protocols Cloud access protocols such as SSH and SSL.
Memory capacity The memory capacity is the maximum or minimum amount of
memory a computer or hardware device is capable of having or
the amount of memory required for a program to run.
Network bandwidth Network speed among the internal service nodes involved (e.g.,
100BASE-T, 100BASE-SX).
vCPU capacity The capacity of each virtual central processing unit (vCPU)
which reflects how many operations a vCPU can perform within
a given amount of time.
No. of vCPUs The number of vCPUs per VM.
No. of cores per VM The number of cores per VM.
Vertical scale-down
limit
The minimum number of CPUs if scaling is not automatic.
Vertical scale-up limit The maximum number of CPUs if scaling is not automatic
Horizontal scale-up
limit
The maximum number of VMs if scaling is not automatic.
Horizontal scale-down
limit
The minimum number of VMs if scaling is not automatic.
Replication factor The number of copies of data that one wants the cluster to
maintain.
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3.4.2 Service Concept
To achieve SLA constraints at the application level, it is important to ensure an
adequate cooperation between some services under the SLO constraints. There-
fore, we use the service concept to capture the name of the required services. A
service has one or more SLO constraints and configuration requirements. There
is a number of possible services which includes, but not limited to, sensing, net-
working, stream processing, batch processing, database, and machine-learning
algorithm services. Each one of the previously mentioned services can have
one SLO or more; for example, an SLO for stream-processing service can be
"minimising latency to be less than 5 time units". Furthermore, each of the previ-
ously mentioned services can have configuration requirements; therefore, there
is a relationship between the service and configuration requirement concepts
as depicted in Figure 3.7. For example, a service such as stream processing
can specify a requirement related to the “window size” (the window size is a
configuration parameter). In the following section, we list the most common
services that can cooperate to deliver an IoT application.
Sensing Services
A sensing service is responsible for collecting data from IoT devices and send-
ing the collected data through a communication protocol to another layer. The
sensing service specifies the number of sensors, type of sensors, and sampling
rate. In an RHMS, for example, in order to provide a sensing service, we need
to specify the type of sensors associated with a patient, such as a heartbeat
sensor attached to the chest and an accelerometer on the hand/wrist to reflect
the patient’s activities. A sensing service is associated with different parameters
that play a significant role in the overall QoS of an IoT application.
For example, different applications require varying sampling rates depending
on their criticality. The sampling rate determines the frequency at which an
observed phenomenon is measured by a sensor (e.g., 5 Hz) [214]. Moreover,
gaps in historical data can cause IoT applications to behave unexpectedly, which
affects the final outcome and can lead to a bad user experience. Therefore, the
IoT platform must attempt to maximise data freshness [481]. The importance of
the freshness parameter from the perspectives of both producers and consumers
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has been recently discussed in [391]. The authors argued that for transient IoT’s
content, both data of interest and data packets should have a certain freshness
to perform accurate caching and retrieval operations. Additionally, old content
is automatically discarded from data storage as a consequence of the freshness
requirement [188]. Moreover, data freshness is one of the security requirements
in the IoT because if an attacker first captured data and resent them, the data
would become old [385][176].
Another metric is data quality, which is a complicated metric since it relies on
other metrics, such as data accuracy [315]. Data accuracy, itself, is affected by
data freshness and precision [244], reflecting the high interdependence among
metrics. Furthermore, application objectives such as reducing energy consump-
tion and non-functional properties are interdependent. For example, increasing
the sampling rate plays a significant role in enhancing data freshness, which in
turn improves the information quality; however, this change decreases battery
life (i.e., increases energy consumption). Table 3.4 lists some of the vocabu-
lary terms that can be used to express the QoS constraints and configuration
parameters relevant to sensing services.
Table 3.4 Terminology/Vocabulary definitions related to sensing services
Terminology Definition/Description /Example
Availability The ratio of the time that the service is functioning
as expected divided by the total run time.
Data freshness The age of sensor data because data cannot always be trans-
mitted in real time/near-real time
Sampling rate The rate at which a sensor measures an observed phenomenon
(e.g., 5 Hz). Different applications require different sampling
rates based on their criticality.
Data accuracy The error rate of data. It is possible to specify the average
number of errors over a given time period.
Data integrity Data integrity reflects the degree to which data have been
maintained or altered.
Data type e.g., Capturing weather temperature or humidity.
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Networking Service
Networking service is used for passing the collected data from one layer to
another. They also provide a bidirectional connection for cases in which an
instruction needs to be sent to one or more devices. For example, in an RHMS,
gateways use the network to deliver collected data to the Cloud for further
analysis. A networking service is also used when a command is sent back to a
sensor, for example, to reconfigure the sampling rate, to collect more data or
check a patient’s status. Thus, a network service is responsible for transferring
data between an IoT and an Edge resource [97]. Furthermore, in some cases, an
IoT device has the ability to communicate without needing a gateway; in such a
case, the networking service is used to immediately connect the device to Cloud
services (e.g., ingestion service and/or stream-processing service). The quality
of the network is crucial to being able to deliver the data within the acceptable
time limit before they lose value. Therefore, it is critical to consider the QoS
requirements of the network layer.
QoSs have been extensively researched in the field of network communications
and have well-defined and measurable characteristics, such as throughput, jitter
or packet loss [244], which impact the network delay [264] [121] [237] [76]
[141]. Table 3.5 lists some of the vocabulary terms that can be used to express
QoS constraints and configuration parameters that are relevant to networking
services.
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Table 3.5 Terminology/Vocabulary definitions related to networking services
Terminology Definition/description/Example
Availability The ratio of the time that the network is fully operational as
expected and ready for use, divided by the period of time.
Link bandwidth The maximum amount of data that can be transferred through
a link per second.
Network delay The delay in data transmission.
Data-in rate The amount of incoming data per time unit.
Data-out rate The amount of outgoing data per time unit.
Jitter The time delay variance between data packets over a network
in milliseconds (ms).
Packet loss rate The ratio of the number of packets lost to the total number of
packets sent. Each packet has a deadline for execution, and
if meeting this deadline is not possible, the scheduler tries to
minimise the number of packets lost due to deadline issues.
Data integrity Data integrity reflects the degree to which data have been
maintained or altered.
Ingestion Services
An ingestion service allows data to be ingested from many data producers [399]
and then forwarded to subscribed/interested destinations, such as a storage
service, analysis service and/or application.
An ingestion service can be associated with different parameters, such as
configuration requirements (e.g., the number of servers/nodes and compres-
sion/decompression support) and SLO constraints (e.g., maximising throughput
and minimising latency).
In an ingestion service, data often come from a variety of sources, including
web logs, databases, various kinds of applications, etc., making it difficult to
understand what sort of data the system will ingest. One alternative is to use big
data (BD) software, which can collect and aggregate data from various sources.
Projects such as Flume 2 and Scribe 3 enable the collection, aggregation and
transfer of large quantities of log information from many distinct sources to a
centralised data storage centre [484].
2http://flume.apache.org/
3https://github.com/facebookarchive/scribe/wiki
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Data retention is one of the parameters that service consumers need to specify
to indicate how long data can be stored before they are deleted. Therefore, the
data rate and data retention time are interdependent since they represent key
factors related to resource storage. For example, in Kafka 4, the data rate of a
partition is the rate at which it generates information; in other words, it is the
average size of the message multiplied by the amount of messages per second.
The data rate indicates how much retention space is needed in bytes for a given
amount of time, in order to ensure retention. If there is a lack in knowledge re-
garding the data rate, the retention space needed to meet a time-based retention
goal cannot be calculated properly [314].
Messaging systems provide some replication-related functionality to improve
various factors, including reliability, fault tolerance and accessibility for repli-
cating data/messages on different servers. For example, replication is used by
default in Kafka; even unreplicated topics are implemented as replicated topics
[218]. Data encryption, data compression and delivery guarantee mechanisms
are application dependent. Thus, for example, if providing a low-latency solution
is important, then providing data encryption and delivery guarantee mechanisms
may cause delays. Furthermore, if reliability is important, then providing a
delivery guarantee mechanism that ensures that messages/data/requests are
delivered using the ingestion service is crucial. In other cases, when throughput
is highly prioritised over latency, data compression is a key concern. The avail-
able messaging systems provide compression, encryption and delivery guarantee
mechanisms. As an example, Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose 5 enables the com-
pression of information before it is delivered, and it supports the GZIP, ZIP and
SNAPPY compression formats [53]. Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose, also, allows
for data encryption using the AWS Key Management Service [53]. RabbitMQ 6
and Kafka both offer durable messaging guarantees. Both offer at-most-once
and at-least-once guarantees, but in very restricted situations, Kafka provides
precisely once guarantees [480]. Table 3.6 lists some of the vocabulary terms that
can be used to express some of the QoS constraints and configuration parameters
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Table 3.6 Terminology/vocabulary definitions related to ingestion services
Terminology Definition/Description /Example
Availability The ratio of the time that the ingestion service is function-
ing as expected
divided by the period of time.
Throughput The amount of data transferred through the messaging
platform per second.
Latency The time required to process a single input/output trans-
action before forwarding it to its destination within the
ingestion service framework.
Data-in rate The amount of incoming data per time unit.
Data-out rate The amount of data output per time unit.
Data retention time
limit
The limit of how long data can be saved in the ingestion
layer.
Publishing rate Rate at which data is sent from a message broker per time
unit.
Storage size The amount of storage that can be used to store data due
to limited throughput constraints, considering the amount
of incoming data, to store data until delivery confirmation,
or to store data during the specified retention time.
Replication factor How many replicas can be stored.
Data compression
support
A Boolean value that expresses whether data can be com-
pressed/ decompressed depending on the requirements.
Data encryption sup-
port
A Boolean value that expresses whether data can be en-
crypted/decrypted depending on the requirements.
Delivery guarantee
mechanism
It reflects if data have been delivered to the destination.
The network bandwidth is affected if the type of delivery
guarantee mechanism requires sending an acknowledge-
ment back to the data producer.




e.g., RabbitMQ, Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose, Flume,
Scribe
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Stream-processing services
A stream-processing service refers to processing incoming data from different
data sources and/or ingestion services to compute real-time views. Further-
more, real-time views can be combined with saved computed batch views using a
database framework (such as Cassandra 7) to answer some questions that rely on
both real-time views and batch views. In an RHMS, data can be collected using
different sensors, such as wearable accelerometers, that can be augmented by
distributed-motion sensors for activity recognition purposes [379]. If the col-
lected data show abnormality for a given activity, such as an elderly person falling
down, then an appropriate action, such as sending an ambulance, is required.
However, applications such as RHMSs rely on real-time data, therefore any delay
in data processing could cause the data to lose their value.
High throughput and low latency are very important QoS requirements in
stream processing. If incoming data are not analysed in real or near-real time,
then the action taken may not be appropriate since actions are based on data
that are no longer considered real-time/near-real-time data due to the delay.
Another important metric is data completeness, which "measures the percent-
age of incoming stream data that are used to compute the query results" [515].
To illustrate the concept of data completeness, consider a data stream with a
number of incoming tuples. In the ideal case, the query should be performed
using a large sliding window, e.g., containing 30 tuples; however, due to resource
constraints, 15 tuples are sampled and used to execute the query, representing
50% of the 30-tuple window size. The sampling method decreases the query data
completeness to 50% [515]. Furthermore, another QoS metric is the miss ratio,
which "evaluates the number of queries that are not completed within the given
time constraints" [515].
In addition, single-point resource estimation is insufficient to handle stream
processing workloads in which information flows endlessly through the operator
graph and yields changes in performance and resource demands. Therefore, to
illustrate the effects of certain configuration parameters on performance and
resource usage, consider the work in [377] as an example. Patel et al [377]
7http://cassandra.apache.org/
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present a novel method using mixed density networks, a mixed structure of
neural networks and mixed models to estimate the resource usage of data stream
processing workloads in the Cloud. To train the proposed model, a set of features
is used as the model input; the set includes the size of windows that can be
expressed in time units (second) or tuple units (number), the sliding value of
the window type, the average arrival rate of tuples (tuple/second) to query, the
total number of nested sub-queries and the operator type. The set of features is
customised based on the prediction goal because the impact varies with respect
to the CPU and memory. A feature that is correlated with memory consumption
may not be correlated with CPU usage. For example, the selection results for
features suggest that the size of the window has an insignificant effect on the
prediction of CPU use but a notable influence on the prediction of memory use
[377].
Furthermore, the QoS requirements of stream processing are affected by
other configuration parameters, such as the window size and query size; in addi-
tion, the choice of a stream processing framework affects the QoS. For instance,
selecting a framework (such as Spark streaming) 8 that stores data before pro-
cessing affects the latency level; Apache storm 9 can process data immediately
with no need to store them first to save time and reduce latency [135]. Table 3.7
lists the key terms/definitions related to stream-processing services to express
the requirements for both QoS metrics and configuration parameters.
8https://spark.apache.org/streaming/
9https://storm.apache.org/
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Table 3.7 Terminology/vocabulary definitions related to stream-processing ser-
vices
Terminology Definition/Description /Example
Throughput The stream size processed per second.
Latency The time required to process a single input/output trans-
action for a stream-processing service.
Data completeness Measurement of "the percentage of incoming stream data
that are used to compute the query results." [515]
Miss ratio "Miss ratios measure the percentage of queries that are
not finished within the given deadlines." [515]
Time-based window
size
The size of the window with respect to the time required
to process data that occur within the window.
Event-based window
size
The size of the window based on a number of
events/records/messages within a given window.
Sliding window Determines the length of the window and the portion
of the range that is retrieved when the window moves
forward; the intervals can overlap. This value can be time
based, count based or based on a hybrid scheme.
Tumbling window A series of fixed-sized, non-overlapping and contiguous
time intervals.
Micro batch size Specification of the size of data that need to be buffered
first before being processed; however, in stream process-
ing, data are not required to be stored first. It is better
if data are processed in active mode, which means that
data are processed as they arrive and not when they are
pulled.
Data arrival rate Specification of how many data are expected to be re-
ceived per second.
Write capacity Specification of the capacity of writing in one go.
Read capacity Specification of the capacity of reading in one go.
Replication factor Expression of how many replicates can be stored.
Total number of
queries
Specification of how many queries should be considered.
Data Compression
support
A Boolean value that expresses whether data can be com-
pressed/ decompressed depending on the requirements.
Data Encryption Sup-
port
A Boolean value that expresses whether data can be en-
crypted/decrypted depending on the requirements.
Data Integrity Data integrity reflects the degree to which data have been
maintained or altered.
Name of stream pro-
cessing
e.g., Spark streaming, Apache storm
framework
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Batch Processing Services
A batch-processing service refers to receiving data from ingestion layers and/or
other data sources, appending the data to the master dataset and then obtaining
batch views; moreover, the computed batch views can be stored for inquiry
purposes. Batch processing can be based on incremental algorithms or recompu-
tation algorithms [316], considering the type of job that needs to be accomplished.
For example, in an RHMS, if hospital management is interested in recording
some statistics regarding detected urgent cases, one interesting statistic might
be the total number of urgent cases that have been detected. The count function
can then be applied using an incremental algorithm or recomputation algorithm.
However, since the number of newly detected cases can be added to the previous
calculated total number of detected cases, an incremental algorithm could be
more suitable. The reason for choosing an incremental algorithm in this case is
that the total number can be calculated without considering the entire dataset;
this process avoids the need for additional computational resources since it only
requires an increment step.
However, if the query must consider the whole dataset, for example a query
regarding the average age of people who have a certain health issue, then when-
ever new cases arrive, there is a need to recompute the average considering all
of the recorded ages, which requires a recomputation algorithm. Selecting the
appropriate algorithm is important. Recomputation algorithms require computa-
tional efforts/resources to handle the master dataset, while fewer computational
resources are required for incremental algorithms. However, a recomputation
algorithm is more robust since it is human-fault tolerant because batch views are
continuously recomputed [316].
In batch-processing services, the throughput and query response time are
key QoS requirements in which users are interested. The related terminology/vo-
cabulary definitions are used to express configuration requirements (such as the
number of map and reduce tasks and the batch size). Furthermore, the choice
of batch-processing framework affects the QoS. For instance, Hadoop 10 is a
powerful batch-processing framework; however, it is not the appropriate choice
10https://hadoop.apache.org/
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when there is a need to apply machine-learning algorithms because it requires
data to be reloaded from the disk, which increases the latency; therefore, in this
case, Apache Spark could be an ideal choice [135].
Furthermore, [203] presented a mathematical model for the optimum number
of map tasks in MapReduce resource provisioning, to estimate the optimum
number of mappers based on the resource specifications and data set size. The
MapReduce library divides input data into several InputSplits11. A map task
reads an InputSplit and processes the InputSplit using the user-defined map
function. The map function takes input key/value pairs and creates a set of pairs
for an intermediate key/value. The mapper memory buffers the intermediate
key/value pairs. If the size of the data set reaches the memory buffer threshold,
intermediate key/value pairs are stored on the local disc and partitioned to reduce
the task requirements using the hash function. The reduce tasks involve reading
and sorting steps for the intermediate data and group data with the same key.
Then, the key and intermediate value sets are sent as inputs to the reducer to
be written to the reducer’s memory, and the reduce function is invoked [483].
The output of the reduce function is concatenated and then written to the output
file [203]. The MapReduce model and Hadoop Open Source Implementation are
effective for large data processing tasks. They are inherently built for batch
processing jobs with high throughput requirements [425]. Throughput, as a
QoS metric, indicates the number of MapReduce jobs completed per time unit
(e.g., minutes) [147]. Furthermore, it should be noted that the number of map
tasks can be used as a cost estimator, as applied in [147]. Table 3.8 lists the
terminology/vocabulary definitions related to expressing the QoS metrics and
configuration parameters of batch-processing services.
11InputSplit represents the data which can be processed by an individual Mapper
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Table 3.8 Terminology/Vocabulary definitions related to batch-processing services
Terminology Definition/Description /Example
Throughput The number of batches that can be processed per second.
Response time The time required to process a submitted job and receive
a response.
Batch size The limit on the size of each batch that is submitted to be
processed.
No. of batch jobs The number of submitted batch jobs.
Process running fre-
quency
Specification of how frequently the process needs to be
run, e.g., twice per hour.
Max. memory of the
map task
Amount of memory assigned to the map task.
Max. memory of the
reduce task
Amount of memory assigned to the reduce task.
No. of mappers The number of mappers.
No. of reducers The number of reducers.
Write capacity The capacity of writing in one step.
Read capacity The capacity of reading in one step.
Replication factor Expression of how many replicas can be stored.
Total number of
queries
Expression of how many queries should be considered.
Data compression sup-
port
A Boolean value that expresses whether data can be com-
pressed/ decompressed depending on the requirements.
Data encryption sup-
port
A Boolean value that expresses whether data can be en-
crypted/decrypted depending on the requirements.
Data integrity Data integrity reflects the degree to which data have been
maintained or altered.
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Machine Learning Services
A machine learning service refers to a service that permits the use of various
machine-learning algorithms to predict the purposes and different dimensions of
knowledge from the collected data. For instance, a machine algorithm can be
applied to historical data collected from patients with heart attack incidents to
obtain training data. Then, the training data can be used to create a model to
predict heart attack cases based on incoming real-time data, which can prevent
emergencies from happening or at least reduce patient damage by warning
patients in advance.
In terms of practical needs, there are different QoS metrics, including speed,
accuracy, etc., as in most topic detection and tracking (TDT) applications. Fur-
thermore, different types of algorithms for machine learning affect accuracy and
speed differently. The algorithm class reflects the type of algorithm, including
classification, clustering, etc., whereas the algorithm name refers to the specific
algorithm used, such as K-means, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and naive
Bayes 12. Different algorithms, even if they are from the same class, can have
different impacts on the performance of a system. For example, some clustering
algorithms, such as the K-means and Canopy algorithms, differ substantially
in their speed of execution; specifically, K-means has more than one iteration,
while Canopy has only one iteration [488]. Table 3.9 shows a list of the main
QoS metrics and configuration parameters that are related to machine learning
services.
12Refer to [128] for further details about machine-learning algorithms
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Table 3.9 Terminology/vocabulary definitions related to machine-learning algo-
rithm services
Terminology Definition/Description /Example
Accuracy The accuracy of the analysis.
Class of ML The name of the class in which an algorithm is classified. For
example, supervised learning involves classification and regres-
sion algorithms, and the unsupervised learning class includes
clustering and association algorithms.
Name of ML al-
gorithm
Specifies the name of the algorithm required, such as logistic
regression, decision forest, decision jungle, neural network,
support vector machine, principal component analysis (PCA)-
based anomaly detection, K-means, or naive Bayes.
Way to run the
ML algorithm
Examples of this process are Sequential and MapReduce.
Data integrity Data integrity reflects the degree to which data have been
maintained or altered.
Database Services
A database service can be used for data retrieval with different services, such as
ingestion, batch and streaming services. The database service stores incoming
data as an intermediate or final dataset, a set of computed batch views or a set
of computed real-time views. For instance, the incoming data can be initially
stored, such as with Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)13 in Hadoop, before
any further processing. Then, the data can be retrieved for analysis or can be
processed on the fly, and the derived results are stored in a database such as
Cassandra.
Different types of databases are selected based on the purpose of the appli-
cation and the required QoS. For example, in stream processing, data can be
stored in databases that support low-latency read and write operations, whereas
cases that require immutable data can use durable object storage platforms
such as Amazon S314, which is preferable to other applications. Furthermore,
to handle large amounts of data, a distributed database platform is employed,
such as the available open-source distributed database Druid15, which supports
13HDFS represents the storage component of Hadoop framework.
14https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
15http://druid.io/
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data ingestion as well as queries with low latency, and Apache HBase16, which
supports the random and real-time reading/writing of large volumes of data.
However, the selection of the appropriate platform is affected by several factors,
such as the query response time [135]. Table 3.10 lists some of the most common
QoS metrics and configuration parameters of database services.
Table 3.10 Terminology/vocabulary definitions related to database services
Terminology Definition/Description /Example
Throughput The queries that can be processed per second.




For example, SQL or NoSQL.
Type of NoSQL For example, a key-value, document-based, graph-based, or
column-based NoSQL.
Read error rate The number of errors associated with reading attempts per
time unit (seconds).
Cache hit ratio The ratio of cache hits to misses, expressed as a percentage. A
cache hit is when the data requested for processing are found
in the cache memory. A cache miss is when the data requested
for processing are not found in the cache memory.
Write error rate Rate of errors associated with writing attempts per time unit
(seconds).
Write capacity The capacity of writing in one step.
Read capacity The capacity of reading in one step
Replication fac-
tor
Expression of how many replicas can be stored.
Compression
support
A Boolean value that expresses whether data can be com-
pressed/decompressed depending on the requirements.
Data encryp-
tion support
A Boolean value that expresses whether data can be encrypt-
ed/decrypted depending on the requirements.
Data Integrity Data integrity reflects the degree to which data have been
maintained or altered.
16http://hbase.apache.org/
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3.5 Evaluation
Our evaluation method is designed to introduce the participants to the conceptual
model, discuss it and clarify any unclear points. Then, the participants can offer
their opinions based on what has been introduced and their knowledge of the
field, using a questionnaire.
Previous works, such as [476, 245, 227], did not mention any form of evalua-
tion to their proposed conceptual model. However, in this section, we present our
evaluation approach to assessing the proposed conceptual model. We have ap-
plied a goal-oriented questionnaire approach, and further details of the evaluation
procedure and the results are presented in the following section.
3.5.1 Experiment
The main purpose of the conducted experiment was to evaluate the proposed
conceptual model and to determine whether it meets the relevant predefined
goals: generality, based on the coverage of general concepts that are common in
IoT applications; coverability, or the extent to which IoT application requirements
are covered, considering the main concepts that can be used within an SLA to
express QoS constraints and configuration requirements.
3.5.2 Participants
The potential users of our proposed work are IoT administrators. Therefore, the
research interests/topics of the participants in our experiment are mainly related
to the IoT. The study was conducted with 14 participants; most of them are Ph.D.
students who are working on topics related to the IoT, such as remote health
and smart city applications. Their research interests included Cloud computing,
Edge computing and networking. Table 3.11 provides a brief description of the
research interests of each participant.
3.5.3 Procedure
The experiment was carried out following a well-defined procedure. Our evalu-
ation method was a focus group followed by a questionnaire. The focus group
approach has several advantages, for instance, the collection of in-depth in-
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Table 3.11 A brief description of participants’ research interests
Participant Research Interest
1 IoT Workflow composition and configuration management
2 Topics related to the network layer of the IoT and the Cloud
3 Monitoring performance of BigData cluster in multi-Cloud
4 IoT data management and analytics
5 Remote health monitoring using the IoT
6 Research related to IoT projects
7 Real-time ambulance system
8 BigData workflow orchestration
9 Monitoring of building energy performance using the IoT
10 Security of the IoT
11 Fault tolerance in the IoT
12 Automating Computational Placement in IoT environments
across heterogeneous platforms
13 Research related to IoT and Cloud projects
14 Blockchain and IoT
formation and the expansion and clarification of questions. Thus, we use the
focus group approach to review the conceptual model and follow it up with a
questionnaire to allow the participants to express their opinions.
To encourage the participants to take part in this evaluation, and to save their
time, the questions were closed questions 17. However, there was a comment
textbox to allow the participants to comment and make suggestions, provide
criticisms or give other feedback.
First, in the focus group18, the participants received an introduction to the
SLA and the reference architecture of the IoT, and a presentation was given on
the conceptual model. The participants were allowed to discuss and comment
on the conceptual model. A use-case was employed for scenario clarification
purposes (RHMS). At the end of this period, the participants were asked to
submit a written version of the completed questionnaire, in which there are three
questions related to the conceptual model. Furthermore, there is a comment
textbox to allow the participants to comment and make suggestions, provide
17Closed questions are questions that provide participants/respondents with pre-populated
answer choices
18The size of the focus groups varied based on the availability of the participants
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criticisms or give other feedback.
We present the participants with three questions that reflect the objectives
that we aim to measure. There are positive and negative options associated
with each question. The three questions related to the conceptual model are as
follows:
• Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with our conceptual model?
• To what extent does the conceptual model cover your requirements?
• How satisfied are you with the conceptual model’s generality?
3.5.4 Experimental results
We applied Likert scales, which are very common because they are one of the
most popular ways of measuring attitudes, beliefs and behaviors. In contrast to
binary questions, which only yield two answers, Likert-type questions provide
more granular feedback.
This approach allows researchers to discover degrees of opinion that could
make a real difference to understanding the feedback. Often, it can recognise
places where developments could be made to the service or product. However,
this type of questionnaire has weaknesses, such as acquiescence, meaning that
the participants might consent to statements made in order to "please" the
experimenter. However, to minimise this risk, the experimenter made it clear
that providing names was optional. Furthermore, the experimenter provided
negative options such as "Dissatisfied" and "Very dissatisfied" for each question
in addition to other positive options such as " Satisfied". In addition, to minimize
the influence of colleagues (such as avoid having cases where one participant is
affected by his/her colleagues opinion when answering the questionnaire ), each
participant provided their feedback separately to prevent any external influence
and on their own time to prevent time pressure.
Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 show the results based on the participants’ answers
with regard to the proposed conceptual model. Fifty percent of the participants
described their overall satisfaction level as satisfactory, while the other fifty
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percent were very satisfied. Regarding the generality of the conceptual model,
more than 60% of the participants were very satisfied, and the rest were satisfied.
Regarding the coverability (capturing the main related concepts) of the con-
ceptual model, more than 40% of the participants answered that the model
















Fig. 3.9 Results of the evaluation: Satisfaction





























Fig. 3.11 Results of the evaluation: Coverability
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3.5.5 Evaluation Analysis
As the answer for each question was based on a Likert scale, ordinal codes
were assigned to the answers. For example, from very satisfied=1 to very
dissatisfied=5, and from fully covers=1 to does not cover them at all=5. Per-
centages were used to explore the distribution of answers, while the median
was computed to define the general tendency of the participants. The Wilcoxon
test for one sample was used and it is a nonparametric test which we used due
to the small sample size [132]. The Wilcoxon test was used, in this study, to
examine whether there was a significant satisfaction with the conceptual model’s
generality (median<=2) and coverability (median<=2). P-value is used to decide
if the difference is significant. A p-value of 0.05 was used as the threshold for
significant results ( 0.05 is a rule of thumb, so the result is significant if p-value
<0.05).
The results in 3.12 indicate that the participants were very satisfied with the
conceptual model (median=1.50), at a very highly significant level (p-value<.001).
Regarding the coverability,the participants believed that the conceptual model
mostly covered the main concepts (median=2.00), at a very highly significant
level (p-value<.001). The participants were satisfied with the generality of the
conceptual model (median=2.00), at a very highly significant level (p-value<.001).
There were a few comments regarding the concept names that describe resources,
and it was suggested that “resources” be changed to "infrastructure resources".
Furthermore, there was a comment regarding the presentation of the conceptual
model as follows: "it would be better if it (the conceptual model) was represented
in hierarchical view" and both comments are considered.
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Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied
are you with our conceptual model?
1.5 <.001 Significant
result
To what extent does the conceptual
model cover your requirements?
2 <.001 Significant
result




3.6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we tried to overcome one of the end-to-end SLA specification
challenges related to the heterogeneity of key QoS metrics across the computing
environment. We proposed a conceptual model for an IoT-specific SLA. Then we
identified domain-specific vocabulary terms that can be used as a starting point
for an SLA specification, considering both the QoS constraints and configuration
parameters across layers.
There is a limitation in the presented work related to the sample size of
participants who evaluated the SLA conceptual model. However, the reason
for the small sample size is that we sought participants with domain-specific
knowledge, especially as we were looking to review our conceptual model with
experts. In future work, we will try to extend the identified services and infras-
tructure resources and identify a list of vocabulary terms related to QoS metrics
and possible configuration parameters. Furthermore, we will try to evaluate the
proposed model with a larger sample size.
In the next chapter, we present an SLA grammar set derived from the work
presented in this chapter.
Chapter 4
Service level Agreement
Specification for IoT Applications
Overview
It is essential to consider the SLA specification as a first step towards SLA moni-
toring and management. We believe that current SLA specification formats are
inadequate and unable to accommodate the unique characteristics of the IoT
domain, such as its multi-layered nature. Therefore, this chapter proposes a
grammar for the syntactical structure of an SLA specification for the IoT. The
syntax is based on the proposed conceptual model (Chapter 3), which considers
the main concepts employed for expressing the requirements of the services and
infrastructure resources of an IoT application on an end-to-end basis.
To evaluate the proposed SLA specification, we conducted a user study with
domain experts. The participants were researchers whose main research inter-
ests were related to Cloud computing, networking and the Internet of Things. The
evaluation process was conducted by applying the goal/question/metric (GQM)
approach to reflect user satisfaction with the identified vocabularies. The results
show a high level of satisfaction with the generalizability and expressiveness of
the considered vocabularies in terms of capturing the QoS metrics and configura-
tion parameters of an IoT ecosystem.
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4.1 Introduction
Specifying constraints within an SLA is essential because it protects consumer
rights from any damage encountered during the contract period. Thus, it in-
creases the level of trust between a service consumer and a service provider
[432, 248]. Additionally, due to the multi-layer nature of the IoT and the huge
dependency between cooperating layers [28], the individual SLA management
mechanism for each layer of the IoT is inadequate. Therefore, this chapter pro-
poses a grammar for the syntactical structure of an end-to-end SLA specification
for the IoT. The syntax is based on the proposed conceptual model presented in
Chapter 3. The importance of providing SLA grammar lies in its role in unifying
the structure of the SLA and standardising the vocabularies used to formally
describe the offered/requested services. Furthermore, it is a first step towards
providing a machine-readable SLA specification. In the machine-readable SLA
specification, the data is structured following the proposed grammar. They can be
processed by a computer and is presented in a CSV1, JSON2, XML3, etc. format,
with no need for human intervention in the interpretation. Having the SLA in a
machine-readable format has advantages such as minimising the risk of confu-
sion over the SLA interpretation [472, 290]. Additionally, it is an important step
towards automating the processes of application deployment, monitoring and
dynamic reconfiguration [472, 290]. Furthermore, providing a machine-readable
end-to-end SLA for an IoT application enhances and automates the process of
selecting a service provider and negotiating, monitoring, enforcing and managing
the SLA [472, 290].
Several projects have focused on the development of SLA specification lan-
guages [347, 165, 77, 3, 445, 316] 4. For example, [445] present a framework
that enables application developers to specify SLA metrics, how they can be
calculated, the evaluation period, and constraints to avoid SLA violations using
their SLA grammar, termed XCLang. However, their main focus is the Cloud
1A CSV file (Comma Separated Values) is a plain text file that contains a data set, which is
used for transferring data between different applications.
2JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight format for data exchange.
3Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a markup language that specifies a collection of
document encoding rules in human-readable, machine-readable format.
4Refer to Chapter 2 for further details about these references
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database tier.
Gámez Díaz et al [167] propose iAgree. iAgree is a language used to describe
a vendor-neutral SLA, and it aims to model a considerable number of scenarios,
including computational services (e.g., RESTful APIs) and human services (e.g.,
business processes).
The above-mentioned studies [227, 167, 347, 165, 77, 3, 445, 316] are works
that define an SLA in a machine-readable format. However, none of the specifi-
cation languages have been developed for the IoT. This means that there is no
consideration of an end-to-end specification, which implies that the huge depen-
dency between IoT layers has been neglected. In SLAs for IoT ecosystems, it is
important to specify end-to-end contractual terms to ease the process of tracing
when the quality of service becomes degraded [408]. Additionally, specifying
end-to-end contractual terms ensures that service providers deliver services that
match consumers’ expectations and it protects their rights if they encounter any
damage during the contract period [432, 248].
Therefore, the main goal of this chapter is to design and create an end-to-end
SLA specification for the IoT while taking the following challenges into account
[392]:
1. The multi-layered nature of the IoT (IoT device layer, Edge computing layer,
Cloud computing layer).
2. Several metrics are required to capture the performance of the services
and infrastructure resources for each layer of an IoT application (e.g., data
freshness at the IoT devices layer and the latency of stream processing in
the Cloud layer).
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• Propose a new multi-layered grammar for the syntactical structure of an
SLA specification for IoT applications.
• Evaluate the proposed grammar.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: The SLA grammar is
presented in Section 4.2. We evaluate our work and discuss the results in Section
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4.3. Section 4.4 provides a comparison of approaches that are similar with
respect to a number of important criteria. Our conclusions and future research
directions are presented in Section 4.5.
4.2 SLA Grammar for IoT Applications
One of our main objectives is to provide a machine-readable SLA specification
that can be used by an application orchestrator to automatically deploy IoT
applications and monitor adherence to the QoS requirements. In this section, we
propose an SLA grammar for IoT applications based on the conceptual model
(presented in Chapter 3). We define the SLA grammar formally using the extended
Backus-Naur form (EBNF). The EBNF is a context-free grammar that can define
the syntactic structure of a language. A context-free grammar is a collection of
recursive rules for creating string patterns and it consists mainly of [430]:
• Terminal symbols: These are the smallest block in the grammar (e.g., quoted
literal and a regular expression); they can be defined as tokens and they
are always on the right side of the production rule.
• Non-terminal symbols: These are defined by a set of terminals and other
non-terminals and they are always placed on the left side of the production
rules.
• Production rules: These are a series of production rules that replace non-
terminal symbols. Production rules have the following form:
non-terminal symbol −> non-terminal symbols and terminals symbols.
Some of the operators used within the grammar are:
• “?” indicates that the symbol (or set of symbols in parentheses) to the left
of the operator is/are optional and can be included or not included.
To represent the number of occurrences/repetitions of a symbol, we use the
following operators:
– “*” means that the symbol (or set of symbols in parentheses) to the left
can occur zero or more times.
– “+” means that the symbol (or set of symbols in parentheses) to the
left can occur one or more times.
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The EBNF is used to define the syntactic structure of our proposed SLA
specification for the IoT. Table 4.1 shows the grammar of the proposed SLA spec-
ification, which is formally defined in EBNF. The SLA grammar consists of a list
of production rules; each production has a non-terminal symbol on its left-hand
side, while its right-hand side represents the non-terminal production rule. The
production rule consists of at least one non-terminal and/or terminal symbol.
Terminal symbols are written between single or double quotation marks. The
SLA language, then, can be produced from the given context-free grammar by
simply producing a set of terminal symbols that result from frequently replacing
any non-terminal in the sequence with its production rule. For example, in the
first line of Table 4.1, the production rule for the non-terminal: < SLA > is:
< appType>? < slaId >? < startDate>? < endDate>? < description>? < slaState>?
< party >+? < slo >* < work f lowActivity >* < budget >
Furthermore, within the production rules, there are many non-terminal symbols.
Each of the defined symbols in the production rules of non-terminal < SLA >
has its own production rule. Therefore, each symbol can be replaced by its
production rule. For example, < id > can be replaced by < digit >, and < digit >
can be replaced by its production rule:
< digit > := ‘0’ | ‘1’ | ‘2’ | ‘3’ | ‘4’ | ‘5’ | ‘6’ | ‘7’|‘8’ | ‘9’.
The process of replacing each non-terminal with its production rule is repeated
until the outcome is an SLA specification language for the IoT.
Consider the following example: < SLA > ::= < appType >? < slaId >? <
startDate >? < endDate >? < description >? < slaState >? < party > +? < slo >*
< work f lowActivity >* < budget >
This example can be read as an SLA (< SLA >) that consists of optional charac-
teristics id (< slaId >), a start date (< startDate >), an end date (< endDate >), a
description (< description >), an SLA state (< slaState >) and a budget constraint
(< budget >). This example additionally consists of one or more parties (< party>),
zero or more SLOs (< slo >) and zero or more workflow activities
(< work f lowActivity >).
In the following, we give a brief description of each non-terminal symbol listed
in the proposed grammar presented in Table 4.1. Some of the non-terminal sym-
bol presented below are inspired by works presented in [472, 227, 256, 245, 476]
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such as < startDate > < endDate > < party >. We introduce the non-terminal
< work f lowActivity > symbol and its related non-terminal symbols listed in its
production rule (e.g., < activity > < service > < in f rastructureResourceType > <
con f igurationRequirement >) as well as most of the listed domain-specific vocabu-
laries (e.g., ‘Persistence of Customer Information’| | ‘Encryption Support’| ‘No of
vCPU’ |....... | ‘Write Capacity’ ):
4.2.1 <SLA>
An SLA attribute consists of the following:
• <appType> Indicates the type of application, such as a smart home applica-
tion, remote health application, or smart metering.
• <slaId> Assigns a unique identifier to an SLA.
• <description> Assigns a descriptive context to the SLA.
• <startDate> Defines the start date of an agreement.
• <endDate> Defines the end date of an agreement.
• <slaState> Reflects the state of the SLA as an offer, request or finalised
agreement. It helps in the SLA negotiation phase.
• <party> An attribute to hold attributes that describe the parties involved in
an SLA. We describe the <party> parameter in more detail in 4.2.2.
• <slo> An attribute to define a list of the SLOs of a system (at the application
level). For example, in the RHMS, one of the SLOs at the application level is
“detect urgent cases within 300 seconds time unit”. We describe the <SLO>
attribute in more detail in 4.2.3.
• <workflowActivity> Lists the main workflow activities of the application.
We describe the <workflowActivity> attribute in more detail in 4.2.4.
• <budget> : Specifies the financial cost/price limit of an SLA. It has the
following elements:
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– <amount>: Specifies the amount of money needed to pay for the service
under particular requirements. For example, in the SLA clause of the
RHMS, subscribers pay 100 dollars to use the service.
– <currency>: Specifies the currency (e.g., dollars).
4.2.2 <Party>
This attribute specifies the parties involved in an SLA [165]. It has the following
elements:
• <partyId>: The unique identification of a party involved in an SLA.
• <name>: Specifies, textually, the name of the party.
• <contact>: Specifies the contact details of a party. The contact details can
include phone number, email address and home address.
• <role>: Specifies, textually, the expected role of a party. For example, the
role of a network provider is “providing networking service”.
4.2.3 <slo>
This is an attribute of an <slo>. It defines the metric of interest to measure the
performance of a system with regard to the SLO requirements. An SLO could
minimise the latency to be less than x time unit; latency in this SLO clause is
the QoS metric of the SLO.
• <qosMetric>: Used to name a QoS of interest, for instance, the <qosMetric>
of an slo is latency.
• <priority>: Specifies the priority of the SLO based on consumer prefer-
ences [421]. Each SLO has a priority level: high, median or low. Typically,
the priority attribute is used if there is a need to trade off between two
or more SLOs. It is also considered for resource provisioning and traffic
control purposes.
• <requiredLevel>: Defines operators that are part of the expression. The
required level could be greater than, less than, or less than or equal to. For
instance, the latency of SLO should be less than 300 seconds.
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• <value>:Specifies a threshold value of a QoS metric. For example, in SLO,
the latency should be less than 300 seconds, and the threshold value is
300.
• <unit>: Specifies a unit of a threshold value. For instance, where the
time constraints in SLO should be less than 300 seconds, the unit value is
seconds.
• <partyId>: Specifies the ID of the party who is responsible for guaranteeing
the SLO. For example, the provider of the RHMS is the <partyId> who is in
charge of providing the service to detect urgent cases among subscribed
patients while respecting the agreed-upon time constraints.
• <qosEvaluatingSchedual> This defines the schedule for evaluating the
QoS requirement. In other words, it checks whether the service is running
at the expected level. For example, the SLA clause of the RHMS specifies
that every day at 9:00 am, the statistics of the required QoS metric, such as
“required time for detecting urgent cases”, are evaluated. The evaluation
can be performed daily, in which case the evaluation period is between the
last scheduled check (for example, 9:00 am, 11 May 2017) and the next
scheduled check (9:00 am, 12 May 2017).
<qosEvaluatingSchedual> has the following attributes:
– <startAt>: This is a date and time format that indicates when the
required metrics are scheduled to be evaluated against the required
threshold value – from the SLA clause of the RHMS, startAt it is “9:00
am 12 may 2017”.
– <unitBase>: Expresses the intervals at which the validation should be
performed on the basis of "minutely", “hourly”, “daily”, “monthly”, and
“yearly”. The SLA clause of the RHMS indicates that the <unitBase>
is “daily”.
• <action> This parameter specifies an action, such as send notification,
apply reconfiguration policy, or apply compensation policy, that should be
taken if there is a violation of an SLO constraint.
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4.2.4 <workflowActivity>
This parameter lists common activity and consists of the following elements:
• <activity> describes the activity in text, such as: “capture event of inter-
est” or “store unstructured data”.
• <service> describes the service required to accomplish the activity. It has
the following elements:
– <serviceType>: It includes services such as “sensing service” and
“networking service”.
– <slo>: This element is same as that described in 4.2.3.
– <configurationRequirement>: This element is described in 4.2.5
– <partyId>: This element refers to the Party providing the service.
– <price>: This element is described in 4.2.6
• <infrastructureResource> describes the resources required to host the
service that is needed to accomplish the activity. It has the following
elements:
– <infrastructureResourceType> includes infrastructure resource types
such as “IoT device”, “Cloud Resource” and “Edge Resource”.
– <slo> has the same element as described in 4.2.3.
– <configurationRequirement> is described in 4.2.5.
– <partyId> refers to the Party providing the service.
– <price> is described in 4.2.6.
4.2.5 <configurationRequirement>
specifies the requirements related to some configuration parameters of the
associated infrastructure resource and/or service. It can be one of the following
types:
• <booleanBasedConfiguration> specifies the configuration parameter that
has a Boolean value. It consists of the following elements:
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– <configurationFeature>: To reflect the feature, we seek to specify
its value, such as “compression support” to compress data and the
“encryption support” feature.
– <value>: To reflect the value assigned to “configurationFeature”, for
example, to specify that the ingestion service should support data
compression, within the block that specifies the configuration require-
ments of the ingestion service, we can assign the following values:
configurationFeature: “compression Support”, value: “true”,
• <typeBasedConfiguration> is used to reflect the specification of a feature
that has a type-based value, such as a type of cluster, and it consists of the
following elements:
– <configurationFeature>: Reflects the feature of which we seek to
specify the value, such as "type of cluster"
– <type>: Reflects the value assigned to “configurationFeature”, for
example, to specify that the batch-processing service requires a map-
reduce cluster. Therefore, within the block that specifies the config-
uration requirements of the batch-processing service, we can assign
the following values: configurationFeature: “type of cluster”, type:
“map-reduce”,
• <numericalBasedConfiguration> is used to describe the configuration
requirement that requires a numerical value and it consists of the following
elements:
– <configurationFeature>: To reflect the feature, we seek to specify
its value.
– <requiredLevel> defines operators that are part of the expression.
The required level could be greater than, less than, or less than or
equal to.
– <value> reflects the actual numerical value.
– <unit> reflects the unit. For example, the above-mentioned elements of
a <numericalBasedConfiguration> can be used to describe a config-
uration requirement of the store service: configurationFeature: “read
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capacity”, requiredLevel: “greater than” value: "50", unit:"tuples per
second".
4.2.6 <price>
This is a parameter to specify the financial cost/price of subscribing to a service.
It has the following attributes:
• <Amount> specifies the amount of money to pay for the service under partic-
ular requirements. For example, in the SLA clause of the RHMS, subscribers
pay 100 dollars to use the service.
• <Currency> specifies the currency (e.g., dollars).
• <PerUnit> specifies the base for payment based on the size of the sent data,
per response, or per month of subscription. In the SLA clause of the RHMS,
payment is per month.
The proposed grammar allows the specification of an SLA at the application
level to be used between the consumer and service provider at the front end.
Additionally, it allows each required service to be specified at a fine-grained
level of detail. Therefore, we believe that an SLA specification based on the
proposed grammar can be specified on an end-to-end basis, and it can then
be used by system engineers as well. In our grammar, we use the "workflow
activities" concept to contain the list of involved activities – for example, in the
RHMS use-case, "collect patient’s data" matches the "capture event of interest"
activity in our grammar. Each activity is associated with a service (or services)
and an infrastructure resource to deploy the service(s). Both the service and the
infrastructure resource have their own SLO constraints as well as configuration
requirements (see Figure 4.1).








Fig. 4.1 Conceptual mapping to reflect the relationship between workflow activity
and service and infrastructure resource concepts
One of the advantages of using a free-context grammar is the ability to
reduce misunderstandings by providing only one interpretation. The elements
< appType>? < slaId >? < startDate>? < endDate>? < description>? < slaState>?
and < party >+? describe basic information related to the SLA. Each SLA con-
sists of at least one service level objective < slo > to express the required QoS
at the application level (e.g., in the RHMS, response Time is less than 2 min-
utes). Each < slo > has a priority level (e.g., high, medium, low). For example,
in the RHMS, response time has a higher priority than power consumption; in
contrast, for an auto-illuminated building, power consumption has a high pri-
ority. The concept of a < work f lowactivity > is used to express the data flow
activities of an IoT application (e.g., capture the event of interest and perform
small or large-scale real-time data analysis and large-scale historical data anal-
ysis). Each workflow activity is mapped to its required < Service > (such as
sensing service, batch-processing service) and to its < In f rastructureResource >
(e.g., IoT devices, Edge resources, Cloud resources). Each service and in-
frastructure resource has its own < slo > and < con f igurationMetrics >. As
mentioned above, the SLO can express the required QoS for each of the ser-
vices. Configuration requirements such as < numericalBasedCon f iguration >,
< booleanBasedCon f iguration > and < typeBasedCon f iguration > are differentiated
based on their values: some configuration features have Boolean values, others
determine the type of feature, and some have numerical values. For example, the
number of required CPUs, encryption support and type of cluster are examples
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of < numericalBasedCon f iguration >, < booleanBasedCon f iguration >
and < typeBasedCon f iguration >, respectively.
4.3 Evaluation
After identifying the reference architecture, the main concepts to be considered
within the SLA and the related vocabularies, and after proposing a grammar
for SLA specification, this section presents our approach to evaluating the pro-
posed SLA specification for IoT applications. In Section 4.3.1, we introduce the
goal/question/metric (GQM) approach [98]; then, we apply the GQM approach to
serve our purpose in Section 4.3.2. We present a discussion in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.1 Goal/question/metric (GQM) approach
A software system’s success can be measured by the extent to which it meets
its intended purpose. The process of identifying and documenting stakeholders
and their needs, which is conducive to analysis, communication and subsequent
implementation, can be defined as software system requirement engineering
[364] [386]. The activities of requirement engineering are designed to manage
all knowledge related to requirements. Such knowledge is commonly reflected in
a number of objects, such as use cases, storyboards, natural language documents
and specifications of business processes, which are called system artefacts [386].
Goal modelling is a key part of requirement engineering activities. Goal mod-
els identify stakeholders and business goals, alternative ways to meet the goals
and the positive/negative impact of the goals on various quality aspects. The
analysis of these models guides decisions and the refinement of inaccurate user
requirements towards accurate system requirements [35]. Information collection
can be based on explicit or implicit approaches [68]. In the explicit approach,
information is collected directly from the user, usually through web-enrolment
forms, surveys or psychometric instruments designed for a specific purpose.
On the other hand, in the implicit approach, the system automatically extracts
implicit information, such as tracking user behaviour [68].
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Many mechanisms have been introduced in the literature to define measurable
goals [98], such as software quality metrics (SQM) [82] [320], the goal/question/-
metrics (GQM) approach [64] [65] [66] [67] and the quality function deployment
(QFD) [240] approach. The GQM approach combines the majority of the current
measurement approaches and generalises them to include processes, resources,
and products. The GQM approach is an adaptable approach and it can be applied
in different environments; it has been adopted by a number of institutions, e.g.,
NASA, Hewlett-Packard [179], Motorola, and Coopers & Lybrand.
The GQM approach specifies a number of steps to be undertaken to determine
whether the goals have been achieved [98]. First, the goals must be clearly
specified; then, a path must be traced between these goals and the data that
define them. These data can then be interpreted through a framework against
the predetermined goals. Quantified information can be used to measure whether
the goals have been achieved [98].
The approach was initially used to assess weaknesses in a set of projects in
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center environment. Although the approach
was initially utilised to characterise and assess objectives for a specific extension
in a specific environment, it has since been employed to define and assist goals
for a certain project within a certain environment, such as the objective-setting
step in an evolutionary quality-improvement model customised for a software
development organisation. The result of the application of the GQM approach is
a measurement framework focusing on a specific set of issues and a set of rules
to interpret the measured data. The measurement framework has three levels
[98]:
1. Conceptual level (GOAL): At this level, a goal is defined for an object for
different models of quality within a particular environment and can be from
different points of view for a variety of reasons.
2. Operational level (QUESTION): A set of questions attempts to characterise
the object of measurement (product, process, resource) with regard to a
chosen quality issue and to determine, as a result, its quality from that point
of view.
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3. Quantitative level (METRIC): This refers to quantifying the answer to a
question by associating a set of data with each question.
A GQM framework consists of a hierarchical structure (Figure 4.2), starting with
a goal. Then, the goal is refined into a set of questions to break the issue to be
measured (defined within the goal) down into its key components. Each question
is refined into metrics as a step towards quantifying the answers to the questions.
Fig. 4.2 The hierarchical structure of a GQM model [98]
4.3.2 Applying the GQM approach to evaluate the Proposed
SLA Specification for IoT Applications
The GQM approach has been applied in different studies (such as those presented
in [6, 127, 503, 11]), and it has shown its effectiveness in serving the purposes
for which it has been applied. Achtaich et al [6] apply the GQM approach to
assess the expressiveness, domain independence and scalability of the state-
constraint transition (SCT) modelling language. SCT is a language that extends
the finite state machine (FSM) [195] paradigm to describe the dynamic behaviour
of self-adaptive systems. Darweesh et al [127] provide a general approach to
determine an agent’s security in multi-agent system environments based on a
GQM approach. The performance of the proposed framework is measured as the
percentage of fulfilment of a set of security requirements, such as confidentiality,
authentication, repudiation and access control. Yahya et al [503] apply a GQM
approach to construct security metrics, which evaluate the security control fea-
tures, and once these metrics are defined, they can be applied to evaluate the
Cloud storage security of an organisation.
We believe that applying the GQM approach allows us to determine whether
or not we have achieved our intended goal of proposing a grammar, especially
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because it provides a roadmap that we can use to measure the desired goals
numerically. The GQM approach was chosen because there is a similarity between
what we want to achieve and the GQM approach. We intend to check the
generalizability and expressiveness of the proposed specification, which can be
expressed as the GOAL in the GQM approach. Under each goal, there are a
number of concepts that we can formulate as questions (corresponding to the
questions in the GQM approach), and we can calculate the metric value for each
question based on the participants’ answers (corresponding to the METRIC in
the GQM approach). In the following subsection, we follow the GQM approach to
define our goals and present the list of questions that will be used to calculate
the metrics and reflect the percentage achieved for each stated goal.
Defining the Goals
We aim to measure the generalizability and the expressiveness level of our pro-
posed grammar from the viewpoints of IoT experts/IoT administrators. Therefore,
we intend to specify each of the issues (generalizability and expressiveness of
the proposed specification) as the GOAL based on the GQM approach. The GQM
method provides a template to define a GOAL unambiguously by expressing the
following main elements: purpose, perspective and context characteristics (Table
4.2 illustrates the main elements of the GQM goal definition template [479]).
Table 4.2 Main elements of the GQM goal definition template [479]
Analyse the object under measurement
for the purpose of understanding, controlling or improving the object
with respect to the quality of the object on which the measurement focuses
from the viewpoint of the people who measure the object
in the context of the environment in which the measurement takes place
We set two separate goals (see Table 4.3 and Table 4.4), following the template
for designing a goal as defined in the GQM approach [98]:
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Table 4.3 Defining our first goal following the template in [98]
Goal 1: Main Element
from [98]
Example related to our work
Purpose: indicate
Issue: the generalizability
of object: of the proposed grammar
viewpoint: from the IoT experts′/IoT administrators′ viewpoints
Table 4.4 Defining our second goal following the template in [98]
Goal 2: Main element
from [98]
Example related to our work
Purpose: indicate
Issue: the expressiveness level
of object: of the proposed grammar
viewpoint: from the IoT experts′/IoT administrators′ viewpoints
Defining the Questions
For each of the predefined goals, a list of questions is prepared. The answers
to the questions are quantified to measure whether or not the goal had been
achieved. The main purpose of the prepared questions is to check whether
the vocabulary terms that we consider within the grammar can capture the
requirements for different use-case scenarios from the viewpoints of the IoT
experts/IoT administrators. Furthermore, using free-text types of questions,
the participants have an opportunity to express what other considerations they
believe to be important.
Defining the Metric
For each question, we tried to quantify the answer by calculating the users’
satisfaction regarding whether or not the grammar could capture the require-
ments for different use-case scenarios and what else should be considered for
different parts of the concepts within the grammar. To calculate the satisfaction
percentage for each goal, the following steps were applied:
• Count the number of missing requirements (NMR). The NMR represents
the number of requirements that we failed to consider from the participants’
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viewpoints. Additionally, count the number of selected requirements (NSR)
from the predefined list. The NSR is the number of requirements that a
participant selected from the predefined list. Then, divide the NMR by the
NSR from the predefined list (see equation 4.1). The result of equation
4.1 reflects the ratio of what is missing with regard to questioni from
participant′js point of view. The miss ratio from participant j’s point of view













i represents the question for which we are interested in calculating the
metric value. j = 1 · · · ·p, where p represents the number of participants.
• Calculate the overall value, which represents the satisfaction percentage of
achieving the kth goal by applying the following 2 steps:
1. The overall value, which represents the unsatisfied percentage of
achieving goalk:






i = 1 · · · ·n, where n represents the number of predefined questions for
goalk. k = 1 · · · ·G, where G represents the number of predefined goals.
2. The overall value, which represents the percentage of satisfying goalk,
is calculated as follows:






i = 1 · · · ·n, where n represents the total number of predefined questions
for goalk
k = 1 · · · ·G, where G is the total number of predefined goals.
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Experiment
The main purpose of this experiment is to evaluate our proposed grammar and
determine whether or not it met the predefined goals: generalizability and
expressiveness (i.e., capturing the users’ requirements). The potential users
of our proposed work are IoT administrators . Therefore, we conducted the
experiment with participants whose research interests were mainly related to
the IoT, Cloud computing, Edge computing and networking.
Procedure
The experiment was conducted following a well-defined procedure and there
were 11 participants. First, a focus group discussion was held in which the
participants received an introduction to the SLA and our reference architecture
for the IoT, the conceptual model, and the grammar. The number of members
per focus group varied depending on the availability of the participants. The
participants were allowed to discuss, ask for explanations and provide instant
suggestions. A use-case was introduced for clarification purposes. At the end of
the focus group, the participants were asked to fill out a paper-and-pen version
of a questionnaire in which there were three questions related to the first goal
(indicate the generalizability of the proposed grammar from IoT experts’/IoT ad-
ministrators’ viewpoint) and eleven questions related to the second goal (indicate
the expressiveness of the proposed grammar from IoT experts’/IoT administra-
tors’ viewpoint). Table 4.5 sheds light, briefly, on the participants’ research
interests.
Reducing Bias
Considering that the questionnaire is, by its nature, vulnerable to bias, the
researcher has taken the following measures as far as possible to mitigate the
risk of bias:
• The participants were informed that all the collected data would be confi-
dential and would not be shared with others. The privacy and anonymity
of participants were preserved. All the data obtained will only be used
for evaluation by the researcher and the supervisor. This ensured that the
participants gave their feedback with no external influence.
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• The participants were not subject to any influence or time constraints.
The researcher conducted the introductory workshop and replied to any
questions the participants posed. Each participant gave his/her feedback
separately at the end of the session to prevent any external influence (e.g.,
influence of colleagues). Furthermore, their name was not required when
answering the questionnaire for anonymity purposes and to seek an honest
opinion without any influence.
• A number of participants had participated before in Chapter 3. However,
to reduce the impact of the possibility that those participants would apply
the same approach when answering the questions, or have the same under-
standing, the nature of the questions was different from those presented in
the previous chapter (i.e., Chapter 3). Furthermore, the participants in this
study were mixed – some had participated before, but for the rest this was
their first time participating.
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Table 4.5 Participants’ research interest
Participant Research Interest
1 IoT researcher interested in SLAs in the context of the IoT using
Blockchain
2 IoT, Cloud computing and networking
3 IoT fault tolerance
4 IoT data management and analytics
5 IoT security mechanism using Edge infrastructure, network
security between sensor and Edge and between Edge and Cloud
privacy on low resource devices
6 Interested in designing a scalable data stream processing sys-
tem within the IoT paradigm. His project focuses on automating
computational placement in IoT systems, pushing the computa-
tion as close to the data source as possible, considering a range
of non-functional requirements such as energy and bandwidth
7 Conducting research on IoT data management, mainly focus-
ing on IoT data Google discovery and retrieval, also applying
data stream processing techniques in early walking system
applications
8 Interested in the IoT since he is working on a project that
aims to make a real-time ambulance system. The project also
considers batch processing.
9 Researcher of IoT projects
10 Security of the IoT
11 Research related to IoT and Cloud projects
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Experiment results
For each of the predefined goals, a list of questions was prepared (3 questions
for Goal 1 and 11 questions for Goal 2). For each question, there was a checklist
of requirements (see Figure 4.3 as an example). The participants were asked to
check the requirements that, from their experience, they thought it is good that
we considered, and to write down the missing requirements that they thought
we should add.
The column headers of Table 4.6 represent the question number and the
count of the vocabularies that were defined to capture the requirements for the
concept associated with each question5. For example, the second column header
is Q1/10, which means that 10 elements were defined that were related to the
concept (workflow activity). (Figure 4.3 shows question 1, which is related to the
workflow activity concept).
Fig. 4.3 Sample of the questions given to the participants
From the participants’ answers, we calculated the metric for each question
and then calculated the satisfaction percentages for Goal 1 and Goal 2. We
followed the following steps:
1. Step 1: Check the answer to each question, by checking whether the
participant thought that the predefined list of requirements covered his/her
5Refer to Appendix A for the full questionnaire
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Table 4.6 Number of selected vocabularies for each question
Participant-ID Q1/10 Q2/3 Q3/8 Q4/8 Q5/13 Q6/20 Q7/4 Q8/10 Q9/12 Q10/5 Q11/18 Q12/15 Q13/11 Q14/12
1 6 2 4 4 8 7 1 4 6 2 8 0 3 3
2 9 3 5 6 13 16 3 9 9 5 7 8 5 2
3 10 2 4 8 11 15 4 10 4 4 7 10 6 7
4 9 2 6 8 10 16 4 10 9 4 16 13 6 11
5 8 3 7 8 13 20 4 10 12 5 18 15 11 12
6 6 3 5 5 9 12 4 9 8 0 13 9 8 9
7 10 3 8 8 13 20 4 10 12 5 18 15 11 12
8 10 3 8 8 13 20 4 10 12 5 18 14 11 12
9 7 3 7 6 12 4 4 6 4 5 14 8 7 6
10 6 2 7 7 10 19 4 8 11 4 13 11 10 11
11 10 3 8 6 13 20 4 10 0 5 13 14 8 9
IoT project’s requirements. For example, for the question reflected in Figure
4.3 , we checked whether the participant thought that the predefined list
of workflow activities covered his/her IoT project’s workflow activities. We
counted the NSR that the participants agreed/believed should be considered.
For example, participant 2 selected 9 activities from the predefined list when
he/she answered the first question (Figure 4.3, which asked whether he/she
thought that the predefined list of workflow activities covered his/her IoT
project’s workflow activities). Table 4.6 shows the NSR for each question.
2. Step 2: Count the NMR that the participants suggested regarding the
concepts they were asked about. For example, the second participant
suggested one additional activity that he/she believed should be considered
in the answer to “Could you please list the workflow activities that you
suggest should be considered?” (column 2 of Table 4.7 shows the NMR for
question 1, which is related to workflow activity).
3. Step 3: Calculate the metric: Based on the participants’ answers to each
question, we calculated the corresponding metric for each question follow-
ing equation 1. For example, of 10 predefined lists of activities, column 2 of
Table 4.7 shows how many activities were selected by the 11 participants
and column 3 shows how many additional activities were suggested. Based
on each participant’s answer, we calculated the ratio of the activities miss-
ing from the predefined list following equation 1 in column 4 of Table 4.7 for
each participant. For example, the second participant selected 9 activities
from the predefined list and suggested one additional activity that he/she
believed should be considered. Based on his/her answers, we calculated the
miss ratio for this participant for question 1 as NMR/NSR=1/9. Then, we
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calculated the corresponding metric value for question 1 following equation
2: Metric1=0.0554.
Table 4.7 Participants’ responses to question 1 as a first step to calculating the
metric value of question 1 (Q1)
Participant-ID Selected Activities Missing/suggested Miss ratio
for Q1 /10 Activities for Q1 applying equation 4.1
1 6 0 0
2 9 1 0.11
3 10 0 0
4 9 0 0
5 8 0 0
6 6 1 0.16
7 10 1 0.1
8 10 1 0.1
9 7 1 0.14
10 6 0 0
11 10 0 0
4. Step 4: After calculating each question’s metric, for each predefined goal,
we calculated the overall value, which represents the percentage of achiev-
ing the goal. We calculated the average value of all the metrics that repre-
sented the numerical value of the questions related to each goal following
equation 4.3. For example, to calculate the overall value of the percentage
achieved of goal 1, there were three questions. Therefore, we calculated
the average value based on the calculated metric for each question related
to goal 1 (metrics of questions Q1, Q2, Q3). Hence, the dissatisfaction per-
centage for achieving goal 1 was 8.30% (applying equation 4.3), while the
satisfaction percentage for achieving goal 1 was 91.70% (applying equation
4.4). Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 reflect the calculated metrics, the overall
dissatisfaction percentages and the overall satisfaction percentages for
Goals 1 and 2.
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Table 4.8 Calculated metrics, overall dissatisfaction percentage and overall
satisfaction percentage of goal 1
Participant-ID Q1 Q2 Q3
1 0.00 0.00 0.25
2 0.11 0.00 0.60
3 0.00 0.50 0.00
4 0.00 0.00 0.17
5 0.00 0.00 0.14
6 0.17 0.00 0.00
7 0.10 0.33 0.13
8 0.10 0.00 0.00
9 0.14 0.00 0.00
10 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 0.00 0.00 0.00
Metric of each Question 5.64% 7.58% 11.68%
The overall dissatisfaction percentage of goal1 : 8.30%
The overall satisfaction percentage of goal1 : 91.70%
Table 4.9 Calculated metrics, overall dissatisfaction percentage and overall
satisfaction percentage of goal 2
Participant-ID Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14
1 0.25 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.50 0.31 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 0.50 0.08 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00
8 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.09 0.00
9 0.67 0.08 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.14 0.00
10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.00
11 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.25 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Metric of each Question 19.70% 4.95% 0.91% 23.48% 1.92% 0.00% 14.09% 1.15% 3.91% 2.13% 0.00%
The overall dissatisfaction percentage of goal2: 6.57%
The overall satisfaction percentage of goal2: 93.43%
Evaluation Analysis
We encountered several problems when trying to evaluate the proposed SLA
specification, such as the complexity of the domain and the lack of available
guidelines. Therefore, we evaluated the proposed SLA specification by reviewing
it and discussing it with a considerable number of IoT experts. We applied the
GQM approach to determine the generalizability and the expressiveness of the
considered vocabularies within the proposed grammar for an SLA specification
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for the IoT. The results indicate a high level of satisfaction for both goal general-
izability and expressiveness.
Figure 4.4 displays the results based on the participants’ satisfaction with
the generalizability of our proposed grammar. For example, the generalizability
of the predefined list of workflow activities and the considered computing layers
is 94.36% and 92.42%, respectively, while the generalizability of the predefined
services that were considered is 88.32%.
Figure 4.5 presents the results of the participants’ satisfaction with the
expressiveness of our proposed grammar. The expressiveness of the considered
vocabularies in terms of capturing user requirements for different concepts is
scored as follows: the percentage values of the expressiveness of the vocabu-
laries for sensing, networking and ingestion services are 80.3%, 95.05% and
99.09%, respectively. It seems that there is a high level of satisfaction with the
activities that were considered for the networking and ingestion services, while
there is a lower level of satisfaction with the vocabularies that were considered to
express user requirements for the sensing service. Some participants suggested
the following vocabularies to capture user requirements for the sensing service:
location of device, data generation rate, type of data generated (temperature,
humidity), and, for IoT devices, processing capabilities (CPU speed, memory size).
Regarding the expressiveness of the vocabularies in terms of capturing the
requirements of sensing, networking and ingestion services, the percentage
values were 76.52%, 98.08% and 100%, respectively. There is a higher level of
satisfaction with the activities that were considered for networking and ingestion
services than those that were considered for the sensing service. Regarding ma-
chine learning, stream processing, batch processing, SQL database, and NoSQL
database services, the percentage values of the expressiveness of the vocabular-
ies used for each are 85.91%, 98.85%, 96.09%, 97.87% and 100%, respectively.
There is a lower level of satisfaction with the vocabularies that were considered
for machine learning. Some participants suggested the following vocabularies to
capture user requirements regarding machine learning: type of machine learning
classification, features for training and prediction for real-time data or batches,
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and feature extractor.
Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 present the metrics calculated for each question based
on each participant’s answer. They also present the overall percentages for each
goal, showing to what degree, in percentages, we achieved our goals. We are
striving to achieve above 75% for each goal. As depicted in Table 4.8 and Table
4.9, we achieved 91.70% of our goal of providing a general grammar for different
IoT applications and 93.43% of our goal of providing an expressive grammar to
capture user requirements.
Fig. 4.4 Satisfaction ratio and miss ratio for all questions related to goal 1
“Generalizability of the grammar”
Fig. 4.5 Satisfaction ratio and miss ratio for all questions related to goal 2
“Expressiveness of the grammar”
For the missing requirements, the next question was the suggested workflow
activities. As indicated in the chart below ( Figure 4.6), just more than half of
the respondents (55%) reported that the mentioned activities were quite suffi-
cient, (27%) of the respondents suggested adding activities about notifications of
unexpected events, (9%) of the respondents suggested adding activities on data
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transformation, and (9%) suggested ML for training the module. The majority of
respondents were quite happy with the current workflow activities.
Fig. 4.6 Suggested Workflow Activities
The next question was about the suggestion regarding computing layers. The
results show that the mentioned computing layers were sufficient according to
(82%) of the respondents, while (18%) of them suggested adding network and
communication layers (see Figure 4.7 below). These results indicate that the
computing layers are covered well in this questionnaire.
Fig. 4.7 Suggested Computing Layers
Then there was a question about the suggested services. As indicated in
the figure below (Figure 4.8), just more than half of the participants (55%)
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had no suggestions for additional services, (18%) of them suggested adding
actuation service, others suggested adding management and configuration (9%),
monitoring service (9%), and messaging service (9%). This means that there is a
need to expand services.
Fig. 4.8 Suggested Services
Then the participants were asked if they had any suggestions regarding
consumer requirements for IoT devices. As is obvious in the figure below (Figure
4.9), (43%) of the respondents had no suggestions, (29%) of them suggested
vocabularies to express the capabilities of devices, (14%) of them suggested the
type and rates of data generation, (7%) required an addition in the form of privacy
policies, and the same percentage required messaging protocols. Therefore, the
listed consumer requirements should be taken into consideration.
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Fig. 4.9 Suggested Requirements for IoT devices
The next question was about the list of requirements for Edge computing. As
indicated in the chart below (Figure 4.10), the majority of the participants (64%)
were satisfied with the requirements that already existed in the questionnaire.
However, some participants had their own requirements: (18%) operating system,
(9%) device location and (9%) reliability. Thus, the list of SLO metrics and the
configuration requirements of sensing services need some further additions.
Fig. 4.10 Suggested Requirements for Edge Computing Layer
Then the participants were asked about their suggestions in terms of con-
sumer requirements for Cloud computing. The results show that (82%) of the
respondents had no suggestions, (9%) of them suggested adding the failure rate
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and probability, and (9%) suggested adding the location of the Cloud datacentre.
The majority were satisfied with the predefined list of vocabulary to express
consumer requirements for Edge computing (See Figure 4.11).
Fig. 4.11 Suggested Requirements for Cloud Computing Layer
Regarding consumer requirements for the sensing service, the results show
that the list of requirements satisfied (45%) of the respondents. However, there
were some additional requirements such as data quality (18%), data reliability
(18%) and hardware and network capability (18%). This means that the list of
consumer requirements for sensing services needs to be expanded (See Figure
4.12).
Fig. 4.12 Suggested Requirements for Sensing Service
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The next question was about the consumer requirements of networking ser-
vices. As indicated in the figure below (Figure 4.13), the majority (82%) were
satisfied with the current list, some suggested additions related to networking
configuration (9%) and data confidentiality (9%). This means that the current list
of consumer requirements of networking services is sufficient.
Fig. 4.13 Suggested Requirements for Networking Service
The next question was about consumer requirements for ingestion services.
All of the respondents (100%) were totally satisfied with the current list and
believed that nothing needed to be added.
Then the participants were asked about their suggestions regarding consumer
requirements for machine learning services. As indicated in the chart below
(Figure 4.14), just more than half of the respondents (55%) had nothing to add,
while others suggested adding confusion matrix (9%), training (18%), feature
extractor (9%), and efficiency (9%). As a result, the list of consumer requirements
for machine learning services needs some additions.
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Fig. 4.14 Suggested Requirements for Machine Learning Service
The next question was about the list of consumer requirements for stream-
processing services. As indicated in the figure below (Figure 4.15), (82%) of
the participants had no suggestions, (9%) suggested adding publish/subscribe
support, and (9%) suggested a data reduction factor/ratio. The majority were
quite satisfied with the list of consumer requirements for stream-processing
services.
Fig. 4.15 Suggested Requirements for Stream-processing Service
After that, the participants were asked to add their suggestions regarding
consumer requirements for batch-processing services. The majority of the re-
spondents (82%) made no suggestions for additions, while others suggested
batch running frequency (9%), and reducing and mapping failures (9%) (see
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figure below). The list of consumer requirements for batch-processing services is
therefore quite sufficient (see Figure 4.16).
Fig. 4.16 Suggested Requirements for Batch-processing Service
Then, the participants were asked to add their suggestions regarding con-
sumer requirements for SQL database services. The majority of the respondents
(82%) had nothing to add, but some suggestions were made regarding data
indexing support (9%), and version (9%). The list of consumer requirements for
SQL database services is quite sufficient.
Fig. 4.17 Suggested Requirements for Database Service
The final question was about consumer requirements for NoSQL database
services. All of the respondents (100%) were totally satisfied with the current list
and believed that nothing needed to be added.
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The participants tended to show dissatisfaction between 20%-50% for many
questions, Figure 4.18.
Fig. 4.18 Distribution of Dissatisfaction in 14 questions among 11 participants
Here, focused on the participants who mentioned missing/suggested activ-
ities, Figure 4.19 and Table 4.10 (Note: N represent number of participants
who have suggested adding more requirements and SD represents Standard
Deviation6). 45.45% of the participants mentioned missing/suggested activities
in Q1, with dissatisfaction = 12.41%. 18% of the participants and 45.45% of the
participants with dissatisfaction =41.66% and 25.69% for Q2 and Q3 respectively.
Overall dissatisfaction of Goal1 reached 33.67%. For Goal two, missing/sug-
gested requirements were obviously assigned to Q4 (45.45% of the participants),
Q5(36.36% of the participants) Q7 (54.55% of the participants), and Q10 (36.36%
of the participants) with dissatisfaction average =44.04%, 13.62%, 43.05%, and
31%, respectively. Overall dissatisfaction of Goal2 reached 19.95%. Based on
the reflected percentage of the overall dissatisfaction for both Goal1 and Goal2,
there is a high level of satisfaction for the presented list of requirements for both
6Standard deviation is a statistic that calculates a data set’s variability relative to its mean and
is measured as the square root of the variance
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goals.
The suggested requirements by participants are taken into consideration, by
refining the listed vocabularies as well as adding the suggested ones when it is
possible.
Fig. 4.19 Distribution of participants who mentioned missing/suggested vocabu-
laries in 14 questions
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Q1: workflow activities .1241 5 .0295
Q2: computing layers .4166 2 .1178
Q3: services .2569 5 .1976
Overall dissatisfaction of Goal1 0.3367
Q4: IoT devices .4404 5 .1721
Q5: Edge Computing .1362 4 .1143
Q6: Cloud Computing .0500 2 .0000
Q7: sensing services .4305 6 .2954
Q8: networking services .1055 2 .0078
Q9: ingestion services - –
Q10: machine learning services .3100 5 .1949
Q11: stream processing services .0634 2 .0112
Q12: batch processing services .1434 3 .1935
Q13: SQL database services .1168 2 .0367
Q14: NoSQL database services - - -
Overall dissatisfaction of Goal2 0.1995
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4.4 Comparison with Other SLA Languages
Due to the limited research efforts related to an SLA specification language
specifically for the IoT, we compared our proposed language with the most com-
monly available service contract languages of Cloud and web services mentioned
above (in the Introduction section). We used the following main criteria. The
selected criteria were related to the scope of our solution and were not in any
way conclusive. Our results are presented in Table 4.11:
• IoT domain: This criterion defines whether or not a language has been
developed for the IoT domain.
• Syntax: This criterion is supported when there is a formal definition of the
syntax, e.g., using BNF.
• Expressiveness: This criterion can be said to be met when the language con-
tains a domain-specific vocabulary. If it does not provide a domain-specific
vocabulary, then the expressiveness criterion is partially supported.
• Ease of use: This criterion can be viewed from the perspectives of develop-
ers and service consumers. From the service consumer perspective, ease of
use is achieved if the user is not required to have much knowledge about
how to create the specification in a machine-readable format. From the
developers’ perspective, ease of use is determined by whether the specifica-
tion is written in a machine-readable format. The ease-of-use criterion is
only partially met if just one of these perspectives has been considered.
• Supports different types of computational resources: This criterion is fully
supported when a language considers the specification requirements of
a range of resources, such as IoT devices, Edge resources, and Cloud
resources, and partially supported when it allows only one category of
required resources to be specified, such as only VMs.
Although many SLA specification languages for various application domains exist,
we believe that in their current formats, they cannot accommodate the unique
characteristics of the Cloud-based IoT domain. As can be observed in our compar-
ison shown in Table 4.11, none of the compared SLA languages provide support
for IoT applications. We attempted in our specification to consider the most
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common/typical IoT application layers, including data sources, the most common
data analysis programming models, and computational resources (e.g., IoT, Edge
resources, and Cloud resources). Furthermore, there are different application
models that have different stacks of essential interdependent services. For exam-
ple, some applications require a certain type of data analysis programming model,
such as applying data ingestion and stream processing to monitor a patient’s
health remotely. Other applications compute the statistics of a particular vehicle
for a month-long period and require ingestion, stream processing, and batch
processing data analysis programming models. Therefore, our SLA logic follows
the workflow of IoT-based applications to simplify the process for users (e.g., IoT
administrators) to specify their requirements. Our SLA logic enables users to se-
lect the workflow of activities for their IoT-based applications as well as to specify
their requirements for each service and its computational/storage resources (e.g.,
the latency limit of the stream-processing service and the number of VMs). We
developed a GUI-based tool (presented in the next chapter) to enable consumers
to specify their requirements. The tool creates the SLA in a JSON format. By
providing a GUI, we ensure the correctness of the SLA specification syntax. Most
previous efforts provide the SLA template in XML format without the support of
a GUI, which makes the process of creating a detailed and accurate SLA difficult.
Furthermore, XML is not lightweight language.
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4.5 Conclusion and Future Work
Defining “SLA offers” and “SLA requests” using standard vocabularies eases the
process of comparing the available options and selecting the most suitable SLA
offer based on consumer requirements. Therefore, we formally propose a syntax
grammar to define an SLA specification language for the IoT paradigm. It is
based on the proposed conceptual model (see Chapter 3).
Furthermore, we carried out a user study with domain experts to evaluate
our proposed SLA specification. We applied the GQM approach to assess the
significance of the vocabularies identified for an SLA specification of an IoT
ecosystem. The participants were researchers whose research interests were
focused on Cloud computing, networking and the IoT. The results demonstrate a
high degree of satisfaction with the generalizability and expressiveness of the
considered domain-specific vocabularies.
There are some limitations, such as the number of participants, that we will
try to expand on in the future. Furthermore, there is the possibility of adding
more vocabularies to capture QoS constraints and configuration requirements
as well as considering more workflow activities. However, we developed a tool
(presented in the next chapter) that allows us to extend vocabularies, workflow
activities and computing layers. In future work, we aim to adopt a semantic-
based approach to SLAs for different purposes by building an ontology for SLA
specification for the IoT, derived from the proposed work. The ontology can
express concepts of knowledge and the relationships between them, which can
then be used for semantic analysis and verification purposes.
Chapter 5
SLA Specification Tool for IoT
Applications
Overview
In this chapter, we demonstrate a toolkit for creating SLA specifications for
IoT applications. The toolkit is used to simplify the process of capturing the
requirements of IoT applications. We demonstrate the toolkit using the RHMS
use-case and then evaluate the toolkit following a goal-oriented approach.
5.1 Introduction
There are a number of different approaches for specifying an SLA, ranging from
employing a natural language or a formal language for the purpose of analysing
SLA properties to utilising XML documents in an effort to standardise SLAs to
increase SLA interoperability between the service consumer and the service
provider [166]. For example, Keller and Ludwig provide an XML framework to
express SLAs for web services (WSLAs), which is considered to be a starting
point, as others have extended their approach [228]. Furthermore, some efforts
in SLA specifications have been made for the Cloud computing paradigm, such as
in CSLA [245] and SLAC [476]. However, SLAC [379] considers only IaaS, while
CSLA [245] consider all three Cloud delivery models (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS).
These proposed works, as far as we know, allow users to type their SLA or
use a predefined template and edit it, but none of them provide a GUI-based
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tool that consumers can use as a wizard to create their SLA clauses. Therefore,
in this chapter, we aim to present a toolkit that allows consumers (e.g., IoT
administrators) to specify their SLA using GUI features. The tool considers the
most common or typical IoT application tiers and services, as captured within
the proposed grammar (presented in the previous chapter) in such a way that
interested users can specify their preferences.
The tool is used to simplify the process of capturing the requirements of
IoT applications and it supports the following: (1) specifying the service-level
objectives (SLOs) of an IoT application at the application level; (2) specifying
the workflow activities of the IoT application; (3) mapping each activity to the
required services and infrastructure resources and specifying the constraints of
the SLOs and other configuration-related metrics of the required services and
infrastructure resources; and (4) creating the composed SLA in JSON format.
In the following, we present the design goals and the architecture of the tool.
The main contributions of the toolkit are as follows:
• New vocabularies: The tool is based on a predefined grammar that consists
of new vocabularies to express the SLA of an IoT application for common
services (ingestion, stream processing, batch processing) as well as the
infrastructure resources (IoT, Edge, Cloud). Providing new vocabularies
allows for fine-grained SLA specifications for IoT applications, especially
because, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to consider
different computation layers (IoT, Edge, Cloud) within the SLA specification
language for IoT applications.
• A GUI-based SLA specification tool: The SLA specification tool aims to
provide a GUI that enables consumers to specify their requirements and
then create the SLA in a machine-readable format (JSON format). By
providing a GUI-based specification tool, the correct syntax can be ensured
for the SLA specification, to some extent. Furthermore, the tool relieves
users of the burden of specifying requirements in a machine-readable format
such as JSON or XML, since it creates the SLA in a JSON format based on
the user’s specifications using the GUI (Most previous studies provide an
SLA template in XML format [166][476][245][228]).
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• Utilise Microsoft Excel to provide extendibility features for the tool: Work-
flow activity, the attributes related to SLOs and configuration metrics as
well as the value ranges of the attributes are stored using Microsoft Excel.
One of the reasons behind utilising Microsoft Excel is to make the tool
extendable. Users do not need to change the Excel file, but if developers
want to extend the tool, they have the ability to change/update/delete Rows
and/or Columns in the Excel file with no need to change the code. Another
reason to utilise Microsoft Excel, in addition to enhancing the extendibility
feature of the tool, is its popularity and familiarity among the majority of
users. Thus, it is available on most devices, which reduces the burden
of having to download a prerequisite for the tool. Furthermore, it is a
GUI-based software where users do not have to be experts in any related
programming language details.
In the following sections, we present the design goal of the tool in Section
5.2 followed by the system architecture, which is presented in Section 5.3.
Section 5.4 presents an evaluation of the tool from the consumer perspective.
We conclude the chapter in Section 5.5.
5.2 Design Goals
SLA creation is an important and critical step, considering the fact that SLA-based
service discovery, negotiation, monitoring, management and resource allocation
rely on what is specified within the SLA. As a result, we have developed a toolkit
that enables service consumers/providers to specify their QoS requirements and
express them as SLOs, as well as specifying some configuration-related metrics
for each service and infrastructure resource of the system. We consider the
following features to be the design goals of the tool:
• Expressiveness: We aim to provide a rich list of domain-specific vocabularies
to allow fine-grained SLA specifications.
• Generalizability: We aim to consider common components or layers of IoT
architecture (IoT, Edge and Cloud).
• Extendibility: We aim to make the tool extendable to some extent by design-
ing it in a way that allows anyone who is interested to customise/enhance
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the SLA according to his/her application-specific needs to add or delete
activities/metrics without changing the programming code. It is possible to
add/delete/change activities/metrics using an attached Excel file, and these
changes can be reflected dynamically. The Excel file preserves the schema
of the SLA (e.g., workflow activities and their defined attributes).
• Simplicity: Providing a GUI enables users to specify their requirements
without prior knowledge of how to write correct syntax for a machine-
readable language such as JSON or XML. Furthermore, the tool allows users
to specify an SLA in the same data flow as their application by specifying
the workflow activities of their application first and then specifying the
requirements in the same flow of occurrences as the selected activities.
5.3 System Architecture
The abstracted design and architecture of the tool are depicted in Figure 5.1.
The overall architecture comprises three basic layers:
• The GUI layer, which includes the user interface components. The GUI
layer displays a sequence of forms that guide the user through well-defined
steps.
• The programming layer, which encapsulates the programming modules to
serve the GUI layer by providing the required functionalities.
• The data layer, which encapsulates the required data as an input to the tool
or an output of the tool. It includes the following:
– An Excel file as an input, which provides data that describe the SLO
and the configuration metrics related to the services and infrastructure
resources of each activity.
– A JSON file as an output, which represents the SLA specification.












Fig. 5.1 The layered architecture of the tool
Figure 5.2 shows the sequence diagram of the tool and reflects the main steps
when generating an SLA.
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6.3: Specify QoS metrics/
configuration
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Fig. 5.2 Sequence diagram of the tool
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The following section describes the implementation logic of the tool by listing
the main steps that the user may experience when using the tool to generate the
SLA:
• Step 1 -Specify the SLO at the application level: The tool displays a prede-
fined list of possible SLOs as a checklist, and users can check the SLOs that
they are interested in and specify the priority level (high, low, or medium),
as well as the threshold value of the QoS metric of the SLO (see Figure 5.3).
Fig. 5.3 Step 1: Specify Service-level Objectives at the application level
• Step 2 -Select the workflow activity based on the application scenario
requirement: There is a predefined list of activities that are part of the
workflow of a considerable number of IoT applications (e.g., capture event
of interest; ingest data; analyse large-scale real-time data activity). The tool
displays the predefined activities, and the user can then select the ones
that are included within his/her application workflow activities and connect
them in a way that reflects the data flow of the application. Connecting
the activity preserves the dependencies between activities for future work
related to performance modelling (see Figure 5.4).
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Fig. 5.4 Step 2: Select and connect the application workflow activities step
• Step 3 -Map each selected workflow activity to its required service and
infrastructure resource: After selecting and connecting the workflow activi-
ties, the user can then specify, for each selected activity, the service and the
infrastructure resource that host the service. For example, the “Capture
Event of Interest” activity requires a sensing service that can be deployed
on an IoT device (see Figure 5.5 ).
Examine	Captured	Event
(heart	rate>	threshold	value)
Fig. 5.5 Step 3: Map each selected workflow activity to its required service and
infrastructure resource step
• Step 4 -Specify the SLO and configuration metrics related to each of the se-
lected activities: The tool reads the SLO and configuration metrics schema
from a predefined Excel file, which contains the schema content for each
activity. The content of the Excel file also determines how the data are
displayed dynamically. Then, users can specify the required level/value of an
SLO and the configuration metrics for each service/resource infrastructure
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component that is required to deliver the selected activities (see Figure
5.6).
Fig. 5.6 Step 4: Specify the requirements of each selected activity step
• Step 5 -Generate the SLA document: Based on the user’s specifications in
the previous steps, the SLA will be generated in a JSON format (See Figure
5.7).
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Fig. 5.7 Step 5: Generate the SLA in the JSON format based on previous specifi-
cations
Figure 5.7 provides the basic details for the SLA of the RHMS, covering the
application type and the start and end dates of the agreement. In addition,
at line 5, it lists an SLO constraint at the application level; the snippet
shows only the Availability as a high-priority objective with a required
level greater than 99% per day.
• Step 6 -Store generated SLA using a NoSQL database: Users have the
ability to choose which metrics to specify by checking/unchecking the
metrics, which will result in different schemas for the JSON files being
created due to the heterogeneity of requirements between users. Therefore,
each generated SLA JSON file is stored in a NoSQL database (MonogDB) 1.
The terms used within the JSON are the same terms as those found within the
grammar. The snippet covers some of the terms used within the first line in Table
4.1. Some other terms listed as production rules for the non-terminal < SLA >
(such as < description >) have not been used because they are optional.
The tool simplifies the process by guiding the user through the steps required
to generate an end-to-end SLA and it can also be used to specify the requirements
of different IoT applications. For example, the IoT administrator of the RHMS
1https://www.mongodb.com/
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can specify the SLOs of the application, for example, that the response time for
urgent cases should be less than 5 minutes. He/she will also be able to specify
the activities involved, such as capture event of interest (e.g., patients’ data),
examine the captured events (for filtering), analyse real-time data on the fly and
store the results that are of interest.
Figure 5.8 shows the process of mapping activities to the required service
as well as the infrastructure resource for each of the involved activities. It also
depicts an example of an SLO related to each of the required services and the











































Fig. 5.8 Mapping activities to the required service as well as the infrastructure
resource
Figure 5.9 shows the abstract structure of the main concepts that are consid-
ered within the resulting SLA document, with an example of each concept for
clarification purposes.





























Fig. 5.9 The abstract structure of the main concepts that are considered within
the resulting SLA document
5.4 Evaluation
We have evaluated our tool by testing to what extent we achieved the design
goals that we set before we began developing the tool. We aimed mainly to
develop a tool that meets the following goals: expressiveness, which allows for a
fine-grained SLA specification; generalizability, which allows the tool to specify
the requirements of different use cases; simplicity in reducing the effort needed
from the end user to check the correctness of the syntax; and the extendibility of
the tool.
The study was conducted with 14 participants, most of whom were PhD stu-
dents working on topics related to the IoT, such as remote health and smart city
applications. Their research interests included Cloud computing, Edge comput-
ing and networking. To allow the participants to reflect their opinions on the
expressiveness and generalizability of the tool, we asked them to test a use-case
that was related to their research. Moreover, we provided them with two use
cases (RHMS and Flood Monitoring and Prediction System) in case any of the
participants preferred to refer to a predefined use-case. They were also asked to
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offer their thoughts on the ease of use of the tool.
We allowed the participants to try the tool. The output is an SLA in JSON for-
mat where they specified their constraints according to their research of interest
use-case study. The participants were also able to discuss, ask for clarification
and give instant suggestions if they had any. At the end, the participants were
asked to fill out a paper-and-pen version of a questionnaire that contained four
questions related to the tool. Furthermore, there was a comment text box to
allow the participants to comment and offer their suggestions, criticisms or any
other comments that they thought might improve the work.
The four questions related to the tool were as follows:
• Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with our tool?
• To what extent does the tool allow you to express your requirements? (i.e.,
measured based on the fine-grained level of expressiveness that the tool
provides to specify the SLA constraints)
• How satisfied are you with the tool’s ease of use?
• How satisfied are you with the tool’s generalizability? (i.e., measured based
on the level that you are able to specify the requirements of a use-case in
your mind or use the use-case attached to the questionnaire)
5.4.1 Experiment results
The results of the participants’ answers to the questions related to the tool are
depicted in Figure 5.10. More than 60% described their overall satisfaction
as “satisfied”, more than 20% were “very satisfied” and less than 10% were
“neither satisfied nor dissatisfied”. Regarding the expressiveness (expressing user
requirements) of the tool, more than 60% answered “mostly expressed”, and the
rest of the participants responded that their requirements were “fully expressed”.
From the ease-of-use perspective, 50% were “very satisfied”, more than 20%
were “satisfied”, and more than 20% were “neither satisfied nor dissatisfied”.
Regarding the generalizability of the tool, 50% were “very satisfied”, more than
40% were “satisfied” and the rest were “neither satisfied nor dissatisfied”.
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Fig. 5.10 Participants’ responses to the questions related to the tool
5.4.2 Evaluation Analysis
Fourteen (14) participants took part in the experiment. As the answer for each
question was based on a Likert scale, ordinal codes were assigned to the an-
swers. For example, from very satisfied=1 to very dissatisfied=5, and from
fully expressed=1 to does not express them at all=5. Percentages were used to
explore the distribution of answers, while the median was computed to define the
general tendency of the participants. The Wilcoxon test for one sample was used
to compare the median to a hypothesised median value [132]. It was used, in
this study, to examine whether there was significant satisfaction with the tool, its
ease of use, and generality (median<=2), and the requirements of the conceptual
model (median<=2). A p-value of 0.05 was used as the threshold for significant
results.
The results in Table 5.1 indicate that the participants were very satisfied with
the tool (median=1.50), which was very highly significant (p-value<.001). The
participants found that the expressiveness (expressing user requirements) of
the tool seemed to be fully expressed (median=1.50), which was very highly
significant (p-value < 0.001). The participants were satisfied with the ease-of-use
perspective (median = 2.00), which was very highly significant (p-value<.001).
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There was satisfaction with the generality of the tool (median=2.00), which was
very highly significant (p-value< 0.001).




Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied
are you with our tool?
2 <.001 Significant
result












Since the participants were asked about their overall satisfaction and the
generality of the conceptual model and the tool. Figure 5.11 presents a com-
parison between the overall satisfaction with the conceptual model and the tool.
Figure 5.12 presents a comparison between the overall satisfaction with the
generality of the conceptual model and the tool. As can be observed from the
two figures, the participants were more satisfied with the tool, which might be
explained by the fact that the conceptual model requires some understanding
of UML notations while the tool is GUI based and thus provides more clarity
than the conceptual model. However, based on the Wilcoxon test, the difference
between overall satisfaction with the conceptual model and satisfaction with the
tool was not statistically significant (p-value=0.102), and the same result was
seen for overall satisfaction with the generality of the conceptual model and the
tool (p-value=0.257),( Table 5.2).
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Fig. 5.11 Comparison between the overall satisfaction with the conceptual model
and the tool
Fig. 5.12 Comparison that reflects how satisfied the participants were with the
generality of the conceptual model and the tool
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Table 5.2 Comparison of attitudes towards the conceptual model and the tool




Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with our concep-
tual model? Vs Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you
with our tool?
0.102
How satisfied are you with the tool’s generality? Vs Overall,
how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with our tool?
0.257
There were a number of comments that are listed below:
• comment related to the listed vocabularies:
– “It is better to add warranty duration as one of the parameters to be
specified for IoT devices”.
– ‘Window size’ configuration metric can be expanded to cover different
types of windows supported in stream processing, such as sliding Vs
tumbling window, event-based Vs time-based window”.
• Comment related to the design of the tool:
– “Could have a hierarchy window, just to reflect which specifications
are being done now”.
Regarding extendibility, we tested it by reviewing the results of a case con-
ducted by a master’s degree student who was interested in integrating security
constraints into the SLA clauses. The security metrics were integrated only by
inserting the related vocabularies using the attached Excel file, with no need to
change any line within the code.
However, regarding the question: "To what extent does the tool allow you
to express your requirements? (i.e., measured based on the fine-grained level
of expressiveness that the tool provides to specify the SLA constraints)", the
answers could be partially affected by subjectivity. Nonetheless, the participants
were asked to base their answer on whether or not the tool allowed them to
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specify the requirements that they were aiming to consider within the use-case
related to their research interest. Even with the possibility of subjectivity, we
considered the result from the point of view of more than one participant and
reflected the feedback of the majority. Thus, as Figure 5.10 shows, there is quite
a high level of satisfaction with the expressiveness of the considered fine-grain
domain-specific vocabularies.
Furthermore, based on the Wilcoxon test, regarding the expressiveness (express-
ing user requirements) of the tool, most of the participants found that their
requirements are fully expressed (median=1.50). This was very highly significant
(p-value < 0.001) ( Table 5.1). We also compared this result with the previous
chapter, where the participants reviewed the expressiveness of the considered
vocabularies within the proposed grammar, and indicated a high level of satis-
faction (see Figure 4.5). Thus, we believe there is a level of consistency in the
evaluated expressiveness in the two separate studies.
5.5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have developed a tool that supports the end-to-end specification of QoS re-
quirements within SLAs for IoT applications. The tool is used to simplify the
process of capturing the requirements of IoT applications. We believe that the
tool effectively tackles the aforementioned challenges: 1) The tool provides a
rich set of vocabularies to capture the requirements of each layer of the IoT
architecture (IoT device, Edge layer, Cloud layer) to overcome the heiteroginty.
2) IoT applications have different SLO requirements, which vary from one ap-
plication to another. Additionally, the priority level of one SLO differs from one
application to another. Therefore, the tool allows users to specify SLOs at the
application level. 3) Different IoT applications have different workflow activities
depending on each application use-case scenario. Therefore, to overcome the
varied requirements that arise from the heterogeneity of workflow activity, the
tool allows the users to select their workflow activities first and then specify
the requirements for each selected activity. The output of the tool is an SLA
specification in a machine-readable format (JSON format).
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We have tested the tool with different use cases, and it allows requirements
to be captured. However, there is a possibility that some use cases will not fit
with this tool. In this case, we believe that the extendibility feature can mitigate
this risk to some extent with no need to change any line of the code. The tool in
this stage works for our purposes; however, as future work, we will enhance the
tool to include more semantic-related conditions. For example, when specifying
the end-to-end response time at the application level, the tool needs to consider
that all specified response times for the involved activities should not exceed the
acceptable end-to-end response time at the application level. Thus, there is a
need to consider the inter-dependency between the activities. When activities
are running in a sequential order, the total response time of all activities should
not exceed the end-to-end response time. On the other hand, when activities
are running in parallel, the activity with the highest response time among them
should be less than the specified end-to-end response time. For further illustra-
tion, consider a case with a combination of parallel workflow activities (p1, p2,
p3) and sequential workflow activities (s1, s2, s3). When an IoT administrator
specifies an end-to-end response time of an IoT application that should be less





ResponseTimesi +( max1≤ j≤3
ResponseTimep j)≤ Y (5.1)
where ResponseTimesi means the specified response time of workflow activity
si where i=1,2,3 and they are activities that can be performed sequentially.
where ResponseTimep j means the specified response time of workflow activity
p j where j=1,2,3 and they are activities that can be performed in parallel.

Chapter 6
Application Scenario Where the
SLA Specification Tool Brings New
Value for SLA Management
Overview
In this chapter, we propose an SLA management framework and present a proof
of concept to reflect a number of SLA management phases in which the SLA
specification plays a part. First, in the background section, we present two
applications that utilize our SLA specification. In the first case, since the SLA
specification provides configuration parameters for fine-grained details, it has
been utilized to create the knowledge base of a context-aware recommendation
system for the configuration of Cloud/Edge-based IoT applications. In the second
case, a Java library has been implemented to translate the generated SLA from
a JSON format to a smart contract. Then, these two applications are utilized
as part of our proposed SLA management framework. The proposed SLA man-
agement framework consists mainly of the following phases: SLA specification,
SLA negotiation, SLA monitoring using Blockchain to deploy SLA-based smart
contracts, SLA enforcement and SLA compensation.
6.1 Introduction
With the spanning of services between IoT devices, the Edge layer and the Cloud
layer, users need some guarantees that their QoS requirements, i.e., "a level of
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quality that is agreed upon as a constraint" [289], will be assured and satisfied.
Therefore, developing an SLA management framework is one of the solutions
that can mitigate the risk of violating SLA terms.
SLA management includes more than one phase of the SLA lifecycle, such as
SLA negotiation, monitoring and enforcement. There are a considerable number
of studies in the literature covering SLA management. In Section 2.2, Table
2.2 provides a list of work mapped under the SLA management sub-category
(48 references). However, all of these SLA management works are related to
the Cloud. For example, Torkashvan et al [464] propose an SLA management
framework for Cloud computing and inter-Cloud environments in particular. This
framework is based on the WSLA implemented by IBM, but it has been altered to
fit Cloud computing.
Zhao et al [525] present a new approach to the SLA-based management of
Cloud-hosted databases. They present an end-to-end framework for managing
Cloud-hosted databases. The framework promotes the adaptive and dynamic
provision of the software application database based on application-defined
constraints to meet the required SLA performance of the applications. The
framework monitors the SLA continuously and, when required, automatically
triggers the necessary corrective actions (database tier scaling out/in). However,
their study considers SLA management only for database tiers. Mavrogeorgi et
al [319] present a Cloud-based SLA management system. Their study provides
an SLA enforcement mechanism based on rules, and these rules are updated in
run-time to proactively detect and manage possible SLA violations.
However, there is a shortfall in the number of available feasible SLA man-
agement frameworks that develop a management mechanism for SLA lifecycle
phases (e.g., definition, negotiation, monitoring and enforcement phases) for
IoT applications. Furthermore, there is a shortfall in the use of Blockchain
technology and combining the SLA specification with the recommender system,
especially in terms of considering the complexity of the multi-layered nature of
IoT applications.
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In this chapter, we propose an SLA management framework that consists
mainly of the SLA specification, SLA negotiation, SLA monitoring using Blockchain
to deploy SLA-based smart contracts, SLA enforcement and SLA compensation.
In addition, we add an optional configuration recommendation phase since, as
explained in Chapter 3, some configuration parameters such as sample rates
can affect the data analysis accuracy because they affect the data freshness.
For this reason, defining the SLA parameters and their related configuration
requirements requires expertise. As a result, having a recommender system that
can be considered as a guide for most common configuration parameters for
different infrastructure resources that span layers, provides considerable help
for most contractual parties of IoT-based services.
In Section 6.2, we present two applications that utilize the SLA specification.
In the first case, Section 6.2.2, since the SLA specification provides configuration
parameters on fine-grained details, it has been utilized to create the knowledge
base of a context-aware recommendation system for the configuration of Cloud-
/Edge-based IoT applications. In the second case, presented in Section 6.2.3,
a Java library translates the generated SLA from a JSON format to a smart
contract that can then be deployed on a Blockchain network. Then, these two
applications are utilized as part of our proposed SLA management framework,
which is presented in Section 6.3. After that, Section 6.4 provides a proof of
concept for the proposed SLA management framework. In Section 6.5, we discuss
the proposed SLA management framework and compare it with other related
studies. We conclude this chapter in Section 6.6.
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Hyperledger Fabric
Hyperledger Fabric is an open source application of a Blockchain framework.
It contains a modular architecture that allows Blockchain developers/adminis-
trators to deploy a Blockchain network using multiple consensus protocols and
membership options [210]. Hyperledger Fabric also contains a smart contract
engine capable of performing Java, JavaScript and Go smart contracts. Hyper-
ledger Fabric enables consortium blockchains to be developed and deployed
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by offering a set of functionalities that enables an administrator to generate
different certificates and settings files, which are then used to build a Blockchain
network. In Fabric, administrators can select different database technologies to
store data, such as ’LevelDB’ and ’CouchDB’, due to the plug-and-play architec-
ture of Fabrics. Furthermore, the administrator can define membership policies
as well as the consensus protocol that can be applied.
6.2.2 IoT-CANE (Context-Aware recommendatioN systEm)
Our proposed SLA specification allows the consumer to specify fine-grained
configuration parameters and SLO constraints at the application level, as well
as at each workflow activity level. However, consumers interested in deploying
IoT services, for example small organizations that want to deploy IoT services
and need to submit an SLA request to one or more service providers (network
provider, Cloud provider), need to specify the required configuration parameters
for the required services and/or resources along with the SLO constraints at the
service and/or application level. The task of specifying fine-grained configuration
parameters requires some experience in the IoT, the Cloud and networking. One
of the novelties of the proposed SLA specification is that it considers the fine-
grained details for most common configuration parameters of the most common
workflow activities. Thus, there is potential usage within a recommender tool
for the configuration parameters of an IoT application. Therefore, Li at al [274]
develop the IoT-CANE (Context-Aware recommendatioN systEm), which utilizes
our SLA specification tool to generate the knowledge base 1.
The IoT-CANE solution introduces an end-to-end pipeline, proposed in [274],
for the classification, configuration and recommendation of suitable solutions
in this most complicated ecosystem. For the first time, a ripple-down rules
(RDR) method is used to recommend an IoT-based configuration with a single
conclusion/classification environment. In its processing layer, the IoT-CANE uses
our SLA specification tool to create the base knowledge of the recommender for
different possible configurations, which are used for later selection depending on
the consumer’s requirements. The created knowledge is stored in a configuration
knowledge database.
1IoT-CANE is developed by a PhD researcher at Newcastle University (first author in [274]
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Figure 6.1 shows the basic concepts that are considered within the Entity
Relationship (ER) diagram of the recommendation rules. The dotted square
reflects the context knowledge that is captured using the output generated from
the SLA specification tool.
Fig. 6.1 ER diagram of recommendation rules [274]
The IoT-CANE maintains a configuration knowledge base for the IoT resources
and it stores contextual data about the configuration knowledge representation.
The recommendation rules, as shown in Figure 6.1, maintain an association
between the items in the configuration knowledge base. The recommendation
rules consist mainly of two parts: context and conclusion.
• Context: The left side of the ER diagram presents context information
regarding the expected "contexts" data (e.g., sensing service), data source
(e.g., sensors, social media APIs), programming model (e.g., streaming
process, batch processing, SQL, NoSQL) and deployment node (e.g., Edge
resource, Cloud resource). The purpose of the configuration knowledge base
is to capture metadata and prevalent data on classes with similar demands
for implementation and resources. Shared knowledge of the context allows
IoT users to customize and reuse one of the previous configurations.
• Conclusion: The right side of the ER diagram depicts the parts that form
the conclusion of the produced recommendation rules. The produced rec-
ommendation rules suggest configuration knowledge representation, which
can then be deployed using a defined configuration deployment engine (e.g.,
Docker).
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6.2.3 From SLA to Smart Contract Java Library
A Java library 2 converts the generated SLAs for different IoT application use
cases with different SLO constraints to a smart contract (see Figure 6.2).
Generating an SLA in a machine-readable format simplifies the process of
translating the SLA to Smart contracts. We aimed to translate the generated SLA
into a smart contract to explore the use of Blockchain technology for monitoring











Fig. 6.2 Abstracted generated smart contract from SLA specification steps
Applying the FromSLAToSmartContract library to the SLA can create a list
of rules for each SLO constraint and configuration requirement related to each
workflow activity. There are two main classes in the "FromSLAToSmartContract"
library:
• ChaincodeBuilder class: The rules express the constraints that have been
specified within the SLA and they are used to validate the status of a
monitored application. There is a ChaincodeBuilder class for each workflow
activity and for the SLO parameters that reflect the QoS constraints at
the application level. The ChaincodeBuilder extracts the SLO constraints
and the configuration required for each workflow activity and then builds
three chaincode methods: ∗_update,get_latest_∗update and get_∗ _violations
For each of the SLO and configuration requirements:
– ∗_update: The method is used to reflect the current state of the exam-
ined SLO/requirement.
– get_latest_∗update: The method returns the most recent state reported.
2We refer to this library as "FromSLAToSmartContract" library . The FromSLAToSmartContract
library converts the generated SLA from JSON format to a smart contract. It is developed by
researchers at Newcastle University [85] and it is part of the first author’s master’s dissertation.
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– get_∗_violations: The method returns a history of all violations reported
for a specific SLO/configuration requirement.
• ChaincodeGenerator class: The ChaincodeGenerator class serves as the API
to the library. The ChaincodeGenerator class takes advantage of the chain-
code builders described above. After all methods have been produced by
the ChaincodeBuilder, the ChaincodeGenerator generates Java classes and
appends the methods previously generated by the ChaincodeBuilder using
JavaPoet’s 3 features. Finally, the ChaincodeGenerator returns an object
that contains the Java class as a string and the smart contract documenta-
tion. Furthermore, a deployable Hyperledger Fabric smart contract project
is written to the file system, which can be deployed to the Blockchain.
6.3 Proposed SLA management Framework
In this section, we propose an SLA management framework. The framework is
proposed as one possible solution to ensure that SLA violations are monitored,
violations are recorded to demonstrate that our specification tool can play a part
within more than one phase of the proposed framework. The proposed framework
is depicted in Figure 6.3, and it consists mainly of the following phases:
3https://github.com/square/javapoet
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Fig. 6.3 Proposed SLA management framework
• Use-case mapping phase: This phase consists of the following steps:
– Use-case Scenario: The scenario describes the type of application and
the main cooperative activities/tasks that are required to deliver the
final IoT application.
– Workflow Activities: This step includes one or more of the activities
that a use-case scenario can be mapped to. For example, in the flood
monitoring and prediction (FMP) use case, some possible workflow
activities are data collection, data examination and real-time data
analysis.
– Service and Infrastructure Resource: Each of the cooperative workflow
activities can be associated with a required service and the infrastruc-
ture resource that hosts the service. For example, in FMP, the real-time
analysis activity can be associated with a stream processing service.
• SLA Specification Phase: In the SLA specification, the service provider/s
and consumer/s can specify the QoS constraints, price and actions. In the
proposed SLA management, the SLA specification consists mainly of the
following steps:
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– IoT-CANE: This step allows us to enter some context for each service
that is associated with an activity and the infrastructure resource layer
where the service will be hosted. We can then output the configuration
parameters for the service and the infrastructure resource in a JSON
format (a brief explanation of how the IoT-CANE works is presented in
Section, 6.2.2). This optional step depends on whether the consumer
(e.g., the IoT administrator) wants a second opinion about possible
configuration parameters.
– SLA Specification: This step allows us to specify agreement terms,
considering SLO constraints as well as configuration requirements.
However, the outcome of utilizing the IoT-CANE can be used to aid
with specifying configuration requirements as a second opinion.
• SLA Negotiation: SLA issues, such as service quality, price or average re-
sponse time, can be negotiated between a service provider and a consumer.
There can be a gap between the consumer’s expected demands (i.e., service
level) and the level of service that can be provided by the provider. If
this gap exists, the provider and consumer will then compromise to obtain
a mutually agreed-upon level of service. The agreed-upon service level
becomes part of the SLA when the negotiation is successful.
In the proposed SLA management framework, SLA negotiation takes place
before any required/offered services are established. If an agreement is
reached, then the final agreed-upon terms can be established, and the
SLA monitoring and enforcement phases start. If no agreement is reached,
then if renegotiation is possible, the SLA specification phase is repeated;
otherwise, the SLA renegotiation is terminated.
• SLA Monitoring: The expected service level between the consumer and
the provider is included in the SLA contract. Nonetheless, the QoS criteria
that are included in an SLA (such as response time and throughput) are
vulnerable to change; thus, to enforce the agreement, these parameters
must be monitored closely to determine whether the service provided meets
the SLA QoS constraints.
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Smart contracts and distributed ledgers could revolutionize the economy.
Smart contracts, on the one hand, are agreements that are defined in an
executable language to allow trusted transactions. A key feature of such
contracts is that they can be implemented consistently by a network of
distrusted nodes without the intervention of a third party [63, 474]. Smart
contracts are commonly connected with distributed ledger technology, such
as Ethereum, which is utilized for different areas, mainly finance but also
Cloud services. On the other hand, the Blockchain [351, 474], which is an
implementation of the distributed ledger concept, executes transactions
and registers them in a decentralized manner.
Therefore, a potential usage of technology is to monitor the IoT using SLA-
based smart contracts so that the monitoring process can be conducted
transparently by all IoT application participants. This would mitigate the
need for a third party to act as a monitoring service, which may in some cir-
cumstances be biased towards one of the interacting parties. Furthermore,
through its consensus and security mechanisms, Blockchain provides a
platform to ensure that agreed-upon SLA terms and any logged interactions
are secure and unalterable.
Thus, in the proposed SLA management framework, for the SLA monitoring
phase, the generated SLA is translated into a smart contract that can
be deployed on a Blockchain network to automate SLA monitoring. This
process has the following steps:
– Translate the agreed-upon SLA from a machine-readable SLA to a
smart contract using the FromSLAToSmartContract library (a brief
explanation of the FromSLAToSmartContract library is presented in
Section 6.2.3) (see Figure 6.2).
– Add each party that is responsible for delivering a service to the
Blockchain network4 to increase the trust among the parties. The
generated smart contract is deployed on each contractual party’s node,
4A brief explanation of the Blockchain concept is presented in Section 2.1.2.
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and when the arriving, reported and monitored data violate any one of









Fig. 6.4 Abstracted SLA monitoring using Blockchain technology
– Monitor the SLA terms and record any SLA violations.
In the SLA monitoring phase, the cooperation between the smart contract
and Blockchain plays a significant role in monitoring the SLA without a
need for a third party in the middle. If there is a violation of one or more of
the SLA terms, then one or more of the agreed-upon SLA violation actions,
such as SLA termination, SLA compensation, sending a notification or
reconfiguring, is applied.
• SLA Enforcement: This phase includes (a) mechanism/s that enforces the
SLA terms to avoid/minimize SLA violations by applying the following and
other possible SLA-aware mechanisms: mechanisms for resource allocation,
resource provisioning, task placement and task scheduling.
• SLA Termination: This is the phase in which the service subscription is
ended for one or more of the following reasons or other reasons: the
negotiation fails to reach an agreement, one of the terms of the SLA that
allows for SLA termination is violated, and the SLA reaches its end date.
6.4 Proof of Concept
In this section we aim to show how, starting with specifying the SLA, considering
both SLO constraints and configuration parameters in machine readable format
can be utilized in different phases of the SLA management framework:
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6.4.1 Use Case Study: Flood Monitoring and Prediction (FMP)
The framework is proposed as one possible solution to ensure that SLA violations
are monitored, violations are recorded and to demonstrate that our SLA specifica-
tion tool can play a part within more than one phase of the proposed framework
(e.g., SLA monitoring). Furthermore, the first step within the proposed frame-
work is "workflow activity mapping", which is followed by generating the SLA
specification using the SLA specification tool (the tool is presented in Chapter
5). The generated SLA is, then, utilised in the other phases of the proposed
framework. Thus, we believe that the framework can be used, to some extent, for
different use-cases, since its phases utilise the SLA specification tool. The tool is
built based on the conceptual model and the proposed grammar, the generality
and expressiveness of which we evaluated in previous chapters. Furthermore,
most of participants considered different use-cases derived from their research
of interests when they evaluated the tool (as discussed before in Chapter 5).
In previous chapters, we considered RHMS as a use-case scenario that we
referenced for illustration purposes. However, in this section, we consider
another use-case scenario, the FMP use-case. In FMP, at the application level, a
simplified SLA might be "If I pay X dollars (e.g., $100) to a Cloud provider-hosted
big data processing platform (see Figure 6.5), the provider must ensure that
events such as road closures and bridge collapses are detected from real-time
streams of social media, mobile data and historical flood modelling within a few
milliseconds and that alerts are sent to the public and emergency responder
teams within Y (e.g., 5) minutes of the detection". While big data analytics
workloads now require guarantees in application-level SLAs, public or private
Cloud providers provide only resource-level SLAs (e.g., Amazon EC2 promises
99.99% availability for its CPU, storage and network resources)5.
5https://aws.amazon.com/compute/sla/















Fig. 6.5 Flood monitoring and prediction (FMP) case study
6.4.2 Implementation
For an organization that is responsible for providing an FMP service, in the
early stages of running the service it is important to consult experts who can
provide advice regarding where to deploy certain services and the possible
configuration parameters that can aid with delivering the right action within the
right time constraint. In other words, this use-case scenario can be mapped to its
required workflow activities, the possible deployment strategy and the related
configuration metrics. Therefore, seeking a recommender system that can be
used as a second opinion to support, enhance and/or guide the expert team’s
decisions is one of the possible solutions. Considering the main phases included
in the proposed SLA management framework, we perform the following steps:
1. Workflow Activity Mapping: Identifying the main workflow activities of FMP
is the first step. FMP requires the collection of real-time data from different
types of resources, such as sensors and gauges that measure rainfall levels
and river water levels, respectively. The newly collected data are then anal-
ysed for any abnormal data patterns (e.g., flood possibility) by comparing
them with historical/stored data.
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2. Mapping each workflow activity to its required service: From step one, each
activity is mapped to its required service; for example, the capture event of
interest is mapped to the sensing service, and the real-time analysis activity
is mapped to the stream processing service.
3. Utilize the IoT-CANE to obtain a recommended configuration parameter for
each required service: Owing to the multi-layered nature of the IoT appli-
cation, specifying the resource configuration to run each of the activities
is a non-trivial task. Thus, we have utilized the IoT-CANE to provide us
with a configuration recommendation based on some context constraints.
Therefore, to identify a suitable configuration requirement, we can specify
some contextual knowledge about each cooperative activity, for example,
stream processing, which can be run on an Edge resource (see Figure 6.6).
Then, the IoT-CANE processes the data by applying a ripple-down rules
(RDR) method to recommend possible configuration parameters.
Fig. 6.6 A screenshot of the IoT-CANE screen to fill in some details of the stream
processing service and recommend the configuration requirements of the service
Thus, for each activity, we ran the IoT-CANE recommender to provide a
recommended configuration in a JSON format. Listing 6.1 reflects a snippet
of the recommended configuration for a stream processing service that is
required to "analyse small-scale real-time activity".
1
2 "slo" : [ {
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3 "qosMetric" : "Availability",
4 "priority" : "high ",
5 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
6 "value" : "99 ",
7 "unit" : "% "
8 },{
9 "qosMetric" : "CPU Utilization",
10 "priority" : "high ",
11 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
12 "value" : "80 ",
13 "unit" : "% "
14 } ],
15 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
16 "configurationFeature" : "storage Size",
17 "value" : "99 ",
18 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
19 "unit" : "TB "
20 }, {
21 "configurationFeature" : "Storge Type",
22 }
Listing 6.1 A snippet for the recommended configuration for a stream processing
service that is required to "analyse real time activity"
4. Generate SLA: Then, the created configuration is used to aid the process of
specifying an SLA for FMP by running the SLA specification tool, where we
can specify SLOs as well as the configuration requirements for each activity
(consult Chapter 5 for more details regarding how the SLA is generated).
5. Negotiate SLA: A negotiation is conducted between the contractual parties
to agree on the SLA terms. However, at this stage, we assume that the
generated SLA is the one that has been agreed upon.
6. Establish SLA: Assuming the contractual parties have agreed, the SLA is
now activated and established.
7. Create SLA-based Smart Contract: We create an SLA-based smart contract
using the "FromSLAToSmartContract" Java library. Figure 6.7 reflects a
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snippet of the generated SLA using the SLA specification tool and the
corresponding snippet of the generated smart contract after using the
"FromSLAToSmartContract" Java library.
(a) (b)
Fig. 6.7 From SLA in JSON format to SLA-based smart contract
8. Create a Blockchain network: After generating an SLA-based smart contract,
we create a Blockchain network with three parties. To create a Blockchain
network, we follow the "first-network" example provided by [154] to deploy
a Hyperledger Fabric network for a consortium of three organizations.
Each Edge resource provider (SP1), Cloud resource provider (SP2), and
IoT application provider (SP3) represents a node within the Blockchain
network that represents the consortium members. They participate in the
administration of the Blockchain as well as in the validation and agreement.
After specifying the SLA terms and converting it to an SLA-based smart
contract by utilizing the library, they each have the same copy of the smart
contract, and they are each updated on the state of the smart contract as it
is executed, as presented in Figure 6.5.
9. SLA Monitoring: Thus, the created smart contract is deployed on each
node, and each node should reflect its status based on which service it
is responsible for; if there is a violation, then the parties are notified and
the violation recorded. We run the following cases to update the state of a
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"gateway that is an Edge resource" when performing the "examine capture
EoI" activity based on what has been reported. The updating state has two
cases:
• case 1: "updating without a violation"
(a) We updated one of the gateway’s SLOs, where recorded availability
equals 100%, which equals the specified availability within the SLA.
Latency is still within the required level (less than 5 ms)
(b) To report the data newly acquired through monitoring, we show
the update method using the command in Figure 6.8
Fig. 6.8 Reporting the monitored SLOs of the “examine capture EoI” activity
when no violation is reported
(c) We run the command depicted in Figure 6.9 to check the violation
status, and it returns no violation recorded.
Fig. 6.9 Check the violation status of the monitored data
• case 2: "updating with a violation"
(a) In this case, we updated one of the gateway’s SLOs where recorded
availability equals 80%, which is less than what has been agreed
upon within the SLA,
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To report the data newly acquired through monitoring, we show the
update method using the following command depicted in Figure
6.10:
Fig. 6.10 Reporting the monitored SLOs of the “examine capture EoI” activity
where a violation is reported
(b) We run the command depicted in Figure 6.11 to check the status
of the reported violation.
Fig. 6.11 Check the violation status of the monitored data
Figure 6.12 shows the functionality provided as part of the smart contract
to update some metrics and reflect the violation status.
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Fig. 6.12 A snippet of functionality provided within the generated smart contract
to update some metrics and reflect the violation status
10. SLA enforcement: This is the phase that ensures that the SLA terms are
respected by providing SLA-aware mechanisms for resource provisioning,
scheduling, management, service placement, etc. SLA enforcement is left
as a future work.
11. SLA Compensation: Whenever there is an SLA violation, then the corre-
sponding SLA compensation should be applied; however, SLA compensation
is left as a future work.
12. SLA termination: Termination typically occurs in one or more of the follow-
ing cases: the negotiation ends with no agreement, there is a violation of
the SLA terms that involves SLA termination or if the contract reaches its
end date/time.
6.5 Discussion
In the previous section, we implemented a prototype in which we followed the
stages of the proposed framework. We first mapped the FMP use-case scenario
to its workflow activities and associated each activity with the required service.
Then, for each service, we ran the IoT-CANE to obtain the recommended con-
figuration parameters, which were then used to aid the process of specifying
the SLA. However, for the SLA negotiation stage, we assumed only that the
specified SLA is one that we can base the agreement on. Then, the generated
SLA was converted to a smart contract using the "FromSLAToSmartContract"
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library. After that, the SLA-based smart contract was created and deployed on a
Blockchain network to allow the monitoring stage to start. The monitoring stage
was performed with mimicked data, and the smart contract recorded all violation
cases.
We test the generated smart contract after deploying it on different nodes
on the Hyperledger Fabric network. We test the chaincode and the network
to show that the generated-deployed smart contract could detect all the SLA
violations. Instead of using a real FMS system, we utilised an emulator, which is
developed by [85], to send transactions to the blockchain networks. The emu-
lator is created with the programming languages NodeJS and JavaScript. The
emulator takes advantage of JavaScript’s asynchronous programming model so
that multiple transactions can be submitted without waiting for responses. Thus,
the simulator will send transactions to the blockchain network in fast succes-
sion. The emulator includes fields configurable by the users to model different
structures of the IoT system with sensors, gateways, real-time analysis services,
etc. For each element of the IoT application, the emulator will send state update
transactions. For instance, if the user configures the emulator to emulate an IoT
application consists of 100 sensors on the IoT device layer, the Fabric network
will receive 100 sensor update-state transactions to emulate the system deployed.
The emulator not only includes fields that allow the user to simulate various
infrastructures; it also includes a ’VIOLATION RATIO’ field. ’VIOLATION RATIO’
field is a number between 0 to 1 which controls the number of elements that
can cause a violation. When an emulator is configured by a user which consists
mainly of 100 sensors in the IoT device layer with a breach ratio of 0.05, for
instance, 5 sensor states with an SLA breach are submitted by iteration.
The emulation logic is provided in a loop such that the user can set up the
emulator to run X iterations. State transactions for each element in the IoT
topology are submitted to the emulator. For instance, if the user has configured
the emulator to consist of 100 sensors, 50 gateway devices, 5 ingestion services,
3 real-time analytics, and 2 storage services, thus SLO/Requirement state update
transactions will be executed for all 160 elements per iteration. The number of
submitted transactions depends on the number of updates on the SLO/Require-
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ments state.
The use of the previously mentioned emulator allowed the network and gen-
erated smart contract to be evaluated. We mimic different violation cases that
represent data related to the FMP SLA. A breach ratio of 0.05 was used for
each test with at least one element per layer causing a breach. Every test was
performed for three iterations. These tests aimed to verify that the generated-
deployed smart contract could detect all the SLA violations generated by the
emulator and that each submitted state was reported in the ledger. The smart
contract succeeds in reporting and recording the SLA violation using Blockchain
technology (see Figure 6.11). The findings show a 100% success rate in capturing
all the emulated violations related to the FMP use case. Table 6.1 shows the
number of cases with different infrastructures and services.
Table 6.1 Number of Detected Violated Cases
No Sensors No Gateway No Ingestion No Real-time No Storage No Transactions No Detected out of total
Service. Analysis Service. Service. number Violated cases
1 1 1 1 1 17 15/15
2 1 1 1 1 18 17/17
200 50 1 1 1 317 29/29
1000 600 5 5 5 3460 173/173
SLA enforcement and compensation are left as future work.
6.5.1 Comparison with Other SLA Management Frameworks
We have compared our proposed SLA management framework with a number of
studies [411, 278, 378, 474, 257, 464, 72, 466] that were selected because they
are closely related to the proposed framework.
The research presented in [411] introduces a framework to effectively track
and evaluate the SLA parameters and to detect the possibility of SLA violations
occurring [411]. The proposed framework considers the SLA negotiation and
monitoring phases. It also introduces an adaptive resource allocation method to
avoid SLA violations by utilizing the results of SLA violation prediction results.
The negotiation is presented only within the proposed framework. The resource
allocation mechanism is applied as a mechanism to enforce the SLA by avoiding
or at least minimizing SLA violation cases.
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Patel et al. [378] propose a method for managing SLAs in a Cloud computing
environment using the WSLA framework built in a service-oriented architecture
(SOA) for SLA monitoring and enforcement. They use the WSLA’s third-party sup-
port function to perform monitoring and enforcement to overcome trust issues.
SLA specification and negotiation are part of the proposed framework, but they
are outside the scope of this study.
Uriarte et al [474] propose a framework for SLA management by relying on
the rich and complex formalism of an SLA that is converted into a smart contract.
This contract is then managed via the Blockchain. Landi et al [257] propose an
architecture and some protocols for managing SLAs of mobile Cloud networking
services.
Developing an easy-to-deploy and easy-to-use Cloud platform and creating
an effective monitoring tool to monitor SLA violations on the application layer
is not only valuable to consumers but also vital to Cloud providers. Thus, Liu et
al [278] propose an SLA management approach that monitors the SLA to detect
any SLA violation at the application layer.
Torkashvan and Haghighi [464] suggest a Cloud SLA framework called CSLAM,
which has a language for presenting the agreements between the signatory par-
ties. In addition, it has a mechanism for the deployment and monitoring of the
SLA parameters. They claim that CSLAM is an applicable framework, and they
delegate its implementation to future research.
Benedictis et al [72] introduce an SLA management solution that is supported
by a REST API. The implementation that they provide for the proposed REST
API supports the SLA processes of negotiation, renegotiation, monitoring and
applying the associated actions whenever a violation occurs.
Touloupou et al [466] seek to link business requirements with observable
attributes as SLOs between network operators and customers. During SLA tem-
plate generation, they allow network operators to choose between different SLOs
and then automatically formulate an agreement based on those choices. Finally,
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they provide a monitoring system for detecting any breaches and alerting users.
To compare our proposed SLA management framework with the above-
mentioned related studies, we have considered certain criteria that are related
to some SLA lifecycle phases. The selected criteria are related to the scope of
our solution and are not conclusive:
• Specification: this criterion is considered to be fully covered if the study
considers SLA specification to be a phase within its SLA management
framework and applies it using, for example, a prototype or a real system.
However, if the study considers SLA specification as simply a phase within
its SLA management framework, with no implementation provided, then
the SLA specification can be classified as partially covered.
• Negotiation: this criterion is considered to be fully supported if the study
considers SLA negotiation and implements it using a prototype or within
a real system use-case scenario. If the study just proposes it as a phase
within its SLA management framework, then the criterion can be described
as partially supported.
• Monitoring: this criterion is considered to be fully covered if SLA monitor-
ing is part of the SLA management framework and is implemented. If a
study just proposes SLA monitoring as a phase within its SLA management
framework, then the criterion can be identified as partially covered.
• Enforcement: This criterion is assumed to be fully supported if the research
considers SLA enforcement and applies it using, for example, a prototype
or use-case scenario. If the study simply proposes SLA enforcement as a
process within its SLA management structure, the criterion can be identified
as partially fulfilled.
• Recommender System: If the study considers and implements a recom-
mender system, this criterion is considered to be fully supported. If the
research proposes only a recommender system phase within its framework
with no implementation, then the criterion is partially covered; otherwise,
it is not covered at all.
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• Blockchain for trustworthiness: The criterion is fully covered if the study
considers Blockchain technology and smart contracts and applies them for
management purposes. If the study only proposes Blockchain technology
and smart contracts within its framework, then the criterion is partially














































































































































































































































































































Application Scenario Where the SLA Specification Tool Brings New Value for SLA
Management
Table 6.2 shows a comparison between a number of available SLA manage-
ment frameworks and the proposed framework. Most of the frameworks have
been developed for the Cloud computing paradigm, except [466], which focuses
on G5 for network services. However, our proposed framework is the only one
that focuses on IoT applications. Considering that the integration of Blockchain
technology and smart contracts for trust purposes is still in its early stages,
Uriarte et al [474] utilize the integration of Blockchain technology and smart con-
tracts. However, they monitor the SLA based on their previous SLA specification,
which focused on the Cloud infrastructure tier. Furthermore, the aim of their
work is to enhance trustworthiness and eliminate/minimize the need for a third
party for Cloud services. However, our approach considers an end-to-end SLA for
the IoT and it therefore considers the most common services and infrastructures
resources across layers.
6.6 Conclusion and Future Research
In the background section of this chapter, we present two implementation ap-
plications that utilize the SLA specification tool. In the first case, since the tool
provides fine-grained details of the configuration parameters, it is used to cre-
ate the knowledge base of a Cloud/Edge-based context-aware recommendation
system for IoT configuration purposes. In the second case, it translates the gen-
erated SLA from a JSON format to a smart contract. Then, these two applications
became part of our proposed SLA management framework, which consists mainly
of the following phases: context-aware recommender, SLA specification, SLA
negotiation, SLA-based smart contract for SLA monitoring using Blockchain after
establishment and SLA enforcement.
There are limitations to our proof-of-concept implementation, including SLA
negotiation, and SLA compensation and enforcement, which have not been
applied; therefore, they remain as areas for future research. Furthermore,
the transition from one step to another is done manually, although it can be
done autonomously by developing an agent-based SLA management framework.
Therefore, in future research, one possible avenue is to combine what has been
developed (i.e., the SLA specification tool, context-aware recommender and SLA-
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based smart contract) and add other artefacts for the missing functionalities that
will facilitate an autonomous SLA management framework.

Chapter 7




Previous chapters (Chapter 3, 4 and 5) discuss the SLA specification for the IoT
and Chapter 6 proposes the SLA management framework. The proposed SLA
management framework consists mainly of the following phases: context-aware
recommender, SLA specification, SLA negotiation, SLA-based smart contract
for SLA monitoring using Blockchain after establishment, and SLA enforcement.
In this chapter, we focus on SLA enforcement policies, since the chapter con-
siders the management of resources to reduce economic penalties arising from
potential SLA violations [343]. Therefore, we propose an SLA-aware approach
for IoT workflow activity placement across layers. The decision over whether
activities are assigned to the Edge or the Cloud to enforce the SLA is based on
a number of specified constraints within the SLA, such as constraints associ-
ated with each activity and the configuration parameters. Thus, we define the
problem (Section 7.2.1) then propose a greedy heuristic algorithm to allocate
activities between the available resources across layers while minimising the
execution time (Section 7.2.1). The allocation algorithm considers factors such
as the deadline associated with each activity, location and budget constraint.
We evaluate the proposed work using iFogSim for three use-case studies (7.3).
The results show a reduction in cost, time, and energy consumption compared
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with the Cloud-only placement approach and the Edge-ward placement algorithm.
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7.1 Introduction
With the increasing number of applications and their time-sensitive nature, Cloud-
based solutions are not enough and they commonly suffer from latency due to
the centralized nature of Cloud-based data centres, which are mostly located
far from the data sources [372, 284]. Therefore, utilizing Edge resources while
benefiting from the Cloud whenever required is essential, especially for time-
sensitive applications and to overcome the problems associated with centralized
control [372, 284]. As a result, strategies for planning and the efficient allocation
of resources that consider multiple SLA parameters are needed [150].
On the one hand, in order to escape expensive penalties, SLA violations should
be avoided, while on the other hand, providers should use resources effectively
in order to reduce service provisioning costs [150]. Thus, it is necessary to
consider SLA-aware approaches that include, but are not limited to, SLA-aware
resource allocation, SLA-aware provisioning, SLA-aware activity/task placement
and SLA-aware scheduling. For example, Cloud service provisioning can be per-
formed based on the specified terms within the SLA, which include non-functional
service conditions defined as QoS, and responsibilities and penalties in the event
of contract breaches [150].
This chapter proposes an SLA-aware approach for workflow activity placement
across Cloud and Edge-computing layers. The approach considers the nature
of the IoT where various nodes generate vast quantities of records, and data
processing solutions consist of a number of activities/tasks that can be executed
at the Edge of the network or on the Cloud. Management at the Edge of the
network may limit the time required to complete responses and return the final
results/analytics to the end users or applications. Additionally, IoT nodes have
a restricted amount of functionality over the contextual information gathered
owing to their restricted computational and resource capacities.
A number of works propose service placement mechanisms. For example,
Tran et al [468] offer a new, multi-layered, IoT-based fog computing architecture.
In particular, they develop a service placement mechanism that optimizes service
decentralization in the fog landscape by using context-aware information such
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as location, response time and service resource consumption. The approach
is being used in an optimal way to increase the efficiency of IoT services in
terms of response time, and energy and cost reduction. However, this study
considers tasks to be independent, which is not the case with IoT applications.
Furthermore, it is not an optimal approach since it applies the constraints match
approach.
Naas et al [348] seek to take advantage of fog nodes’ heterogeneity and loca-
tion to reduce the overall latency of storage and data retrieval in the fog. They
formulate the data placement problem as a generalized assignment problem and
propose two solutions: 1) an exact solution using integer programming; and 2) a
geographically based solution to decrease the solving time. However, their focus
is on storing data at the Edge to ease data retrieval, i.e. related to the database
tier only.
Kolomvatsos and Anagnostopoulo [139] propose a placement approach that
takes into account the power consumption of a system and minimizes delay viola-
tions using a discrete particles swarm optimization (DPSO) algorithm. iFogSim is
used to evaluate the proposed approach. Kolomvatsos and Anagnostopoulo [243]
suggest a smart decision-making system to assign tasks locally, but they consider
only the effect of their algorithm on energy consumption and delay. Furthermore,
this approach allows for task processing to be executed only in sequential order
(there is no parallel execution capability).
In this chapter, we propose a greedy heuristic algorithm to allocate tasks
between the available resources while minimizing the execution time. However,
there are a number of challenges to consider, such as maximizing the utilization of
Edge resources while considering the limitations of their computation capabilities.
Additionally, there is a possibility that some of the tasks will be time sensitive, and
it is therefore crucial that they be allocated and executed immediately. Executing
forthcoming tasks requires proper task allocation and scheduling that satisfies the
requirements of all the tasks while maintaining the SLA. Therefore, we propose
a layer-based algorithm that identifies and minimizes the global bottleneck, i.e.,
minimizing the processing time and the cost as well as maximizing the utilization
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of resource computation at the Edge layer. The main contributions of this chapter
are summarized as follows:
• We consider a task placement approach based on cooperation between
the Edge and the Cloud that supports service decentralization, leveraging
context-aware information such as the location, and the available comput-
ing and storage capacities of Edge resources. The placement approach
considers the execution time constraint associated with each task and the
budget constraint at the application level. This maximizes the utilization of
Edge resources and minimizes latency, energy consumption and cost.
• We conduct a performance analysis with various case studies using iFogSim1
to reveal the effectiveness of the proposed approach in terms of maximizing
the utilization of fog devices while reducing latency, energy consumption
and network load.
7.2 SLA- and context-aware approach for IoT ac-
tivity placement across the Cloud and the Edge
In this approach, we consider IoT applications, which consist mostly of a set of
activities, some of which require high bandwidth and low computation. They
can be performed on one of the resources at the Edge of the network, while if
an activity requires more computation, it can be offloaded to the Cloud. In a
case where there is more than one activity, the selection of which one to deploy
at the Edge or the Cloud level can be based on different criteria (e.g., cost,
location, processing time or processing capacity). Our aim is to provide a solution
that distributes the workflow activities in a way that respects the consumer’s
requirements and utilizes the computation capabilities across layers while aiming
to avoid any SLA violations.
1iFogSim is an open-source toolkit for modelling and simulating resource management ap-
proaches to the IoT and Edge and fog computing, https://github.com/Cloudslab/iFogSim.
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7.2.1 Problem Definition and Modelling
In IoT applications, task/activity/inter-module 2 placement is the problem of allo-
cating tasks/activities to a set of processors/resources/infrastructure resources
3 that are distributed across layers (Edge and Cloud). The input into the task
placement controller is an activity graph and a processor graph, and the output
is a placement plan that maps each activity to a suitable processor/resource.
Whether the resources are located at the Edge or the Cloud is based on each
task’s/activity’s computation and communication requirements.
The following describes the task placement information and the concepts
related to the proposed scheme.
Task Graph:
A task graph is represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), T G = (T,E), where
the set of nodes T = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tn} represents n tasks. Between tasks, there is
a set of edges belonging to E, which represents the data dependency between
nodes. For example, tasks t1 and t2 are connected by e1,2. In other words, between
any ti and t j, there is ei, j belonging to E. Thus, we can define edges and tasks as
follows:
∀(ti ∧ t j ∈ T ), ∃ ei, j = (ti, t j) ∈ E
Consider that T represents a task that is defined as T = {Tid, ReqPCapcty,
deadline, region, level}. Tid represents task Id, ReqPCapcty represents requested
processing capacity, deadline represents the deadline constraint of the time
execution of a single task, and region reveals the region/location where this task
is preferably deployed. Finally, level is used to denote how many hops this task
takes from the starting point, which in our case is sensing events.
Each ei, j can be defined as ei, j = (SrcID, DisID, DTR, TRP, TupleLentgth), where
SrcID represents the source task id (ti node), DisID represents the destination task
id (t j node), DTR expresses the data transfer rate between ti and t j, TRP represents
the processing requirement of coming tuples, and TupleLength represents the
total length of the tuple.
2Within the text, we use task, workflow activity and inter-module interchangeably.
3Within the text, we use processor, resource and infrastructure resource interchangeably.
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Each task has one or more predecessors, unless if it is a start task, and each
task has one or more successors unless if it is a finish task (see Figure 7.1, which
depicts the start and finish tasks). Any task starts only after all the predecessor
tasks have been completed, so the earliest start time of a task is equal to the
maximum finish time of all of its predecessors.
Fig. 7.1 Task dependency example for an IoT application
Processor Graph
Consider the topology presented in Figure 7.2. A processor graph is represented
by a DAG, PG = (P,D), where the set of nodes P = p1, p2, p3, ..., pn represents n
processors. A processor belonging to P can be a Cloud or an Edge resource.
Between processors is a link distance, d, that connects them; for example,
processors p1 and p7 are connected by d1,7, so there is a set of links di, j between
any pi and p j belonging to P and di, j belonging to D. We can define the distance
links and processors as follows:
∀pi ∧ p j ∈ P, ∃ di, j = (pi, p j) ∈ D ; pi AND p j are not lea f nodes
Each processor pi can be defined as pi =(pCapctyi, upLnkLatencyi,downLnkLatencyi,
pmLoadi). pCapctyi is considered to hold the processing capacity of pi, up link
latency is upLnkLatencyi, down link latency is downLnkLatencyi and pmLoadi repre-
sents the current PM load.






d 1,7 d 3,7
d 7,9
dev1 dev2 dev4 dev5 dev6dev3
Fig. 7.2 Processor graph
Objectives
The objective is to propose a placement mechanism that aims to maximize the
utilization of Edge resources and minimize the cost and execution time of an IoT
application to adhere to defined SLO constraints at the application level. In this
study, the main information considered for task/workflow activity placement is as
follows:
• Network Topology: available resources and their computation capabilities.
• Location: the location of the initiated requests or consumed services.
• Service Type: data storing and data filtering are services that require
different computation/storage capabilities; therefore, the approximate size
of the data (e.g., million instructions per second (MIPS)) required by an
activity/task is different based on the type of required service.
• Level of Activity: number of hops that separate a task/activity from its
starting point, in our case from the IoT devices that generate the data. It is
essential to denote the dependency between tasks, as this helps to avoid
assigning a task to a resource on a level lower than its predecessor, unless
the predecessor requires higher computation resources. It also allows
parallel processing for tasks that are on the same level.
• Quality of Service: advance knowledge of the constraints on the offered
services plays a role in selecting the type and layer of resource. In our work,
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we consider minimizing the end-to-end response time by considering the
deadline constraint for each involved task/activity.
To express our objective of maximizing the utilization of Edge resources, each
task ti can be deployed on RCloud (Cloud resource) or on REdge (Edge resource);
however, deploying ti on a Cloud or Edge resource is a binary variable. If ti is
deployed on the Cloud, then 1 is assigned to TiRCloud and 0 to TiREdge , and vice versa.
Each task is processed on either Edge or Cloud resources; thus, we try to
maximize the number of tasks that are assigned to Edge resources whenever






The processing time of a task ti on a resource p j is calculated as shown in
equation 7.2.






Here, fti(zi) represents the computation requirement for task ti, zi represents
data input into task ti and α
ti
p j represents the number of current modules running
concurrently with ti on node p j.
The calculation of the CPU requirement for upcoming data/tuples for task ti
is given in equation 7.3, for each Edge has ti as its distention (i.e., the DisID for
Edge e is ti). DTR represents the data transfer rate of Edge e, and TPR represents




DT R×T PR ∀ Edge e has DisID = ti (7.3)
The total cost of running ti over node p j is the sum of the memory cost
memCostTi, the communication cost commCostTi, the storage cost storgCostTi and
the node cost nodeCostTi, as given in equation 7.4. Each of these costs is ex-
plained in equation 7.5-7.8. (Note: memoryCostUnit represents the cost defined
per memory unit; commCostUnit means defined cost per communication unit;
StorageCostUnit represents the cost defined per storage unit; sizeDataIn is the
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size of the coming data; DataToStore is the size of the data to be stored and
NodeCost represents the cost of using a node.)





commCostTi = sizeDataIn∗ commCostUnit (7.6)
storgCostTi = DataToStore∗StorageCostUnit (7.7)
nodeCostTi = TiExec ∗NodeCost (7.8)
Proposed Algorithm
Proposing a multi-objective SLA-aware algorithm for placing workflow activities
across layers is essential, subject to the constraints of each involved service/in-
frastructure resource as specified within the SLA. Yet, in this early-stage work,
we only considered the end-to-end execution time and a number of constraints
related to the involved services/infrastructure resources. For example, we con-
sidered the cost and execution time at the application level as well as the time
constraint associated with each required service and the capacity capabilities
of the required infrastructure resource. In the following section, we present
the proposed algorithm for placing inter-modules among the available resources
while considering the following objectives and constraints:
Offline Integer Programming Formulation Here, we aim to minimize the
cost of deploying inter-modules on available resources and the end-to-end re-
sponse time. For the offline version of the inter-module placement problem,
integer programming formulations are derived. These formulations are used
to devise limits on the suggested approach. The main objective is to minimize
the execution time while considering other constraints, such as cost/budget
constraints. Table 7.1 summarizes the notations used in our formulation. Our
main decision variables, denoted as xi j, are defined as follows:
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tk jtier <= ti jtier (7.10e)
Constraint 1 enforces the binary nature of xi j. Constraint 2 ensures that
the cost of the deployment plan will not exceed the cost/budget limit (CostCon-
straint). Constraint 3 ensures that the number of inter-modules assigned to
Edge resources is greater than the number of inter-modules assigned to Cloud
resources, as far as possible. Constraint 4 ensures that no two inter-modules
from the same level are assigned to the same resource. Constraint 5 ensures that
no inter-module ti is assigned to a resource that is located in a tier lower than any
of its predecessors (considering only predecessors of ti that require processing
capacity less than the processing capacity required by ti).
In Algorithm 1, the task and resource graphs are input. Lines 6, 7 and 8
define the associated level of each inter-module, which is calculated based on
the number of hops between the inter-module and the source of the captured
interesting event. Lines 10 to 12 calculate the corresponding execution time
of deploying ti on resource p j and then sorting all resources based on their
execution time. Starting with the shortest execution time, we need to apply the
constraint-checking steps, which are in Lines 14 to 28: these steps check whether
the p j resource has predecessors to ensure that no predecessor of inter-module
ti is assigned to a resource that is allocated to a layer higher than the current
checked p j if it requires more computing capacity than its predecessors.
If there is a resource p j that has one of ti’s predecessors deployed on it, and
no predecessor of ti is deployed on a resource that is located in a layer above the
current p j’s layer, then the associated constraints are checked with inter-module
ti by calling the checkConstraintsConsistencyFunction (Line 22). If there is no
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p j a resource with processor pj
ei j dependency edge between two tasks
ti and t j
li j Link between two resources Pi and Pj
bwi j bandwidth of link li j
zi j data size transferred
over edge dependency ei j
disi j distance between Pi and Pj
di j Link delay of link li j between Pi and Pj
picapacity Computation capacity of resources Pi
ReqPCapcty Represents requested processing capacity
level Reflects how many hops this task is
far from the starting point
ei, j Edge between ti and t j task nodes
SrcID Represent the source id
DisID Represents the destination id
dataTrans f ereRate Expresses data transfer rate
between ti and t j
TupleProcessingReq Represent processing requirement
of the tuples
TupleLentgth Represents the length of tuples
pCapctyi Holds processing capacity of pi in MIPS
upLnkLatencyi Up Link Latency of pi
pLoadi Current CPU load of pi
TupleLentgth Represents the length of tuples
TiREdge Task ti is running on Edge resource
TiRCloud Task ti is running on Cloud resource
TimeConstraintti j Time constraint of running ti
Timeti j Execution Time of running
ti on resource p j
ti jtier Reflects the tier of resource p j that runs ti
predecessorListSize predecessors of ti with ReqPCapcty
less than ti’s
SortedResorces Sort resources based on their
execution time of task ti
in ascending order
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Algorithm 1: SLA aware algorithm for application module placement
across layers
1 Input: TG=(T,E) ; PG=(P,D)
2 region =-1
3 found= false
4 Output: application modules are mapped to available resources
5 Objectives: Minimize Cost and Minimize Application latency
6 foreach ti in TG do
7 define a deadline d constraint
8 assign a level value to ti
// level for each task reflects how many
// hops between the task and the starting point
9 foreach resource p j in PG do
10 calculate Timeti j
11 add(SortedResorces, p j)// sort resources based on their execution
time of task ti in ascending order
12 end
13 foreach resource p j in SortedResorces do
14 if ti has a predecessor then
15 foreach tk in predecessor list of ti do
16 if tk is already assigned to a PG resource then
17 pl = the PG resource that tk is assigned to
18 if tkReqPCapcty is less than tiReqPCapcty then




23 if checkConstraintsConsistencyFunction then








31 if not found then
32 Calculate the Cost of executing ti on Cloud as in Eq. 7.4
33 if TotalCost+=cost of executing ti on a Cloud resource is less than
budget then
34 update TotalCost
35 assign ti to a Cloud resource
36 else
37 Log the Cost exceeds the allowed Budget and break
38 end
39 end
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Algorithm 2: Checking Budget Constraints Consistency after mapping
tasks to resources
1 checkConstraintsConsistencyFunction
2 if region==-1 then
3 if tiregion == p jregion then
4 if that p j does not have tasks from the same level of ti then
5 Calculate the Execution Time of ti on p j by applying Equation 7.2
6 if the requested CPU Less than available CPU then
// Check if the resource can sustain the place module




10 change the region value from -1 to another region not the same
as region of ti return false
11 end
12 else
13 Go To line 4
14 end
resource p j that matches the requirements and considered constraints, then ti is
assigned to a Cloud resource. The checkConstraintsConsistencyFunction checks
that a resource p j can sustain the inter-module within its deadline constraint,
without exceeding the budget, that it is not running other tasks at the same level
as the coming inter-module and that it is within the same region. If searching all
resources within the same region does not satisfy the constraints, then the other
regions are checked; otherwise, false is returned. If false is returned, then the
task is assigned to the Cloud resource, provided that the cost constraint is not
violated.
7.2.2 Time Complexity Analysis
We solved this problem with a context-aware approach. If the inter-module does
not have predecessors, then in the best-case scenario, the first search attempt
returns a resource that matches the requirement for each inter-module; thus,
the time complexity is θ(n), where n represents the number of inter-modules.
However, in the worst-case scenario, when finding a resource that matches
the inter-module constraints and performing it for each inter-module ti, all m
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resources in the resource list must be checked. Therefore, the time complexity
is θ(nm), where m represents the number of IoT devices (e.g., mobiles) in the
available resources in PG. Cases where an inter-module ti has predecessors
require more time, in order to avoid assigning an inter-module to a resource in a
layer lower than the predecessor resource’s layer if it requires more computing
capacity than its predecessors. Thus, we perform a checking step that iterates all
of an inter-module’s predecessors. As a result, in the best-case scenario, when
an inter-module has only one predecessor and finds a resource that matches the
inter-module constraints at the first attempt, the time complexity is θ(n)θ(1), and
considering only the upper bound means that the time complexity equals θ(n).
In the worst-case scenario, when an inter-module ti has k predecessors, then
finding a resource that matches the inter-module constraints leads to all available
m resources being checked. In this case, time complexity can be calculated as
θ(nmK), which is the worst-case scenario for time complexity: θ(nm)+θ(nmK);
however, since k, which represents the number of predecessors of an inter-
module, is less than the total number of inter-modules n, the time complexity is
θ(nm).
7.3 Evaluation
To evaluate our proposed algorithm, we ran it using the iFogSim simulator.
iFogSim
The iFogSim simulation toolkit is based on CloudSim [99] platform [306]. CloudSim
is one of the most widely utilized cloud-based simulators [70, 304, 306]. iFogSim
provides a wide scope for modelling a customized Fog computing environment
with such a large number of Fog nodes and IoT devices (e.g. sensors, actuators)
by extending CloudSim classes. However, iFogSim annotates the classes to make
the service and infrastructure resource allocations policies for Fog computation
easily defined for users without any previous knowledge of CloudSim. iFogSim
uses Sense-Process-Actuate and distributed data flow models when simulating
any Fog-computing application scenario. There are a number of simulators for
the IoT; however, we chose iFogSim because it is based on CloudSim, which is
popular among researchers for testing various strategies/algorithms, such as
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[468, 348, 139]. In iFogSim, the measurement of end-to-end latency, network
congestion, energy use, operating costs and QoS satisfaction is supported. Fur-
thermore, in a substantial number of research projects, iFogSim has been used
to mimic resources [459, 306], latency [308, 306], Quality of Experience (QoE)
[309, 306], mobility [80, 306], energy [303, 306], QoS-Aware management of
the Fog computing environment [431, 306] and security[104, 306]. It simulates
IoT applications, where it can enable application modules to be allocated and
scheduled among Fog and Cloud resources. It also provides two case studies to
explain IoT modelling and resource management policies which we utilized to
evaluate our proposed approach.
7.3.1 Use-Case Studies
For evaluation purposes, we consider the following case studies:
Remote Health Monitoring Service (RHMS) Case Study 1
Consider a remote health monitoring service (RHMS) to which patients (e.g.,
elderly patients with Parkinson’s disease) can subscribe in order to be monitored
on a daily basis. Data are collected and filtered, and if there is a pattern of inter-
est or an event that matches a threshold value, then the data can be analysed
on a small scale as they are related to a specific patient. However, in cases that
require a comparison between incoming data and historical data, or in cases
where the same events come from different subscribers, such as when many
patients have signs of fever and many social media users are tweeting about
these widespread signs, then the scenario can be considered as a large-scale
data analysis task that needs high computational power. The most interesting
analysis results are then stored.
In this use case, the workflow activities – data collection, data filtering, small-
scale real-time data analysis, large-scale real-time data analysis and storing
data – are represented as tasks t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5, respectively. There are
sensors attached to patients’ wrists, video cameras for patients and mobile
accelerometers to capture activity patterns. These devices are connected to
smart phones as a gateway, which is then connected to the WiFi gateway. The
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WiFi gateway is connected to an Internet service provider, which in turn is
connected to a Cloud data centre 4.
Intelligent Surveillance Case Study 2
The intelligent surveillance application 5 comprises five main processing modules.
1) Motion Detector reads the camera’s raw video stream to detect an object’s
motion. 2) Object Detector extracts objects from the video stream, and if an
object is new compared with previously discovered objects that are currently
active in the area, then object tracking is activated. It also determines the ob-
ject’s coordinates 3) Object Tracker determines the optimum pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ)
configuration based on the last calculated coordinates of the objects currently
being tracked. These PTZ data are regularly transmitted to the PTZ control of
the cameras. 4) PTZ Control is embedded in each smart camera and it changes
the physical camera configurations to suit the optimum PTZ parameters sent by
the tracker module. 5) User Interface is an interface that displays to the user a
segment of the video streams that contain each tracked object. This case study
is one of the case studies mentioned in [186]. We use it because we plan to
compare our results with the Edge-ward module placement algorithm presented
in [186]. For more details of the case study and the algorithm, readers are ad-
vised to refer to [186]. Listing 7.1 shows a snippet of the SLA of the case study 2 6.
1
2 [ {
3 "appType" : "Intelligent Surveillance",
4 "startDate" : "Wed Nov 21 00:00:00 GMT 2018",
5 "endDate" : "Thu Nov 21 10:35:46 GMT 2019",
6 "Execution Time" less than "1000 milliseconds"
7 "Cost/Price" less than "1000.0 $ per contract period"
8 "activityName" : "Capture Event of Interest: Motion Detector "
9 "Sample Rate" greater than "3 kHz "
10 "deviceType" : "Sensor "
11 "numberOfDevices": "4 "
4The generated SLA for case study 1 is listed in Appendix B
5Consult [186] for further details, look here [186].
6The generated SLA for case study 2 is listed in Appendix C.
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12 "mobilityOfDevice": "fixed "
13 "communicationTechnology":"WiFi "
14 "cpuCapacity":"1.6 GHz"
15 "memorySize": "1 GB"
16 "activityName" : "Examine Captured EoI: Object Detector",
17 "Network Latency" less than to "2 milliseconds "
18 "Size of data-in" greater than "4 KB "
19 "Link Bandwidth" equal to "6 Kbps "
20 "deviceType": "Gateway "
21 "numberOfDevices": "4 "
22 "mobilityOfDevice":"fixed "
23 "communicationTechnology": "WiFi "
24 "cpuCapacity" "3 GHz"
25 "memorySize": "4 GB"
26 "activityName" : "Analyse large-scale realtime data: Object
Tracker ",
27 "Latency" less than "5 milliseconds "
28 "Memory Size" : " 1 KB "
29 "vCPU Capacity": "2 GHz Xeon "
30 "Hypervisor": "Xen "
31 "OS Type" "Linux Ubuntu "
32 }]
Listing 7.1 A list of some of the considered constraints/ configuration for case
study 2
EEG Beam Tractor Game Case Study 3
The EEG Beam Tractor Game 7 comprises three main processing modules. 1)
The client receives the raw EEG signals, checks for any inconsistencies in the
received signal values and excludes any potentially inconsistent readings. 2) The
Concentration Calculator calculates the brain status and concentration level of
players using the sensed EEG signal values. To update the state of the player,
the client module is informed of the level of calculated concentration. 3) The
Coordinator operates globally to coordinate the game among multiple players
7Consult [186] for further details of the EEG Beam Tractor Game.
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who may be active in locations that are geographically separated 8. This case
study is one of the case studies mentioned in [186] because we plan to compare
our results with the Edge-ward module placement algorithm presented in [186].
For more details of the case study and the algorithm, readers are advised to refer
to [186].
7.3.2 Physical network
For the case study, we considered a physical topology with different types of Fog
devices. Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 present the configuration of the topology used.
This configuration is the same for both case studies except for the number of IoT
devices. Case study 1 consists of four areas, and each area has four IoT devices.
Case study 2 consists of two areas, and each area has four IoT devices. Case
study 3 consists of four areas, and each area has six IoT devices.
Table 7.2 Associated latency of network links
Source Destination Latency [ms]
IoT device Smart Phone 1
Smart Phone WiFi Gateway 2
WiFi Gateway ISP Gateway 2
ISP Gateway Cloud Data Centre 100
Table 7.3 Configuration description of infrastructure resources
Device Type CPU [GHz] RAM [GB]
Smart Phone 1.6 1
WiFi Gateway 3 4
ISP Gateway 3 4
Cloud VM 3 4
7.3.3 Performance Evaluation Results
Analysis of Case Study 1
We applied the proposed algorithm to case study 1 and compared the performance
result with placing the inter-modules on the Cloud. Execution time, energy
8The generated SLA for case study 3 is listed in Appendix D.
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consumption, network usage and cost are the metrics that are captured by
simulating the application and applying the proposed approach to place the
inter-modules using iFogSim. The following subsections compare the results of
applying the proposed approach with those of applying the Cloud-only approach.
Execution Time The overall execution time for case study 1 was less for the
proposed approach for task placement than for the Cloud-only approach (Figure
7.3). The latency control loop is reflected in Figure 7.4. "In iFogSim, the developer















































Fig. 7.4 Control loop delay in case study 1
Network Usage As shown in Figure 7.5, there is not much difference in net-
work usage; however, the proposed approach shows slightly more network usage
at the Edge, probably because it allocates most inter-modules to the Edge re-
sources.
Network	on	Cloud Network	on	Edge Network	on	Mobile
Cloud 0.099 163.076 3.1984


























Fig. 7.5 Network usage of case study 1
Energy Consumption In general, the Cloud-only approach, as depicted in
Figure 7.6, showed a higher level of energy consumption on both the Cloud and
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IoT device layers than the proposed approach. In the Edge layer, there was
a slight difference between the two approaches, possibly for the same reason,
which is that the proposed approach allocates more inter-modules to the Edge
than to the Cloud.
Energy	on	Cloud Energy	on	Edge Energy	on	Mobile
Cloud 15.13206392 4.171665 13.62222746



























Fig. 7.6 Energy consumption of case study 1
Cloud Cost Figure 7.7 depicts the cost of implementing case study 1 when
applying the Cloud-only approach and our proposed approach. The Cloud cost is
higher with the Cloud-only approach, while our approach is five times less costly
than the Cloud-only approach because the proposed approach allocates more
















Fig. 7.7 Cloud cost of case study 1
Analysis of Case Study 2 and Case Study 3
iFogSim comes with two built-in case studies that apply the Edge-ward inter-
module placement approach proposed in [186]. Therefore, we applied the pro-
posed algorithm to case study 2 and case study 3 and compared the performance
results with those obtained when placing the inter-modules with the Cloud-only
approach, as well as with the Edge-ward inter-module placement approach. The
metrics of execution time, energy consumption, network usage and cost were
captured. The following sections describe the comparison results.
Execution Time The execution time of all three approaches (Cloud-only, Edge-
ward placement and our proposed placement) is presented in Figure 7.8 for both
case studies 2 and 3. In case study 2, the Edge-ward placement approach showed
a high level of execution time, while in case study 3, the Cloud-only placement
had the highest level of execution time. However, in both cases, our proposed
approach had the shortest execution time.
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Cloud Edgewards Proposed Cloud Edgewards Proposed
Execution	Time	of	Case	Study	2	(Intelligent	Surveillance) Execution	Time	of	Case	Study	3	(VRGame)























Fig. 7.8 Time execution of case study 2 and case study 3
Network Usage Network usage is measured for the three tiers: IoT devices
(mobile phones), Edge resources (WiFi gateways) and the Cloud. Network usage
in case study 2 was higher on the Edge than on the Cloud and mobile tiers when
applying the Cloud-only placement approach. It reached 0.099 KB, 326.0964
KB, and 6.3968 KB for the network on the Cloud, the Edge and IoT devices,
respectively. The Edge-ward placement reflected the least network usage among
all the proposed approaches: the Cloud (0 KB), the Edge (16.4832 KB) and IoT
devices (0.3968 KB). The proposed approach showed no network usage on the
Cloud but it showed a high level of network usage on the Edge tier (1038.61192
KB).
Case study 3 shows that there was higher network usage for the Edge than
for the Cloud and IoT devices when applying the Cloud-only placement approach.
It reached 114.87 KB, 151.1156 KB, and 2.1202 KB on the Cloud, Edge and IoT
devices, respectively.
When we applied the Edge-ward placement, it resulted in the lowest network
usage among all the proposed approaches: the Cloud (0 KB), the Edge (2.3976
KB) and IoT devices (2.3952 KB).
When applying the proposed approach, there was no network usage on the
Cloud, but a high level of network usage was recorded for the Edge tier (121.1936
KB), where mobile devices reached 2.3319 KB. The reason for this may be that
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tasks were placed on different Edge resources since this approach considers
parallel processing for independent tasks.
Cloud Edgewards Proposed Cloud Edgewards Proposed
Network	Usage	of	Case	Study	2	(Intelligent	Surveillance) Network	Usage	of	Case	Study	3	(VRGame)
Network	on	Cloud 0.099 0 0 114.87 0 0
Network	on	Edge 326.0964 16.4832 1038.61192 151.1156 2.3976 121.1936






















Fig. 7.9 Network usage of case study 2 and case study 3
Energy Consumption Figure 7.10 presents the energy consumption of the
three approaches for both case studies 2 and 3. For case study 2, the Cloud-only
approach resulted in the highest energy consumption on the Cloud tier( 14.2812
megajoules); however, on the Edge and mobile tiers, all approaches reflected
quite similar levels of energy consumption, with a slightly lower level for the
proposed approach on the Edge and mobile tiers. On the Cloud, Edge and mobile
tiers, energy consumption was 13.3497 megajoules, 2.5029 megajoules and
6.9441 megajoules, respectively, for the Edge-ward placement approach. On the
Cloud, Edge and mobile tiers, energy consumption was 13.32 megajoules, 2.5639
megajoules and 6.6069 megajoules, respectively, for the proposed placement
approach.
For case study 3, the Cloud-only approach resulted in the highest energy
consumption on the Cloud tier (15.0633 megajoules); however, on the Edge and
mobile tiers, all approaches reflected quite similar levels of energy consumption,
with slightly lower levels for the proposed approach on the Edge and IoT devices.
On the Cloud, Edge, and mobile tiers, energy consumption was 13.32 megajoules,
3.5501 megajoules and 10.5032 megajoules, respectively, for the Edge-ward
placement approach. On the Cloud, Edge and mobile tiers, energy consumption
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was 13.32 megajoules, 3.3373 megajoules and 9.9699 megajoules, respectively,
for the proposed placement approach.
Cloud Edgewards Proposed Cloud Edgewards Proposed
Energy	Consumption	of	Case	Study	2(Intelligent	Surveillance)	 Energy	Consumption	of	Case	Study	3(VRGame)	
Energy	on	Cloud 14.28120236 13.34970988 13.32 15.06330672 13.32 13.32
Energy	on	Edge 2.502999 2.502999 2.563966048 3.337332 3.550122783 3.337332



























Fig. 7.10 Energy consumption of case study 2 and case study 3
Cloud Cost Figure 7.11 shows the Cloud cost for deploying use cases 2 and
3. Since the proposed approach placed all tasks on the Edge, there was no
Cloud cost in either case study. The Edge-ward placement approach had a lower
cost than the Cloud approach in case study 2. In case study 3, the Edge-ward
approach Cloud cost was null because all inter-modules were placed on the Edge.
Cloud Edgewards Proposed Cloud Edgewards Proposed
Cloud	Cost	Usage	of	Case	Study	2	(Intelligent	Surveillance) Cloud	Cost	of	Case	Study	3	(VRGame)















Fig. 7.11 Cloud cost of case study 2 and case study 3
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7.4 Discussion
We have applied our heuristic algorithm to decentralize task placement in a
cooperative way between Edge and Cloud resources. We have considered an
RHMS as a case study and compared it with the Cloud-only approach (an ap-
proach in which tasks are placed only on the Cloud). The proposed approach
demonstrates lower execution time, control loop delay, costs, network usage and
energy consumption than the other approaches. Furthermore, we considered
comparing our approach with built-in use cases in iFogSim. Thus, we compared
the results of our algorithm with the Edge-ward placement algorithm applied to
case study 2 and case study 3. In general, our proposed approach shows better
results than the other approaches, as the previous section showed.
In the proposed approach, in case study 1, when there were some inter-
modules that required higher processing capabilities, such as for storing data
and analysing large-scale data, these were placed on the Cloud. This was why
there was a Cloud cost as well as network usage on the Cloud layer. In the
other two case studies (case study 2 and case study 3), all inter-modules were
placed on the Edge layers, which explains the null cost and network usage on the
Cloud layer. However, in case studies 2 and 3, our proposed approach showed a
higher level of network usage on the Edge layer than the Edge-ward placement
approach, which seems to be related to the fact that our approach ensures that
independent tasks are placed on different resources; thus, there is a greater
possibility of more data being transmitted between resources since this approach
considers parallel processing for independent tasks.
7.5 Conclusion and Future Research
Due to the limited computational and resource capabilities of IoT nodes, tasks can
be allocated to Edge or Cloud resources, taking into account a number of factors
such as task constraints, node load and computing capability. We suggested
a heuristic algorithm for allocating tasks among the available resources. The
allocation algorithm takes into account factors such as the related time limits for
each task, location and budget constraints. We utilized iFogSim to evaluate the
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proposed approach for three use cases. The performance analysis demonstrated
that the suggested algorithm minimizes costs, execution time, control loop delay,
networking and Cloud power usage compared to the Cloud-only and Edge-ward
positioning methods.
In general, although the proposed approach showed good results, it is a
greedy approach, which means that a better placement plan may be identified
by considering all available solutions. Furthermore, in this approach, our main
objective is to minimize the execution time, whereas realistically, applications
have multiple objectives in addition to minimizing the execution time, such as
minimizing the cost and maximizing the number of processed requests. In future
research, we will carry out an evaluation of the proposed approach on real
systems. Furthermore, we need to extend the proposed algorithm to apply multi-
objective placement algorithms and to develop algorithms that take advantage of
machine learning approaches, such as applying multi-objective genetic algorithms
in which we consider more than one objective, for example minimizing response
time and maximizing throughput.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Research
Overview
In this chapter, we summarise the research presented in this thesis. We outline
our contributions and then discuss open research problems on the grounds that
they could influence future research.
8.1 Thesis Summary
Many service providers, including Cloud providers, provide a written description
of the terms and conditions of their services. This introduces some drawbacks,
such as confusion and no facility for automating the evaluation of adherence to
SLA terms, searching for facilities or negotiating contract terms. This highlights
the importance of providing SLAs in a machine-readable format. Moreover, the
importance of machine-readable agreements is also demonstrated by the need for
structured assurances that the services delivered comply with the terms agreed,
as Cloud consumers, for example, may outsource their core business functions to
the Cloud.
Many languages have been proposed to describe SLAs in a machine-readable
format in order to simplify their evaluation and negotiation. However, available
SLA frameworks range from over-specific to over-generic. We argue that these
languages cannot cope with the distinctive features of the IoT, such as multi-party
IoT agreements and multi-layer deployment models. In IoT applications, QoS
specifications need to be aggregated from the Cloud, network, and sensing layers’
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perspectives. The key aim of considering QoS across layers is to deliver the
promised IoT functionalities that match the expectations of consumers, as agreed
within the SLA.
Since this research focuses on SLA specifications for the IoT, we conducted
a systematic review to classify most of the IoT SLA-related research. We re-
searched the SLA lifecycle by analysing the literature in order to shed light on
the available SLA-related works. However, due to the limited work on SLAs for
the IoT, previous works, especially Cloud-related works, were also considered
due to the IoT-Cloud interdependence. We mapped 400 papers from various sci-
entific databases. We defined two key categories that most SLA-related research
falls into: SLA-lifecycle work and work related to SLA applications. The results
showed that around two-thirds of papers concentrate on the SLA lifecycle: SLA
specification, SLA negotiation, SLA monitoring, SLA enforcement and SLA man-
agement. The remaining papers focus on SLA applications such as SLA-aware
resource allocation and scheduling. We have tracked the growth in SLA research
and discussed a range of research gaps to be considered in future studies. There
was a shortage of studies relevant to SLAs for the IoT in general and a shortage of
studies that contribute to SLA specifications, in particular. Therefore, in Chapter
2, we presented a reference architecture for the IoT as a first step towards SLA
specification is defining the key concepts considered in our proposed conceptual
model presented in Chapter 3.
An important feature of an SLA language is the possibility of expanding it to
include domain-specific vocabularies. Therefore, a domain SLA language needs
to consider domain-specific support features. Thus, in Chapter 3, we suggested
an IoT conceptual SLA model as well as rich domain-specific vocabularies to
express an SLA of the IoT on an end-to-end basis. The proposed conceptual
model defines key concepts that can play a role in the formulation of SLAs on
an end-to-end basis. Then, we defined some of the most common QoS metrics
and configuration parameters related to each concept. We referred to the RHMS
as a use-case scenario for illustration purposes when we explained some of the
concepts. We believe that the proposed vocabularies can play a significant role
in SLA specifications, particularly with regard to the standardisation of the vo-
cabularies/terminologies used in an SLA. We applied a goal-oriented approach to
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evaluate the proposed SLA conceptual model. The Wilcoxon test was used, to
examine whether there was a significant satisfaction with the conceptual model’s
generality and coverability. The outcome indicates a high level of satisfaction
regarding the generality and coverability of the considered concepts.
Defining "SLA offers" and "SLA requests" using standard terminology facil-
itates the process of comparing the available choices and choosing the most
appropriate consumer-based SLA bid. Moreover, it is important to provide the
SLA specification in a machine-readable format as a first step towards automat-
ing SLA monitoring and management. However, we believe that current SLA
specification formats are insufficient to accommodate the unique features of the
IoT domain, such as its multi-party multi-layer nature. In addition, most available
SLA specifications are defined in an XML format, whereas we are looking at more
lightweight SLAs for the IoT. Furthermore, available works are defined for other
computing paradigms such as Cloud and web services, while in the IoT, there is a
need to consider cooperated services that are, commonly, spanned across layers.
Thus, with the necessity of delivering a high-quality service considering the strict
constraints at the application level for the IoT, there is also a need to consider
SLAs on an end-to-end basis. Chapter 4 presented a grammar for the syntactic
structure of the end-to-end SLA specification for IoT applications. The structure
of the syntax is derived from the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3.
We evaluated the proposed grammar using the GQM approach to reflect its
generality and expressiveness. Furthermore, we provided qualitative analysis for
the missing requirements. Based on the percentage of overall dissatisfaction with
both Goal1 and Goal2, we can see that there is a high level of satisfaction with
the presented list of requirements for both goals. The requirements suggested by
the participants are taken into consideration by refining the listed vocabularies
as well as adding the suggested ones wherever possible.
One of the reasons behind proposing a grammar is that it is a way to unify
the SLA specifications, which can then be the first step to define an SLA in a
machine-readable format. Having an SLA in a machine-readable format can play
a significant role in automating SLA monitoring and management and in provid-
ing SLA-aware solutions, such as SLA-aware scheduling, SLA-aware resource
provisioning, SLA enforcement and SLA monitoring. In the literature, some
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works consider the provision of a machine-readable SLA. For example, there are
a number of different works that use XML documents to standardise SLAs in
order to improve the SLA data exchange between the consumer and the provider.
These works, as far as we are aware, allow users to type in or edit SLA templates.
Therefore, in Chapter 5, we presented a toolkit to mitigate human typing errors
when specifying an SLA using GUI features. The tool considers the most common
or typical IoT application tiers and services, as captured within the proposed
grammar (presented in Chapter 4), in such a way that interested users can specify
their preferences. Using the tool, the SLA is generated in a JSON format. We
generated the SLA in a JSON format due to the lightweight nature of JSON and
its readability. We evaluated the tool following a goal-oriented approach, and
the outcome of the evaluation demonstrates a high level of satisfaction with the
simplicity and generalizability of the considered concepts and the tool’s capability
to express the requirements of involved services and infrastructure resources.
Due to the importance of SLA management as one of the solutions that can
mitigate the risk of violating SLA terms, we proposed an SLA management frame-
work. There are a considerable number of studies in the literature covering SLA
management. However, there is a shortfall in the number of available and feasible
SLA management frameworks that develop a management mechanism for SLA
lifecycle phases (e.g., definition, negotiation, monitoring and enforcement) for
IoT applications. Furthermore, there is a shortfall in the utilisation of Blockchain
technology and in works that have combined the SLA specification with the rec-
ommender system, especially in terms of considering the complexity of specifying
requirements with the multi-layered nature of IoT applications. Thus, in Chapter
6, we proposed an SLA management framework which consists mainly of the
SLA specification, SLA negotiation, SLA monitoring using Blockchain to deploy
SLA-based smart contracts, SLA enforcement and SLA compensation. In addition,
we added an optional configuration recommendation phase since, as explained in
Chapter 3, some configuration parameters such as sample rates can affect the
data analysis accuracy because they affect the data freshness.
Thus, having a recommender system combined with the SLA specification phase
provides considerable help for most contractual parties of IoT-based services. It
can be utilised as a guide for most common configuration parameters for different
infrastructure resources across layers. We provided a proof of concept for the
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proposed SLA management framework. The main purpose of the proof of concept
is to reflect how providing SLA specifications in a machine-readable format can
be useful. It is not only important for the SLA specification phase, but can be
utilised in more than one phase of SLA management. We discussed the proposed
SLA management framework and compared it with other related studies.
In Chapter 7, we discussed the importance of using Edge resources to resolve
issues relating to centralised control while benefiting from the Cloud in order to
adhere the SLA. As a result, strategies are required to prepare and efficiently
distribute resources, in a manner that takes into account SLA parameters. SLA
violations should be avoided in order to prevent costly fines, and providers should
use resources wisely in order to minimise service provisioning costs. SLA-aware
techniques include, but are not limited to, SLA-aware resources allocation, SLA-
aware resource provisioning, SLA-aware activity/task placement and SLA-aware
scheduling. Related to SLA management, we believe that one of the possible
ways to enforce/respect the SLA is to develop SLA-aware solutions such as
SLA-aware scheduling and resource provisioning. Therefore, we proposed the
SLA-aware workflow activity placement algorithm for IoT applications. For the
proposed algorithm, we considered end-to-end execution time as the main objec-
tive while considering other constraints, such as cost and each activity deadline
constraint, to aid the process of decentralising IoT activities among Edge and
Cloud resources. The results show improved cost, time, and energy consumption
compared with the Cloud-only placement approach and the Edge-ward placement
algorithm.
8.1.1 Limitations
1. We have tried to generalise our study, but we believe that it is still necessary
to identify more domain-specific vocabularies related to other workflow
activities. However, the toolkit is extendable to a certain extent in that it
enables interested users to add, edit and remove vocabulary terms related
to services/infrastructure resources as well as to add, edit and/or remove
services, infrastructure resources and workflow activities using the Excel
file attached to the toolkit.
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2. There is a need to consider the correlation between configuration parame-
ters. We have specified some of the most common configuration parameters
and have mentioned that there is a dependency between them, but we still
need to analyse their dependency using benchmarking approaches.
3. We have considered price as a concept with parameters to specify the
related constraints; however, there is a need to model the (price) concept in
more detail and to consider different vocabularies that can be used to reflect
the cost dimension for each involved service and/or infrastructure resource.
For example, in the networking service, one of the cost dimensions could
be link bandwidth; in stream processing, it could be data payload size; and
for a Cloud VM, it could be the number of vCPUs. Furthermore, there is a
need to model SLA-based compensation in the case of SLA violations from
each contractual party’s perspective.
4. There is still a need to consider other SLO constraints within the proposed
SLA-aware algorithm, since we have considered only deadline constraints,
while there are other constraints such as the throughput of requests re-
ceived per time unit.
8.2 Future Research
Regarding future research, our proposed SLA management framework for IoT
ecosystems is still in an early stage; therefore, we can consider the following:
8.2.1 SLA negotiation protocol to enhance consumer expe-
rience when selecting a service provider
SLA negotiation is the second phase in our proposed SLA management framework.
In the current system, we assume that all contractual parties have agreed upon
the specified terms. Therefore, in future research, we will investigate applying an
SLA-based negotiation protocol to enhance consumer experience when selecting
a service provider and allocating services and resources.
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One possible protocol for SLA-based negotiation is the Contract Net protocol1.
The Contract Net protocol [433] provides a structured high-level interaction
between nodes that cooperate to deliver a task. It focuses on how negotiation
can be used as a mechanism for interaction at different levels of complexity. The
uses of Contract Net vary [482] and it has been utilised for the negotiation of
SLAs for grid resource management and for utility computing [482].
The study in [401] presents an SLA coordination mechanism based on the
market and an established Contract Net protocol. Ranjan et al [401] apply the
Contract Net protocol because it allows the owners of the resource to have
greater control over how resources are allocated compared to traditional mech-
anisms and because it creates super-schedulers who are able to bid for SLA
contracts through Contract Net, with a focus on ensuring that the task is com-
pleted within the specified time frame.
According to [187], with regard to Cloud services, in order to meet the re-
quirements of consumers, it is essential that there is sufficient collaboration
between brokers and service providers. The customers’ requirements should
be mapped against the resources available on the Cloud, and these resources
should be accessed automatically through web services. However, this type of
automated service faces challenges from distributed and constantly changing
Cloud-computing environments. These challenges include dynamically contract-
ing service providers, whose service fees are determined by supply and demand,
and having to cope with incomplete data regarding Cloud resources, such as
providers and locations. The research in [187] aims to solve these challenges by
employing an agent-based Cloud service composition approach. In this approach,
the Cloud resources and participants are implemented and supported by agents
who maintain a three-layered self-organising multi-agent system. This system
supports a Cloud service composition framework and an experimental test bed.
Networks of acquaintances and the Contract Net protocol are employed by the
agents to develop and adapt Cloud service compositions.
1“In Contract Net, Agents acting as managers announce tasks on Contract Net, and other
agents who are contractors assess these announcements; if the task interests them, they may bid
for it. The outcome of a bid can be only total rejection or acceptance, so Contract Net is suited to
multilateral processes such as auctions. .”[482]
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8.2.2 Build cross-layer multi-provider SLA-based monitor-
ing systems for the IoT
SLA monitoring is essential to ensure that the service is delivered according
to a specified quality level. Therefore, many studies on SLA/QoS monitoring
have been conducted [412, 228, 184, 116], (these references have been covered
in Chapter 2). Studies such as [228, 38, 412] perform SLA monitoring in web
services and at the grid and Cloud paradigms, while [184] implements a dis-
tributed monitoring system for network resources. Additionally, [116] provides
monitoring as a service and supports its monitoring system by using map rules
to map low-level metrics to high-level SLA requirements. However, it is applied
to the data infrastructure in the Cloud. From the IoT perspective, there is still a
need for end-to-end SLA monitoring; therefore, as future work, we will focus on
that need.
From an IoT perspective, it is still necessary to fulfil the need to have end-
to-end SLA monitoring; therefore, as future research, we will investigate the
following: How can we build cross-layer multi-provider SLA-based monitoring
systems for the IoT that support the end-to-end SLA adherence process of IoT
applications? Answering this question is important because it will aid service
providers in operating their services at an adequate level, which will then in-
crease consumers’ trust and help to avoid SLA violations. A monitoring service is
used to gather data that represent the required metrics. These metrics can be
used to evaluate to what extent service consumers and providers comply with the
specified QoS constraints. If it is shown that the conditions of the contract have
not been met, then corrective action can be taken [487]. This QoS monitoring
service enables organisations to ascertain the cause of any performance issue
they are experiencing, whether it be the application design, the infrastructure of
the network, or the Cloud service provider [408].
Furthermore, investigating the integration of Blockchain-based solutions for
SLA compensation is one of the future research avenues. SLAs contain service
information, and considering a "penalty" as one of the main aspects is crucial
because the consumer must be compensated accordingly if the service provider
does not deliver what has been agreed upon. However, the current compensation
8.2 Future Research 235
method is time consuming and complicated. Therefore, utilising Blockchain for
SLA-based monitoring and compensation could be an enormous asset. An effort to
address this problem is underway. For example, an approach based on Blockchain
and smart contracts is suggested by [55] to automate the compensation process
while allowing dynamic payments over the lifecycle of the SLA.
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Propose a service level agreement specification for IoT applications from the user/service-
consumer perspective. 
The purpose of the survey:  
• Find out: what should be considered and what should not be considered within the SLA.  
• Find out: the expressiveness and generality of the proposed SLA grammar  
 
General questions to find out how strongly the interviewee is interested in taking on a role in 
specifying an SLA for IoT applications. 
 















Figure 1 IoT reference architecture 
IoT applications are, mostly, time-sensitive applications. Thus, it is important to consider when 
data needs to be collected, what the next processing step is, and where to process each step. 
Furthermore, the associated QoS requirements for each step should be specified in an 
unambiguous way. Therefore, in our work, we focus on end-to-end SLA specification language as 
a first step to capture user requirements. An end-to-end SLA specification language is a structural 
syntax that is used to express user requirements for all of the involved software and hardware 
components within a system/application. 
To illustrate how considering an SLA on an end-to-end basis is important, consider a Flood 
Monitoring System (FMS). In an FMS, it is important to respond immediately and correctly to 
suspicious events in order to prevent serious damage. FMS requires that real-time data is collected 
from different types of information, such as from sensors and gauges that measure rainfall levels 
and the water levels of rivers, respectively. The FMS would then analyse the collected data and 
indicate any abnormal data patterns (e.g. flood possibility) by comparing the new collected data 
with the historical/stored data. However, this type of IoT application is time-sensitive, which 
means that any unpredicted delay in one or more of the workflow activities (e.g. collecting, 
transferring, ingesting, analysing, etc.) will affect the accuracy and suitability of the actions taken. 
This example shows how the performance of FMS applications relies not only on the functionality 
but also on the quality of the offered services across Edge and/or Cloud computing environments. 
Undoubtedly, SLAs need to be observed across all layers of the Cloud and Edge – for example, at 
which rate data should be collected, transferred and ingested; how fast and accurate the analysis 
should be, etc. 
Therefore, the data collected from IoT devices should be accurate and up to date. In addition, it 
is important to minimise the latency of data pre-processing (for filtering purposes), which can be 
performed using, but not limited to, a raspberry pi or edge servers. If there is a need to perform 
some analysis and to compare incoming data with a historical and predefined model, then the 
application of certain services should be considered, as well as their Service Level Objective (SLO) 
constraints. A service can apply machine-learning algorithms with a high accuracy requirement, 
stream processing under low latency constraints and/or batch processing with high throughput. 
The analysis results can be stored using SQL databases. Unstructured data such as images of 
collapsed bridges can be stored using NoSQL databases. 
In our grammar, we used the “workflow activities” concept to hold the list of involved activity – 
for example, in the above use case, ‘collect rain level data’ matches the ‘capture event of interest’ 
activity in our grammar. Each activity is associated with a service(s) and an infrastructure resource 
to deploy the service(s). Both the service and the infrastructure resource have their SLO 
constraints as well as their own configuration requirements (see Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2 Conceptual mapping to reflect the relationship between main concepts 
For further illustration, in the FMS, the ‘capture event of interest’ activity requires a sensing service. 
The sensing service has SLO constraints such as constraints on the required level of data freshness 
and data accuracy. The sensing service will be deployed/hosted on an IoT device. Therefore, it is 
important to consider the requirements of The IoT device such as its type (e.g., sensor, RFID), 
the mobility of the device (e.g., fixed or mobile), the communication mechanism and battery life. 
The same will apply for the “Filter captured event of interest” activity, which will be done at the 
edge computing layer, using certain devices such as a mobile phone, raspberry pi or server. Each 
one of these devices has its computational capabilities such as CPU speed and memory size. 
Furthermore, to perform the “large data analysis on fly” activity, a stream processing service can 
be applied with certain requirement constraints such as low latency and certain configuration 
requirements, such as specifying window type: time-based window or event-based window. The 
stream processing service can be deployed on the Cloud, so certain requirements related to the 
required resources from the Cloud can be specified, such as number of VMs and the acceptable 
percentage of CPU utilisation. 
  
 Question 1: Considering the following predefined list of workflow activities 
☐ Capture event of interest (EoI) 
☐ Examine the Captured EoI on fly 
☐ Filter Captured EoI  
☐  Aggregate the Captured EoI  
☐  Ingest Data from one or more data resources  
☐  Large-Scale Real-time data analysis  
☐ Large-Scale Historical data analysis  
☐  Apply machine learning approach  
☐  Store Structured Data  
☐  Store Unstructured Data   
  
1.  Does the predefined list of workflow activities cover your IoT project’s workflow 
activities? Answer : Yes or No  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. Could you please “tick” the activities that you believe will be involved/part of your 
application/project. 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. Do you think more workflow activities should be included? 
Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. if your answer in 3 is “yes”, could you please list the workflow activities that you 








 Question 2: Considering the following predefined list of computing layers 
☐ IoT device layer 
☐ Edge Computing Layer 
☐ Cloud Computing Layer 
 
1. Do you agree that it is necessary to allow the IoT administrators to specify their 
requirements at IoT device, Edge Computing and Cloud Computing layers? Answer: 
Yes or No  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. Could you please “tick” the computing layer that you believe will be involved/part of 
your application/project. 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. Do you think more computing layers should be included? 
Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. If your answer in 3 is “yes”, could you please list the other computing layers that you 













 Question 3: Considering the following predefined list of services 
☐  Sensing Service 
☐  Networking Service 
☐  Ingestion Service 
☐  Stream Processing Service 
☐  Batch Processing Service 
☐  SQL Database Service 
☐  NoSQL Database Service 
☐  Machine Learning Service 
  
1.  Does the predefined list of services cover your IoT project’s services? Answer : Yes 
or No  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. Could you please “tick” the services that you believe will be involved/part of your 
application/project. 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. Do you think more services should be included? 
Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 













 Question 4: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements for IoT devices 
 ☐ Type of device (sensor; RFID tag) 
 ☐ Number of devices 
 ☐ Mobility of device 
 ☐ Communication Mechanism 
 ☐ Communication technology 
 ☐ Battery life 
 ☐ Warranty period 




1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for IoT devices. 
2. Do you think more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 













 Question 5: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements of for Edge Computing 
☐ Type of device (Mobile, Raspberry  Pi, Server) 
☐ Number of Devices 
☐ mobility of device 
☐ Communication Mechanism with IoT  
☐ Communication Technology with IoT 
☐ Communication Mechanism with Cloud  
☐ Communication Technology with Cloud 
☐ Encryption Support 
☐ Compression Support 
☐ Storage Size 
☐ Memory Size 
☐ CPU Speed 




1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for Edge Computing. 
2. Do you think more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 











 Question 6: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements for Cloud Computing 
☐ Availability 
☐ CPU utilisation 
☐ Response Time 
☐ Outage Length 
☐ Throughput 
☐ Storage Bandwidth 
☐ Storage Size 
☐ Memory Size 
☐ Network Bandwidth 
☐ vCPU Capacity  
☐ vCPU limit per VM  
☐ No Of vCPU  
☐ No of core per  vCPU  
☐ Vertical  scale down limit  
☐ Vertical scale up limit  
☐ Horizontal scale up limit  
☐ Horizontal scale down limit  
☐ input/output Storage operations  
☐ Replication factor  
☐ Data integrity  
  
  
1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for Cloud Computing. 
2. Do you think more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 







 Question 7: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements of sensing services 
☐  Data Freshness 
☐  Sample Rate 
☐  Data accuracy 
☐ Data integrity  
 
 
1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for sensing services. 
2. Do you think there are more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
















 Question 8: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements of networking services 
☐  Gateway Throughput 
☐  Gateway Latency 
☐  Network Throughput 
☐  Network Latency 
☐ Data integrity  
☐  Size of data-in/data-in rate  
☐  Size of data-out/data-out rate 
☐  Time Interval to send data/Publish rate 
☐  Storage/buffer size 




1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for networking services. 
2. Do you think there more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 












 Question 9: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements for ingestion services 
 ☐  Throughput 
 ☐  Latency 
 ☐ Data integrity  
 ☐  Size of data-in/data-in rate  
 ☐  Size of data-out/data-out rate 
 ☐ Time Interval to send data/Publish rate 
 ☐  Storage size 
 ☐  Data retention time limit 
 ☐  Replication factor  
 ☐  Compression/Decompression support 
 ☐  Data Encryption Support 
 ☐  Delivery Guarantee Mechanism 
  
 
1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for Ingestion services. 
2. Do you think more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 









 Question 10: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements for machine learning services 
 ☐ Accuracy 
 ☐ Data integrity  
 ☐ Class of Machine learning 
 ☐ Name of Machine Learning Algorithm   
 ☐  Way to run Machine Learning Algorithm   
  
 
1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for Machine Learning services. 
2. Do you think more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 















 Question 11: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements for stream processing services 
☐  Throughput 
☐  Latency 
☐  Data Completeness 
☐  Miss Ratio 
☐ Data integrity  
☐ Time-based window size  
☐  Event-based window size  
☐ Sliding window 
☐ Tumbling window 
☐  Micro Batch Size 
☐  Data Arrival Rate 
☐  Write Capacity 
☐  Read Capacity 
☐  Replication factor 
☐  Total Number of Queries 
☐  Number of Queries per Stream 
☐  Compression/Decompression Support 
☐  Data Encryption Support 
  
 
1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for Stream Processing services. 
2. Do you think more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 








 Question 12: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements for batch processing services 
☐ Throughput 
☐ Latency 
☐ Data integrity 
☐ Data Arrival Rate 
☐ Batch Size Limit 
☐ Read Capacity 
☐ Write Capacity 
☐ Process running frequency 
☐ Max Memory of Map Task 
☐ Max Memory of Reduce Task 
☐ No of Mapper Limit 
☐ No of Reducer Limit 
☐ No of Batch Jobs 
☐ Compression/Decompression Support 
☐ Data Encryption Support 
  
 
1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for Batch Processing services. 
2. Do you think more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 










 Question 13: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements for SQL database services 
☐ Throughput 
☐ Response Time 
☐ Data integrity 
☐ Read Error Rate 
☐ Cache Hit Ratio 
☐ Write Error Rate 
☐ Read Capacity 
☐ Write Capacity 
☐ Compression/Decompression Support 
☐ Data Encryption Support 
☐ Replication factor 
  
 
1.  Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for SQL database services. 
2. Do you think more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 












 Question 14: Considering the following predefined list of vocabulary to express 
consumer requirements for NoSQL database services 
☐ Type of NoSQL 
☐ Throughput 
☐ Data integrity 
☐ Response Time 
☐ Read Error Rate 
☐ Cache Hit Ratio 
☐ Write Error Rate 
☐ Read Capacity 
☐ Write Capacity 
☐ Compression/Decompression Support 
☐ Data Encryption Support 
☐ Replication factor 
☐ Replication factor 
  
 
1. Considering the predefined list of SLO metrics and configuration requirements of 
sensing services, could you please “tick” the vocabularies that you believe will be 
used to express your requirements for NoSQL database services. 
2. Do you think more vocabulary should be included? Answer: Yes or no  
………………………………………………………………………………………… 












SLA Specification for RHMS
1 {
2 [ {
3 "appType" : "Remote Health Monitoring Service",
4 "startDate" : "Thu Sep 12 12:14:19 BST 2019",
5 "endDate" : "Wed Sep 30 12:14:19 BST 2020",
6 "sloAtApplicationLevel" : [ {
7 "qosMetric" : "Availability",
8 "priority" : "High",
9 "requiredLevel" : "greater than",
10 "value" : "99.0",
11 "unit" : "% per month"
12 }, {
13 "qosMetric" : "Outage Length",
14 "priority" : "High",
15 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
16 "value" : "10",
17 "unit" : "seconds per day"
18 }, {
19 "qosMetric" : "Response Time",
20 "priority" : "High",
21 "requiredLevel" : "greater than",
22 "value" : "10",
23 "unit" : "milliseconds"
24 } ,{
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25 "qosMetric" : "Cost/Price",
26 "priority" : "High",
27 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
28 "value" : "100.0",
29 "unit" : "$ per month"
30 }
31 ],
32 "slaid" : " Remote Health Monitoring Service Thu Sep 12 12:14:19
BST 2019Wed Sep 30 12:14:19 BST 2020j"
33 } ,{
34
35 "activityName" : "Capture Event of Interest(EoI) ",
36 "slo" : [ {
37 "qosMetric" : "Data Freshness",
38 "priority" : "High ",
39 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
40 "value" : "5 ",
41 "unit" : "milliseconds "
42 } ],
43 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
44 "configurationFeature" : "Sample Rate",
45 "priority" : "High ",
46 "requiredLevel" : " equals to",
47 "value" : "5 ",
48 "unit" : "kHz "
49 }],
50 "resourceSpecification" : {
51 "resourceLayer" : "IoT Resource",
52 "configurationRequirement" : [
53 {
54 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
55 "value" : "Sensors "
56 },
57 {
58 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
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59 "value" : "6 "
60 },
61 {
62 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
63 "value" : "mobile "
64 },
65 {
66 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanism",
67 "value" : "push "
68 },
69 {
70 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnology",
71 "value" : "WiFi "
72 },
73 {
74 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",




79 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",






86 "activityName" : "Examine Captured EoI",
87 "slo" : [ {
88 "qosMetric" : "Gateway Throughput",
89 "priority" : "High ",
90 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
91 "value" : "98 ",
92 "unit" : "Kbps "
93 }, {
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94 "qosMetric" : "Gateway Latency",
95 "priority" : "High ",
96 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
97 "value" : "1 ",
98 "unit" : "milliseconds "
99 }, {
100 "qosMetric" : "Network Throughput",
101 "priority" : "High ",
102 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
103 "value" : "99 ",
104 "unit" : "Mbps "
105 } ],
106 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
107 "configurationFeature" : "Size of data-out",
108 "priority" : "High ",
109 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
110 "value" : "8 ",
111 "unit" : "kB "
112 },
113 {
114 "qosMetric" : "Size of data-in",
115 "priority" : "High ",
116 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
117 "value" : "10 ",
118 "unit" : "kB "
119 },
120 ,{
121 "configurationFeature" : "Data Encryption Support",
122 "value" : "true "
123 },
124 {
125 "configurationFeature" : "Data Compression Support",
126 "value" : "false "
127 }],
128 "resourceSpecification" : {
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129 "resourceLayer" : "Edge Resource",
130
131 "configurationRequirement" : [
132 {
133 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
134 "value" : "Raspberry Pi "
135 },
136 {
137 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
138 "value" : "1 "
139 },
140 {
141 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
142 "value" : "fixed "
143 },
144 {
145 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanismWithIoTDevice
",
146 "value" : "push "
147 },
148 {
149 "configurationFeature" : "
communicationTechnologyWithIoTDevice",
150 "value" : "WiFi "
151 },
152 {
153 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanismWithCloud",
154 "value" : "push "
155 },
156 {
157 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnologyWithClould",
158 "value" : "WiFi "
159 },
160 {
161 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",
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166 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",









176 "activityName" : "Analyse Small-Scale realtime data ",
177 "slo" : [ {
178 "qosMetric" : "Throughput",
179 "priority" : "high ",
180 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
181 "value" : "99 ",
182 "unit" : "Mbps "
183 } ],
184 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
185 "configurationFeature" : "Miss Ratio",
186 "value" : " less than ",
187 "requiredLevel" : "high ",
188 "unit" : "1 "
189 },{
190 "configurationFeature" : "Window Size",
191 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
192 "value" : "5 ",
193 "unit" : "milliseconds "
194 }, {
195 "configurationFeature" : "Sliding Window",
196 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
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197 "value" : "3 ",
198 "unit" : "milliseconds "
199 }, {
200 "configurationFeature" : "Replication factor",
201 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
202 "value" : "2 "
203 }, {
204 "configurationFeature" : "Total Number of Query",
205 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
206 "value" : "3 "
207 }, {
208 "configurationFeature" : "Compression/Decompression Support",
209 "value" : "false "
210 }, {
211 "configurationFeature" : "Data Encryption Support",
212 "value" : "true "
213 } ],
214 "resourceSpecification" : {
215 "resourceLayer" : "Edge Resource",
216 "slo" : [ {
217 "qosMetric" : "Availability",
218 "priority" : "high ",
219 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
220 "value" : "99 ",
221 "unit" : "% "
222 },{
223 "qosMetric" : "Outage Length",
224 "priority" : "High",
225 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
226 "value" : "3",
227 "unit" : "seconds per day"
228 } ],
229 "configurationRequirement" : [
230 {
231 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
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232 "value" : "server "
233 },
234 {
235 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
236 "value" : "1 "
237 },
238 {
239 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
240 "value" : "fixed "
241 },
242 {
243 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanismWithIoTDevice
",
244 "value" : "push "
245 },
246 {
247 "configurationFeature" : "
communicationTechnologyWithIoTDevice",
248 "value" : "WiFi "
249 },
250 {
251 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanismWithCloud",
252 "value" : "push "
253 },
254 {
255 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnologyWithClould",
256 "value" : "WiFi "
257 },
258 {
259 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",




264 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",
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273 "activityName" : "Analyse Large-Scale realtime data ",
274 "slo" : [ {
275 "qosMetric" : "Throughput",
276 "priority" : "high ",
277 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
278 "value" : "99 ",
279 "unit" : "Mbps "
280 },{
281 "qosMetric" : "Miss Ratio",
282 "priority" : "high ",
283 "value" : " less than ",
284 "requiredLevel" : "high ",
285 "unit" : "1 "
286 }
287 ],
288 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
289 "configurationFeature" : "Window Size",
290 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
291 "value" : "30 ",
292 "unit" : "milliseconds "
293 }, {
294 "configurationFeature" : "Sliding Window",
295 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
296 "value" : "10 ",
297 "unit" : "milliseconds "
298 }, {
299 "configurationFeature" : "Replication factor",
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300 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
301 "value" : "2 "
302 }, {
303 "configurationFeature" : "Total Number of Query",
304 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
305 "value" : "3 "
306 }, {
307 "configurationFeature" : "Compression/Decompression Support",
308 "value" : "false "
309 }, {
310 "configurationFeature" : "Data Encryption Support",
311 "value" : "true "
312 } ],
313 "resourceSpecification" : {
314 "resourceLayer" : "Cloudresource",
315 "slo" : [ {
316 "qosMetric" : "Availability",
317 "priority" : "high ",
318 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
319 "value" : "99 ",
320 "unit" : "% "
321 }, {
322 "qosMetric" : "CPU Utilization",
323 "priority" : "high ",
324 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
325 "value" : "80 ",
326 "unit" : "% "
327 } ],
328 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
329 "configurationFeature" : "Memory Size",
330 "value" : "40000 ",
331 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
332 "unit" : "KB "
333 }, {
334 "configurationFeature" : "vCPU Capacity",
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335 "value" : "44800",
336 "unit" : "GHz Xeon "
337 }, {
338 "configurationFeature" : "Hypervisor",
339 "value" : "Xen "
340 }, {
341 "configurationFeature" : "OS Type",
342 "value" : "Linux Ubuntu "
343 } , {
344 "configurationFeature" : "Tenancy Type",
345 "value" : "single tenant "
346 }, {
347 "configurationFeature" : "Backup Support",
348 "value" : "true "
349 }, {
350 "configurationFeature" : "Non acceptaple Geographical
location",
351 "value" : " Hong Kong "
352 }, {
353 "configurationFeature" : "Storage Type",
354 "value" : "HDD(Storage Area Network) "
355 }, {
356 "configurationFeature" : "Hypervisor",
357 "value" : "Xen "
358 }, {
359 "configurationFeature" : "OS Type",
360 "value" : : "Unix "
361 }, {
362 "configurationFeature" : "Geographical location",




367 "activityName" : "Apply machine learing algorithm",
368 "slo" : [ {
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369 "qosMetric" : "Accuracy",
370 "priority" : "high ",
371 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
372 "value" : "98 ",
373 "unit" : "% "
374 } ],
375 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
376 "configurationFeature" : "Name of ML Algorithm ",
377 "value" : "neural network "
378 }, {
379 "configurationFeature" : "Way to Run",
380 "value" : " MapReduce "
381 } ],
382 "resourceSpecification" : {
383 "resourceLayer" : "Cloudresource",
384 "slo" : [ {
385 "qosMetric" : "Availability",
386 "priority" : "high ",
387 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
388 "value" : "99 ",
389 "unit" : "% "
390 },{
391 "qosMetric" : "Outage Length",
392 "priority" : "High",
393 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
394 "value" : "3",
395 "unit" : "seconds per day"
396 }, {
397 "qosMetric" : "CPU Utilization",
398 "priority" : "high ",
399 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
400 "value" : "80 ",
401 "unit" : "% "
402 } ],
403 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
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404 "configurationFeature" : "storage Size",
405 "value" : "99 ",
406 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
407 "unit" : "TB "
408 },{
409 "configurationFeature" : "Memory Size",
410 "value" : "40000 ",
411 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
412 "unit" : "KB "
413 }, {
414 "configurationFeature" : "vCPU Capacity",
415 "value" : "44800",




420 "activityName" : "Store unstructured data ",
421 "slo" : [ {
422 "qosMetric" : "Read Error Rate",
423 "priority" : "% ",
424 "requiredLevel" : "1 ",
425 "value" : " less than ",
426 "unit" : "5 "
427 }, {
428 "qosMetric" : "Cache Hit Ratio",
429 "priority" : "high ",
430 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
431 "value" : "5 ",
432 "unit" : "% "
433 }, {
434 "qosMetric" : "Write Error Rate",
435 "priority" : "high ",
436 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
437 "value" : "5 ",
438 "unit" : "% "
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439 }, {
440 "qosMetric" : "Response Time",
441 "priority" : "high ",
442 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
443 "value" : "1 ",
444 "unit" : "miliseconds "
445 } ],
446 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
447 "configurationFeature" : "Write Capacity",
448 "value" : "99 ",
449 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
450 "unit" : "tuples/sec "
451 },
452 {
453 "configurationFeature" : "Read Capacity",
454 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
455 "value" : "99 ",
456 "unit" : "tuples/sec "
457 }, {
458 "configurationFeature" : "Type of NOSQL",
459 "value" : " graph "
460 }, {
461 "configurationFeature" : "Back-Up",
462 "value" : "true "
463 } , {
464 "configurationFeature" : "Replication factor",
465 "value" : "3 ",
466 "requiredLevel" : " equals to "
467 }, {
468 "configurationFeature" : "Data Encryption Support",
469 "value" : "true "
470 }, {
471 "configurationFeature" : "Compression/Decompression Support",
472 "value" : "true "
473 }],
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474 "resourceSpecification" : {
475 "resourceLayer" : "Cloudresource",
476 "slo" : [ {
477 "qosMetric" : "Availability",
478 "priority" : "high ",
479 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
480 "value" : "99 ",
481 "unit" : "% "
482 } ],
483 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
484 "configurationFeature" : "storage Size",
485 "value" : "99 ",
486 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
487 "unit" : "TB "
488 }, {
489 "configurationFeature" : "Storge Type",
490 "value" : "SAN-HDD(Storage area network) "
491 }, {
492 "configurationFeature" : "Geographical location",









SLA for Case study 1 in Chapter 8
1
2 [ {
3 "appType" : "Remote Health Monitoring Service",
4 "startDate" : "Wed Nov 21 00:00:00 GMT 2018",
5 "endDate" : "Thu Nov 21 10:35:46 GMT 2019",
6 "sloAtApplicationLevel" : [ {
7 "qosMetric" : "Response Time",
8 "priority" : "High",
9 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
10 "value" : "1000",
11 "unit" : "milliseconds"
12 }, {
13 "qosMetric" : "Cost/Price",
14 "priority" : "High",
15 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
16 "value" : "3000.0",
17 "unit" : "$ per contract period"
18 }],
19 "slaid" : "Remote Health Monitoring Service Wed Nov 21 00:00:00
GMT 2018Thu Nov 21 10:35:46 GMT 2019d"
20 } ,{
21 "activityName" : "Capture Event of Interest(EoI) ",
22 "slo" : [ {
23 "qosMetric" : "Data Freshness",
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24 "priority" : "High ",
25 "requiredLevel" : "late than real time by ",
26 "value" : "2 ",
27 "unit" : "milliseconds "
28 }, {
29 "qosMetric" : "Sample Rate",
30 "priority" : "High ",
31 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
32 "value" : "3 ",
33 "unit" : "kHz "
34 } ],
35 "resourceSpecification" : {
36 "configurationRequirement" : [
37 {
38 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
39 "value" : "Sensors "
40 },
41 {
42 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
43 "value" : "6 "
44 },
45 {
46 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
47 "value" : "mobile "
48 },
49 {
50 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanism",
51 "value" : "push "
52 },
53 {
54 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnology",
55 "value" : "WiFi "
56 },
57 {
58 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",
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63 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",






70 "activityName" : "Examine Captured EoI",
71 "slo" : [ {
72 "qosMetric" : "Gateway Throughput",
73 "priority" : "High ",
74 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
75 "value" : "6 ",
76 "unit" : "Mbps "
77 }, {
78 "qosMetric" : "Network Latency",
79 "priority" : "High ",
80 "requiredLevel" : " less than",
81 "value" : "2 ",
82 "unit" : "milliseconds "
83 }, {
84 "qosMetric" : "Size of data-in",
85 "priority" : "High ",
86 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
87 "value" : "1000",
88 "unit" : "KB "
89 }, {
90 "qosMetric" : "Size of data-out",
91 "priority" : "High ",
92 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
93 "value" : "1000",
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94 "unit" : "KB "
95 }, {
96 "qosMetric" : "Link Bandwidth",
97 "priority" : "High ",
98 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
99 "value" : "6 ",
100 "unit" : "Kbps "
101 } ],
102 "resourceSpecification" : {
103 "configurationRequirement" : [
104 {
105 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
106 "value" : "Gateway "
107 },
108 {
109 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
110 "value" : "4 "
111 },
112 {
113 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
114 "value" : "fixed "
115 },
116 {
117 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanismWithIoTDevice
",
118 "value" : "push "
119 },
120 {
121 "configurationFeature" : "
communicationTechnologyWithIoTDevice",
122 "value" : "WiFi "
123 },
124 {
125 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanismWithCloud",




129 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnologyWithClould",
130 "value" : "WiFi "
131 },
132 {
133 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",




138 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",






145 "activityName" : "Analyse small-scale realtime data ",
146 "slo" : [ {
147 "qosMetric" : "Throughput",
148 "priority" : "high ",
149 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
150 "value" : "1000 ",
151 "unit" : "Kbps "
152 }, {
153 "qosMetric" : "Latency",
154 "priority" : "high ",
155 "requiredLevel" : " less than",
156 "value" : "5 ",
157 "unit" : "milliseconds "
158 } ],
159 "resourceSpecification" : {
160 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
161 "configurationFeature" : "Memory Size",
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162 "value" : "4000 ",
163 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
164 "unit" : "KB "
165 }, {
166 "configurationFeature" : "vCPU Capacity",
167 "value" : "2800",
168 "unit" : "GHz Xeon "
169 },{
170 "configurationFeature" : "Hypervisor",
171 "value" : "Xen "
172 }, {
173 "configurationFeature" : "OS Type",




178 "activityName" : "Analyse large-scale realtime data ",
179 "slo" : [ {
180 "qosMetric" : "Throughput",
181 "priority" : "high ",
182 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
183 "value" : "10000 ",
184 "unit" : "Kbps "
185 }, {
186 "qosMetric" : "Latency",
187 "priority" : "high ",
188 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
189 "value" : "5 ",
190 "unit" : "milliseconds "
191 } ],
192 "resourceSpecification" : {
193 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
194 "configurationFeature" : "Memory Size",
195 "value" : "40000 ",
196 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
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197 "unit" : "KB "
198 }, {
199 "configurationFeature" : "vCPU Capacity",
200 "value" : "44800 ",
201 "unit" : "GHz Xeon "
202 },{
203 "configurationFeature" : "Hypervisor",
204 "value" : "Xen "
205 }, {
206 "configurationFeature" : "OS Type",




211 "activityName" : "Store structured data ",
212 "slo" : [ {
213 "qosMetric" : "Availability",
214 "priority" : "high ",
215 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
216 "value" : "99 ",
217 "unit" : "% "
218 } ],
219 "resourceSpecification" : {
220 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
221 "configurationFeature" : "storage Size",
222 "value" : "99 ",
223 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
224 "unit" : "TB "
225 }, {
226 "configurationFeature" : "Storge Type",
227 "value" : "SAN-HDD(Storage area network) "
228 }, {
229 "configurationFeature" : "Geographical location",
230 "value" : "USA "
231 } ]








4 "appType" : "Intelligent Surveillance",
5 "startDate" : "Wed Nov 21 00:00:00 GMT 2018",
6 "endDate" : "Thu Nov 21 10:35:46 GMT 2019",
7 "sloAtApplicationLevel" : [ {
8 "qosMetric" : "Response Time",
9 "priority" : "High",
10 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
11 "value" : "1000",
12 "unit" : "milliseconds"
13 }, {
14 "qosMetric" : "Cost/Price",
15 "priority" : "High",
16 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
17 "value" : "1000.0",
18 "unit" : "$ per contract period"
19 }],
20 "slaid" : "Intelligent Surveillance Wed Nov 21 00:00:00 GMT 2018
Thu Nov 21 10:35:46 GMT 2019d"
21 } ,{
22 "activityName" : "Capture Event of Interest: Motion Detector ",
23 "slo" : [ {
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24 "qosMetric" : "Data Freshness",
25 "priority" : "High ",
26 "requiredLevel" : "late than real time by ",
27 "value" : "1 ",
28 "unit" : "milliseconds "
29 }, {
30 "qosMetric" : "Sample Rate",
31 "priority" : "High ",
32 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
33 "value" : "3 ",
34 "unit" : "kHz "
35 } ],
36 "resourceSpecification" : {
37 "configurationRequirement" : [
38 {
39 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
40 "value" : "Sensor "
41 },
42 {
43 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
44 "value" : "4 "
45 },
46 {
47 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
48 "value" : "fixed "
49 },
50 {
51 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanism",
52 "value" : "push "
53 },
54 {
55 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnology",




59 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",




64 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",






71 "activityName" : "Examine Captured EoI: Object Detector",
72 "slo" : [ {
73 "qosMetric" : "Gateway Throughput",
74 "priority" : "High ",
75 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
76 "value" : "2 ",
77 "unit" : "Mbps "
78 }, {
79 "qosMetric" : "Network Latency",
80 "priority" : "High ",
81 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
82 "value" : "2 ",
83 "unit" : "milliseconds "
84 }, {
85 "qosMetric" : "Size of data-in",
86 "priority" : "High ",
87 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
88 "value" : "4 ",
89 "unit" : "KB "
90 }, {
91 "qosMetric" : "Size of data-out",
92 "priority" : "High ",
93 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
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94 "value" : "4 ",
95 "unit" : "KB "
96 }, {
97 "qosMetric" : "Link Bandwidth",
98 "priority" : "High ",
99 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
100 "value" : "6 ",
101 "unit" : "Kbps "
102 } ],
103 "resourceSpecification" : {
104 "configurationRequirement" : [
105 {
106 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
107 "value" : "Gateway "
108 },
109 {
110 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
111 "value" : "4 "
112 },
113 {
114 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
115 "value" : "fixed "
116 },
117 {
118 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanism",
119 "value" : "push "
120 },
121 {
122 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnology",
123 "value" : "WiFi "
124 },
125 {
126 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",





131 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",






138 "activityName" : "Analyse large-scale realtime data: Object
Tracker ",
139 "slo" : [ {
140 "qosMetric" : "Throughput",
141 "priority" : "high ",
142 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
143 "value" : "5 ",
144 "unit" : "Kbps "
145 }, {
146 "qosMetric" : "Latency",
147 "priority" : "high ",
148 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
149 "value" : "5 ",
150 "unit" : "milliseconds "
151 } ],
152 "resourceSpecification" : {
153 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
154 "configurationFeature" : "Memory Size",
155 "value" : "1 ",
156 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
157 "unit" : "KB "
158 }, {
159 "configurationFeature" : "vCPU Capacity",
160 "value" : "2 ",
161 "unit" : "GHz Xeon "
162 },{
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163 "configurationFeature" : "Hypervisor",
164 "value" : "Xen "
165 }, {
166 "configurationFeature" : "OS Type",




171 "activityName" : "Actuate: PTZ Control ",
172 "slo" : [ {
173 "qosMetric" : "Accuracy",
174 "priority" : "High ",
175 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
176 "value" : "90 ",
177 "unit" : "%"
178 } ],
179 "resourceSpecification" : {
180 "configurationRequirement" : [
181 {
182 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
183 "value" : "Sensor "
184 },
185 {
186 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
187 "value" : "4 "
188 },
189 {
190 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
191 "value" : "fixed "
192 },
193 {
194 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanism",




198 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnology",
199 "value" : "WiFi "
200 },
201 {
202 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",




207 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",








SLA for Case study 3 in Chapter 8
1 [ {
2 "appType" : "EEG Beam Tractor Game",
3 "startDate" : "Wed Nov 21 00:00:00 GMT 2018",
4 "endDate" : "Thu Nov 21 10:35:46 GMT 2019",
5 "sloAtApplicationLevel" : [ {
6 "qosMetric" : "Response Time",
7 "priority" : "High",
8 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
9 "value" : "1000",
10 "unit" : "milliseconds"
11 }, {
12 "qosMetric" : "Cost/Price",
13 "priority" : "High",
14 "requiredLevel" : "less than",
15 "value" : "1000.0",
16 "unit" : "$ per contract period"
17 }],
18 "slaid" : "EEG Beam Tractor Game Wed Nov 21 00:00:00 GMT 2018Thu
Nov 21 10:35:46 GMT 2019d"
19 } ,{
20 "activityName" : "Capture Event of Interest (EoI) ",
21 "slo" : [ {
22 "qosMetric" : "Data Freshness",
23 "priority" : "High ",
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24 "requiredLevel" : "late than real time by ",
25 "value" : "1 ",
26 "unit" : "milliseconds "
27 },
28 {
29 "qosMetric" : "Sample Rate",
30 "priority" : "High ",
31 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
32 "value" : "100 ",
33 "unit" : "kHz "
34 } ],
35 "resourceSpecification" : {
36 "configurationRequirement" : [
37 {
38 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
39 "value" : "Sensors "
40 },
41 {
42 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
43 "value" : "6 "
44 },
45 {
46 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
47 "value" : "fixed "
48 },
49 {
50 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanism",
51 "value" : "push "
52 },
53 {
54 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnology",
55 "value" : "WiFi "
56 },
57 {
58 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",
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63 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",







71 "activityName" : "Examine Captured EoI- Client",
72 "slo" : [ {
73 "qosMetric" : " Throughput",
74 "priority" : "High ",
75 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
76 "value" : "1 ",
77 "unit" : "Kbps "
78 }, {
79 "qosMetric" : " Latency",
80 "priority" : "High ",
81 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
82 "value" : "2 ",
83 "unit" : "milliseconds "
84 }, {
85 "qosMetric" : "Size of data-in",
86 "priority" : "High ",
87 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
88 "value" : "2 ",
89 "unit" : "KB "
90 }, {
91 "qosMetric" : "Size of data-out",
92 "priority" : "High ",
93 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
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94 "value" : "4 ",
95 "unit" : "KB "
96 }],
97 "resourceSpecification" : {
98 "configurationRequirement" : [
99 {
100 "configurationFeature" : "deviceType",
101 "value" : "Gateway "
102 },
103 {
104 "configurationFeature" : "numberOfDevices",
105 "value" : "4 "
106 },
107 {
108 "configurationFeature" : "mobilityOfDevice",
109 "value" : "fixed "
110 },
111 {
112 "configurationFeature" : "communicationMechanism",
113 "value" : "push "
114 },
115 {
116 "configurationFeature" : "communicationTechnology",
117 "value" : "WiFi "
118 },
119 {
120 "configurationFeature" : "cpuCapacity",




125 "configurationFeature" : "memorySize",









134 "activityName" : "Analyse small-scale realtime data-
Concentration Calculator",
135 "slo" : [ {
136 "qosMetric" : " Throughput",
137 "priority" : "High ",
138 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
139 "value" : "1 ",
140 "unit" : "Mbps "
141 }, {
142 "qosMetric" : " Latency",
143 "priority" : "High ",
144 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
145 "value" : "2 ",
146 "unit" : "milliseconds "
147 }, {
148 "qosMetric" : "Size of data-in",
149 "priority" : "High ",
150 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
151 "value" : "4 ",
152 "unit" : "KB "
153 }, {
154 "qosMetric" : "Size of data-out",
155 "priority" : "High ",
156 "requiredLevel" : " equals to ",
157 "value" : "4 ",
158 "unit" : "KB "
159 } ],
160 "resourceSpecification" : {
161 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
162 "configurationFeature" : "Memory Size",
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163 "value" : "4 ",
164 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
165 "unit" : "GB "
166 }, {
167 "configurationFeature" : "vCPU Capacity",
168 "value" : "3 ",
169 "unit" : "GHz Xeon "
170 },{
171 "configurationFeature" : "Hypervisor",
172 "value" : "Xen "
173 }, {
174 "configurationFeature" : "OS Type",





180 "activityName" : "Analyse large-scale realtime data ",
181 "slo" : [ {
182 "qosMetric" : "Throughput",
183 "priority" : "high ",
184 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
185 "value" : "5 ",
186 "unit" : "Mbps "
187 }, {
188 "qosMetric" : "Latency",
189 "priority" : "high ",
190 "requiredLevel" : " less than ",
191 "value" : "5 ",
192 "unit" : "milliseconds "
193 } ],
194 "resourceSpecification" : {
195 "configurationRequirement" : [ {
196 "configurationFeature" : "Memory Size",
197 "value" : "4 ",
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198 "requiredLevel" : "greater than ",
199 "unit" : "GB "
200 }, {
201 "configurationFeature" : "vCPU Capacity",
202 "value" : "3 ",
203 "unit" : "GHz Xeon "
204 },{
205 "configurationFeature" : "Hypervisor",
206 "value" : "Xen "
207 }, {
208 "configurationFeature" : "OS Type",
209 "value" : "Linux Ubuntu "
210 } ]
211 }
212 }]

